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I. PURPOSE AND DESIGN OF PAVEMENT 
In order to aid in a final determination of a rational, 
economical, and practical jointing method for concrete uavement, 
and to obtain factual datR for future construction, the Kentucky 
Department of High1'-·~ye built 6. 27 miles of experimental uavement 
during the summer of 1940. This uroject WRs 011e of those planned 
by the Bublic RoRds A~~inistration and the Portland Cement Associa-
tion in coope~ation with the various states. 
Tho nom road is on the Owensboro-Hartford section of State 
Route 71, six mj_les south-east of Ov!ensboro , in Daviess County, e,nd 
is designated as Federal Ai~ Project No . 125 F(2)S. 
Specifically, the Durpose of this experimental wor·k is to 
study tho desirable spac:tng of tre.nsverse expansion joints in con-
crete pavements and the amount of expansion space required per unit 
of pavement length, and to study the efficiency of dummy contra c.tion 
joints with and without dowels for the transfer of load. Also, to 
study the behavior under traffic of pR.vement in which only weakened 
plane contraction joints without load transfer bars are installed. 
For test uurposes the project is divi ded into seven different 
experimental types, or sections which vary in length from 1200 feet 
to 5000 feet. E.qch section with the exception of section 1 is dupli-
cated in non-adjacent parts of the project in ordGr that there 1rill be 
a check on the bchavioP. The sections are arranged in this order: 
7-6-5-4-3-2-1 - Standard Pavement - 2~3-4-5-6-7. The Departmcnt 1 s 
standard vav 2ment was us3d in the central mile of the uroject . This 
section extends through a swamp and vras consider ed unsuitable for 
experimental pavement. Design of thr: various sections and joint 
sp.qcings may be seen from Table I, 
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TABLE I.- DESIGN OF EXPERIMENTAL SECTIONS. 
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Concerning t h e design of thi~ exper~mental pavement, the 
follo wing points should be noted; 
1. With the exception of section 7~ the pavement is of the 
thickened ed~e type and the cross section is the standard design 
employed by the Department of Highways. Section 7 is uniform 
thickness pRvement, and the thickness is such that, with respect 
to maximum computed stresses, the slabs are approxima tely com-
parable with the thickened edge slabs used in the other sections. 
2. A concealed metal open type longitudinal joint is used with 
1/2-inch round de formed tie bars, 4 f ee t in length , and spaced 5 
feet apart. This metal joint is held in place by steel pins and 
extends to within 1/2-inoh of tho surface of the pavement. 
3. All expansion joints are one inch wide with a non-extruding 
filler and , except in sections 7, are provided with standard load 
transfer bars. 
4. Contra ction joints are of the weakened nlane type and the 
spacing in tho unreinforced sections is 20 feet. Standard load 
transfer bars are used in contractlon joints only in sections 5, 
6, and the standard section. 
5. The system of standard load transfer ba rs consis ts of three-
quarter inch plain bars two feet long , nainted and oiled on alter-
nate ends and spaced one foot apart. To nrovide for expansion, 
metal caps are placed on the unbonded ~nd of bars in all expansion 
joints. 







It has been shown by previous investi~ations of the Public 
Roads Administration thRt the efficiency of transverse joints, from 
the standpoint of stress reduction, cA-nnot "be determined by measure-
ments of maximum deflections under load. For example, when a load is 
applied on one side of a joint · the maximum deflections of the two 
joint edges may be identical but the maximum stress in the loaded 
edge may be more thRn twice as great as in the unloaded edge (see 
figure 32, Public Roads, October 1936), The efficiency of joints in 
pevements can be determined only by accurate and time~consuming 
me~surements of stress deformations in the concrete and it is not 
practicable to make such ob~ervations on pavements under traffic. 
Therefore, it is proposed to study the action of transverse dummy 
joints in full-size navement slab s that will not be subjected to 
traffic~ 
This study will be carried on at the laboratories of the 
Public Roads Administration, The test slabs will be constructed so 
th::tt the width of joint opening ca.n be controlled and so tha t the 
joint s ca n be closed and the slabs subj ected to direct compressive 
stress, thus simulating the condition of a pavement subjected to 
compressive stress due to expansion. Observations will be made 
of the efficiency of the joints as affected by the following 
variables~ 
1 
(a) Width of joint opening 
(b) Restraint due to direct compre ssive 
stress in the slab. 
11 0utline of Pronosed Exnerimental Concrete Pavement C')nstruction 11 , 
Public RoQds A~ministr~tion, dated Feb, 1940 . 
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(c) Type of aggregate 
(q) Maximum size of aggregat~ 
(e) Do,eled vs, un~owel~d j0~nts, 
With the information obtained fr.gm these tests, it should 
be possible to make a reasonably accurate estimate of the effici ency 
of joints of the same type in service under field conditions, ro-
viding the changes in widths which occur in service are known. 
A schedule of measurements sufficient to establish various 
cha.nges in widths of the joints and temper Rture cycle is planned for 
the experimental projects. 
In certain studies of the surface irregularities of concrete 
pavements that h~ve been made , it h~. s been noted that there is some-
times a tendency for short slabs to become slightly tilted on the 
subgra de , resulting in increased surface roug~ness at the joints. 
There is evidence to indicate that this tilting action in short 
pavement slabs may be controlled through the use of dowels at joints 
or by the action of aggregate interlock at cracks and we~kened ulane 
joints , if the cracks or weakened plane joints arc maintained in a 
relatively tightly closed c~ndition. 
The effect of the use of very short slabs on the riding 
qualities of concrete p~vements and the effects of the various other 
design details that might have an influence on the genera l smoothness 
of the pavement surface have never been thoroughly investigated. It 
is desirable that additional data be obtained and for t his ~urpo se a 
series of level measurements has been included. 
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III . OUTLINE OF OBSERV}.TIONS AND INSTRUMENTATIO~ 
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III. OUTLINE OF OBSERVATI0HS AN:U INS1RUMENTATION 
r. 
vhanges in widths that occur in the joints of concrete 
pavements may be of a daily, a seasonal, or a perme.nent nature, 
and_ the magnitude of the changes vrill <iepend upon both the spacinb 
of the joints Rnd UDon tho arrangements of the expans ion and con-
trR.ction joints as well as u:9on those fR.cto ;~ s thCJ. t deter mine the 
volume ohange ch.s=trr-wteristics of the concrete itself. Therefore , 
measurements of the daily, seasonal, ana. permanent ch;:mges in widths 
hnve been scheduled_ for a number of r epresentative joints in all of 
the e~oerimental sections. 
Four set s of m e '=~ . surernents 11!ill be me.d.e to det erm ine the 
mRgnitude of the seasonal change s in ' idths of the j oints. The 
meRsurements Are to made in the Winter (Februa r y) , Spring (May), 
Summe r (August), a nd Fall CJovember). 
Mea su,rements a lso will be made of the daily change s in 
;•idths of the .j oints on selecte;d. de.ys at each of t he four seasons. 
Li kewise , a se t of me~suremants ~ill be mRde at various joints 
select3d for studying De rmanent cha nges in width . Recommendati ons 
call for this set to be made during the first summer following 
construction. 
Me "l.. surements of t he daily and sea sona l changes in widths of 
the joint s will be carri s d out for only a ye~ r or t wo. however, 
studies of -oermenent change s will be C')ntinued fo r a period of 
sever a l ye".rs. 
Selected. portions of e~ch se c tion ~re to be used for this 
study . El'l.ch -oorti on is loc.'l.ted 'Ihe r e thf· gr ade i s r e l n. ti vely level, 
the degree of horizont~l curv~ture q minimum , ~nd ·here the depth 
of embnnkment does not exceed four feet . 
- 9 
Small brass gage uoints are set in the longitudinal ~xis of 
the uavement on each side of the joints. A vernier cnliper re8ding 
directl y to one- thousandth of an inch is used t~ measure the distance 
etween ~age 9otnts (Fig . 50 ). The differenc e between measurements 
at various t imes and temuer~tures is the change in ·idth of the joint. 
Temper~ture re~ding s are obtained by means of ~ mercury thermometer 
inserted in 9avement wells . 
Shor t carringe bolts set in the navement and located in the 
selected port i ons ~re to be u sed for level points . Level bench marks 
were estnblishcd a l ong the edges of the ~avement , and the original 
elevation of all level points obtained \ ithin t wo weeks after the 
compl at ion of construction. su·osequent level observa tions a r e 
schedule c:I. for normFtl winter R.nCI. summer conditions after the pavement 
is several years old . 
I n ac1di tio.n to the observn ti ons out l ined , a number of 
periodic condition and crack surveys are scheduled. 
- 10 -
IV. GRADE CONSTRUCTION AND SOIL OUTLINE 
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IV, GRADE CONSTRUCTIO:~ AND SOlL OUTLINE 
Grade ~enstruction and ~ five~ ir.ch surface of traffic oound 
river gravel for two secti Jns of this ·9roject 1 one section f'flem 
st~tion 397+49.4 to stB.t ion 565+00 and the other from st~tion 690+00 
to stP.ti on 737+00, was started July 21, 1939 , a nd compl e t ed rroverriber 
3, 1939 . Th~s e t wo sections 7ere then opened to traffic unt il pave-
ment constructi on stnrted . Tho remain ing section from stA-tion 
565+00 to station 690+00 vvas constructed between April 15 , . 1940 , and 
June 4, 1940 , but no river gravel WA.S pl a ced on this section . All 
emban~~ents ~er e c0nstructed in successive horizontal l ayers 12 
inches in t hickness, and each layer com_p ~".cted with a sheep 1 s foot 
roller. 
During pAvement construc t ion most of the rive~ gravel 
p l a ced on the two a fo r ementioned secti ons was removed from the sub-
gr ade in order to nrovide shoulder material. 
The pnrent geol ogica l form~".tion of the area t h:;.""'ough which 
thi s proj ect extends is the Conemaugh , Allegheny, and Pottsville 
ae rie s of the Pennsylvanian Age . Predominant soils of this area are 
alluvium depos its classifi ed a s silty l oams , clay loarns , and loams , 
however , expansive colloidal cle.ys exist in small sections . The 
loam s become l oose a nd dusty during extended periods of ~ry weather , 
are highly s t abl e Rt optimum mois ture content, but lose stability 
with excessive water . Soil sa,.:rolss were tB.ken from the subgr~de 
ev .ry 200 linear feet , and analysis of each are included in the 
test reports . 
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V. W~TERIALS USED IN PAVD~SNT CONSTRUCTION 
The c ement wP. s Kosmos Tormal PortlRnd , meeting a ll require-
ents of thG American Society for Test ing Materials . It ~as s~cked 
nd shipped by bar ge di~ect fr~m the mill at Louisville , Kentucky , 
o the -proportioning 9l ant at Owensboro, Kentucky. The results of 
hysical tes t s on t his cement are given i n Table II. 
TABLE II.- PHYSICAL PROPE."9.TIES OF CE .JlSlJT. 
Average of ~2 tests. 
Steam test for soundness - - - - Sa ti sfactory . 
Normal con sis tency , 9 er cent ---- 24.7. 
Time of set ( Gi llmore) 
I ni tia l - - - 2 hours, 40 minutes. 
Final - - - - - - ~ 4 hours , 2~ minutes. 
Tensile strength (p . s .i., 1:3 Ottawa sand mortar) 
7 days - - - - - - - 413 
2~ days - - - -
The aggregates were Ohi o River sand and gr.:wel obtained 
from the Boone bar, ~miles upstream from Owensb oro, Kentucky . 
Aggregate from this one source was used throughout the proj ect. 
The uhysical pr o~erties and grading of the aggregates may be seen 
from Table III. 
TABLE III.- PROPERTIES OF AGGREGATES. 
All Tests are Prevailing A.S. T .M. 
Standar ds or Tentative Standards. 
PHYSICAL PROPERTISS 
· Average of g tests on each aggregate. 
Bulk spec i fic gravity - - - - - - - - - - -
Weight ryer cubic foot (dry-rodded) pounds 
Voids - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - per cent 
Sodium sulfate, weight loss do do 
Absorption, 3 hr. boiling water do do 
Los Angeles abrasion - - do do 
Loss by washing do do 
Colorimetric test - - -
Stre ngth ratio at 7 days · ----------
GRADINGS 
Average of 215 tests 
tests Gn sand. 
Passing 
2 - inch sieve 
1-1/2-inch sieve 
3/4 - inch sieve 
3/8 - inch sieve 
No . 4 sieve 
3/8 - inch sieve 
No . 4 s ieve 
No . 16 sieve 
No . 50 sieve 
No . 100 sieve 








































Premolded bituminous fiber joint fill e r obtained from the 
Laclede Steel Compan~ Saint Loui s , Miss ouri, was used in all expan-
sion and contrac tion j oints, except a s hereinAfter noted . 
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VI. MIX PROPORTIONS 
The absolute volume method of concrete mix design vas used. 
equirements for the mix were 1.5 barrels of cement ne r cubic yard 
f concrete; a maximum v.rater content of 5· 75 gallons of water ner 
ag of cement and a slump of one and one-half to three inches. The 
ine aggregate varied from 34 per cent to 35 per cent of the total 
'.£ ~ry weight of combined fine and coarse aggregate in the mix . he 
data on the mixes of each section and the date ulaced are shown in 
Table IV. 
The consistency of the mix as placed throughout the project 
was very uniform. The mix was well proportioned , finished easily, 
and did not appear to be over or under sanded . 
Bulk specific gravity and free moisture tests were made daily 
on sam9les of aggregate taken from the weighing bins . Correcti9ns 
were made for free moisture in the aggregate , and also for the de -
crease in absolute volume caused by underrun in the water content 
necessa ry to maintain the required slump . 
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TABLE IV.- (Co!1tinued) DATA ON CONCRETE MIXES. 
I Station 
Date Proportions 
StP..tion Placed by Vleight, Slump 
1940 6 Bags Inche.s w;c 
Cement 
Sec . i\!'). 1 t:ilO+OO.O t:i21 +2Lt-. 0 ~-!:) 1127~2177 1-1/2 .67 
- t:)21+24-.0 S26+_7(): 0 g-2 1127:2177 2 . 67 
k ~26+70.0 ~)1+4-0~0 8-2 11)6:2204- 2 .62 
S)l+!..!-0.0 t:;'14+4-4:o ~-2 112{:2177 2 • 67 
~ t:))4+4-4-. 0 f:j )C~HOO. 0 CJ-1 1127:2177 2-1/2 .67 
!: !:))g+OO.O t:)l+l+go.d ~-1 11)6!2204 2-1/2 ~62 
t:)Ll-1 +90. 0 ~4-4-+00. Cl S-1 114-t:) :·2221 2-1/2 :i:io 
Sl.J-4-+00.0 s4-6+-:sl. 3: B-1 1127!2177 2-1/2 .bo 
5_4_6+)1. 3 ')4-~+ 10. 0' ]-031 1127:2177 1-1/2 .bb 
i:i4-3+10.0 ~t:)O+)t:).O 7 .... 11 114-0:221) 1-1/2 • o1 
t:)~O+)i:i.O ~~4-+g~.o 7-)~ 1127!2177 1-1/2 .67 
SS4-+911.0 11117+ b0.) 7 .... ~1 1122:2178 1-1/2 • 67 
t:)!=:7+b0.) ~50+00.0 7-)0 1122!217g 2-1/2 .6~ 
Sec. Std. _1]_60+00. 0 ~6o+11o.o 7-10 1122!2178 2-1/2 . 67 
E:)60+!:10.0 t:) 6)+8t:).0 7-)0 lll~: 2169 2-1/2 .69 
116)+8~.0 1166+8s.o 7-_)0 111o:2204- 2-1/2 .02 
1166+f1s. o 1168+oo. s . _7-10 1122!2178 2-1/2 .6~ 
Sb8+oo.s s70+.7s.o 7-29 1122:2178 1-)/_8 . ._6_8 
t;70+]_5_. 0 _SOZ4-+1_S_. 0 7-2g 111~!2169 1-1/3 . 6S 
t:)74-+1i:). 0 ~79+02.0 7-29 1127!2177 1-)/8 .66 
1179+02.0 t:i79*2t:i.O 7-27 1127!2177 2 .66 
IJ79+211. 0 9 _n+o2.o 7-27 1127:21 _1_7_ 2 • 67 
i ~81+02.0 t:)82+67 .o Bridge 
S82+67.0 t:)$1+00.0 7-27 1127!2177 2 . 67 
t;~1+00. 0 S811+31.0 7_-27 1122:2173 2 . 67 
t:iS!=i+3l. o t:)~o+61.o 7-26 1122:2173 1-1/4 . 67 
sS6+6l. 6 1=)~~+26.0 Brio_ge 
11~~+26.0 1=)90+26. 0 7-26 1122: 21.73 1-3/l+ . 6~ 
1]90+26. 0 ~91+00 0 7-26 111~!2169 1-)/4- . 6~ 
1191+09.0 S9?+7s.o 7-26 1127t2177 1-1/4- .67 
t:i9'i+7S.O ~9t:)+01.0 7-26 1122: 217~ 1-)/4- .67 
IJ91J+01.0 1=196+66.0 Bridge 
t:)9ti+66. 0 b01+14-. S_ 7_--.2!:j 1122;217~ 2 . 67 
I b01+14-. !:i b02+9a .s Bridge 
Q.02+99. t; o04-+.oo.o 7-21=) 117)6!2204- 2 . 6) 
I b0_4-+00. 0 604-,.f-(). 0 _7_- 2t; 1127:21~7 2 . 66 
1. 604-+71. 0 6o~=:+i:iO.O 7-24- 1127:2187 .66 
I_ 6oi:i+_~o. o 609+17. !:i 7-24- 1127!21~7 .67 
609+17._5 610+~2_.1] Bridge 
610+3 2 ~ bl4-+)0. 0 7-21 1122 !217~ 1-7/~ .67 
614+10.0 b17+1)0. 0 7-2~ 1116!2204- 1-7/~ .64-
o1_7+'10. 0 b20+10.0 7-r21 11~1:2196 1-7lS .66 
620+10 0 621+_2_1).0 7-22 1111 !2196 1 . 66 
621 +71]. 0 b211+70.0 7-22 1127: 21~_7 1 • 66 
621=1+70. 0 027+4-0.0 7-22 1140:2211 1 • 6)_ 
627+40.0 _9_2_9+ 2° • 6 _7-22 11)6:2204- 1 • 64-
629+29. 6 610+00 0 7-20 11)6:2204- 1-7/~ 64-
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TABLE IV.-(Continue d ) DATA ON CONCRETE MIX~S. 
Date Proporti ons Slump 
Station Station Placed by Weight, Inches 194-0 6 Bags w;c 
Cement 
Sec . No. n 6)0+00.0 6)1+09 .0 7-20 11:-?6:2204- 1-7/~ . 64 c:: 
6"31+09.0 S)J+)S . o ]_-20 112_6: 21 g~ 1-7/8 .bs 
6-.,-.,+-.,s.o b-.,~+~0~ 0 7-20 1122: 217~ 1-7/8 . 66 
6 -.,8+~0.0 64-0+ 99 . 7 7-20 114-1=):2221 1~7/~ . 61 
64-0+a9.2 _61+4+00. 0 7-19 114->):2221 1-7/~ · ~6J 
644-+oo.o 64-9+10.0 7-10 11-.,1:21.96 1-7/8 . 6s 
64-9+10.0 6s2+oo.o. 7-19 114-0~221-., 1-7/8 ·~t 6s2+oo.o 6s4+oo.o 7-19 111=)4-:22)9 l-:jg . >) 
6t:jl++oo.o 6~~+00.0 7-1~ llil4:22-.,9 1-1/2 .il7 
Sec. No • .... 6ss+oo.o 66o+-.,o.o 7-H1 11.1=)4-:22?9 1-1/2 . S7 '1 
6 50+)0. 0 664-+-.,o.o 7-18 11_4-s: 2221 l-1./2 . 50 
664-+-.,o.o b67+lg.6 7-18 1141=):2221 1-1/2 . 61 
667+lq.6 b70+00.0 7-17 1141=):2221 1-1/2 . b1 
b70+00.0 b71+ 6!=1.0 7-17 114~:2 221 1-1/2 . bO 
b7-.,+6s.o b7S+90.0 7-17 11)1:2196 1-1/2 . bS 
o7s+.ao.o ~b76+)q. 6 7-17 1116:220Ll- 1-1}2 • Q_Lj. 
676.,.19.6 679+21=). 0 7-1b 1116:2204- . 64 
b79+2S.O 680+00 .0 7-l.b 1127: 2187 . 67 
Sec. No . 4 680+00.0 6Sl+OO.b 7-16 1127:2187 . b7 
6g1+00.6 bS)+Ss.o 7-15_ 112]: 218_7 1-1/2 .til 
63~+ 3s.o :>86+80. 0 7-lt:) 1111:2106 1-1/2 . b6 
(2~_6+80. 0 S91+~0.0 1-1>1 11~1:2196 1-1/2 • o5 
bOl+80.0 '691<+-29. >) 7-1~ 114->):2221 1-1/2 . 61 
" o93+2o.s 69S+OO.O 7-1) 114-S·! ~2 21 1-3/l+_ • _6_1 ., 
Sec. No. s 691=)+00.0 6qs+~s . o 7-1~ ·11A-s: 2221 1-)/4- .61 
6q~+Ss.o 6qg+ss .o _7-11 11')5 :~204- 1-1/4- .66 
699+s~.o 702+ 6s.o 7-1) 114-9 :2211 1-)/4- . 60 
702+6~.0 70)+4-0. 0 7-1"3 114->):2221 1-1/4- . 61 
70)+4-0.0 704-+90.0 7-12 11l+S!2221 1-)/4- • 61 
704-+90.0 ]OS+i.J-0.0 7-12 113~5 r 2204- 1-1/4- . 66 
70s+4-o.o 710+00 .0 7-11 ll ) 6t2204- 1-) / l+ . 66 
·sec. No. 6 710.+00.0 712+7s .o 7-11 11 )6 :2204- 1-1/4- . b6 
; ' 7_l2+7S. 0 714-+7 1=) .0 7-11 114-1=)!2221 1-1/Ll- . b1 
' 714-+7~.0 71 6+00.0 7-11 1118 :21 69 1-1/ 4 . b9 
71 6+00. 0 717+>10.0 7-10 1118-:21 69 1-7/S . b9 
717+1)0.0 721+00.0 7-10 1122!21 7~ l-~7L_S • b_7 
721+00.0 724-+90.0 7-10 111~ !21 69 1-7/~ . 69 
724-+90.0 7 21=)+00.0 7-10 1109 ! 21 52 1-7/8 .72 
Sec. No. 7 7 2>1+00.0 72c:;-r !..t-o.o 7-10 1109 :21 1=) 2 1-7/8 .1_2 
72S+LJ-o .o 726+00 .0 7-0 1109 !21 1=) 2 1- ) / 4- .72 
725+00.0 _7~0+00 .0 1-9 1 1>)1!21~6 1-)/4- . 69 
7"30+00.0 7"31+09 .5_ 7-9 1162 : 21S 7 1-'?/4- . 66 
711+00.>) 711+00 .0 7-~ 116_2: 21 !:) 7 1-) / 4- . 66 
7)"3+00.0 T 57+00 .0 7-8 1112:2102 1-_) /_4- . 66 
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VII. PAVEMENT CONSTRUCTION PROCEDURE 
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VII. P-->. VEMKJT CONSTRUCTION PROCEDTB.E 
The contractor 's equiDment in the order of use ~n this 
expel"'imental concre te paYement was as follo vs : 
A. Batching plant . 
(1) 1-Bucyrus crane. 
( 2) 1-Blaw-Kno x double compa.rtment weighing bin , 50 tons capacity. 
(3) 30-Two batch trucks. 
(4 ) 1-Three batch truck. 
B. Project site . 
(1) 1-Five tooth scarifi er. 
(2) 2-Caterpil l Rr diesel 50 trac tors. 
( 3) 1-Austin- Western tJo . 10 grader . 
(4) 1-Cleveland formgradGr . 
(5) 4~0-Bla :-Knox road forms 10 feet in length by~ inches in 
uidth by 9 inche s in height . 
(6 ) 150-Lip curb forms 10 f eet in length by 2 inches in width 
by 3 inche s in height . 
( 7) 1-R. B. Po~er finegrader. 
( g ) 1-Huber five ton roller. 
(g) 1-Koehring Paver 27E A. G. C. Standa ro .. 
(10 ) 1-Subgrade ulaner , weight 2500 pounds, 
(11) 1-Scratch templat e , teeth 6 inches au~rt . 
(12) 1-Non- power ·oavement strike off templ ate . 
(13) 1-Steel l on~itudinal joint template . 
(14) 1-Jackson electric concrete vibrator . 
(15) 1-Jager-Lake?ood double screed finishing machine . 
(16) 1-Form bridge for joint cutting. 
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(17) 1-Koehring longitudina l finish ing machine . 
(1$ ) 2-Steel straightedges 10 feet in length. 
(19) 1-Wo0d ~loat . 5 feot in length by 6 inches in width. 
(20) $- Wood hand floats. 
(21) 6-Joint edgers, 1/4-inch radius. 
(22) 1-Joi nt edger , 1/8-inch r a di us . 
(23) 1-Steel T-beam contraction joint cutter 1-7/8 inche s in 
depth by 1/2-inch in width . 
(2 11 ) , Ji· • · a .D • • t f . · b . . ~ ~--orm brl ~e LOr JOln 1n1s.1ng . 
(25) 1-Bowstring rubber belt 3 inches i n vidth. 
(26) 1-Bassine fiber concrete broom 13 inches in width. 
(27) B20-Stri·os burle.p , we i ght 12 ounces per square ya.rd, 22 
feet in l ength by 3 feet in v. idth . 
(23) 10-Section s 3/4- inch garden h ose 50 f eet in len~th . 
(29) 2-Lever principle form lifters, rubber t i res . 
(30) 90-Sisalkr a ft r oad curing blankets, 60 f eet i~ length by 
22 feet in ~idth. 
Wi th the exception of the forms , all of the equipment was 
n w ano. in excellent concH t ion. 'l'he form s were several years old 
· d required continua l inspection and culling of sections . A few 
m nor breakdowns occurr ed which are listsd in the diary . 
PREPARATION OF THE SUBGRADE 
The subgrade was fir st scari fied , and then reshaped to 
a proxima te grade vi th an Au sin-We stern No. 10 grader (Fig .. 4- ). A 
Clevel and formgrader w~s used to di g the form trench (Fig . 5), after 
'Nhich the f orms r.rere set ano. tanmed by hand . Forms were in ulace at 
all times f rom 600 f eet to 1000 feet in advance of ylacing concrete. 
e subgrade was Drepared ~ith an R. B. Po~er Finegrader (Fig~ 6 ) 
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follo wed by a Huber five ton roller (Fig. 7). Moistening of the 
subgrade in front of the paver was strictly adherea. to t hroughout 
;the pro,ject. 
BATCH TRANSPORTATION 
All ba tches Je re designed on the basis of six bags of c ement 
or one cubic yard of concrete. The Ftggregates were weighed in a Blaw 
Knox doubl e compa rtment we i ghing bin (Fig. 2). Materi ls we r e hauled 
in two batch trucks from the proportioning p l ant at Owensboro, Ken-
t ucky , t o the pro ject site . the trucks fi rs t re ceived the fine and 
coa r se aggregate for two batches , and then 9as sed by the cement 
loadin!§; platform where six b8.gs of cement wa s loaded on each batch . 
hen the trucks appro?.ched to within 1000 feet o f the uave r the be.gs 
e r e ouened and the cement spread over the aggregate. 
MIXING 
Pavement construction started on July $, 1 940 , at sta tion 
737+00 and continued until comnl otion on Au€us t 1 6 , 1940 , at sta-
tion 397+49.4. The entire ~i dth of the slab, 20 feet, ~as con-
~tructeo. in one operation . r.. new Koehring 27-E A. G. C . Stanfu:.rd 
ver onerating be t ween tho side forms v:as used for mixing the con-
crete . This U8Ver was equipped with a batch met 8r and t im i ng device 
W ich autOIDP.tica lly locked th ~- O.iSCharge l ev er durin~ the full time 
o.f mixing ::md rel eRsed it a t tne end of the mi xing ueriod ; the device 
s equipped ~i th an indicator ~ell Adjusted to ring each time the 
lock ~a s released. Each batch :as mixed one minute after the 
torials composing the batch ~ere in the mixer . 
SUBC-.R..4.DE IN SUL.r\ TI ON 
I mmodi :A.tely behind t:r ... e p: .ver and just "9ri or to the pl e.cing 
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the concrete the entire subgrade was insul~ted from the concrete 
means of Kraft subgrado paper plFtced longitudinally on the sub-
.qde . 
DOWEL SPACERS 
Lac l ede welded dowel spacers which remained in pl~ce were 
secure proper sp~cing and alignment of load transfer bars 
in all joints r equiring the use of lo~'~.d t ransfer (Figs . 16,17). Some 
of the spot welds on the dowel spa cers for the expansion and con-
tr~ction joints from station 725+00 to station 721+40 were broken in 
hauling . . An attempt to wire spacers together in broken ol a ces proved 
very unsatisf:< ctory . Immediate inspection was made of all spacers on 
the project , and the broken ones r e jected. 
WIRE FABRIC INSTALLATION 
ln sec t ions 6 and the standard section the initial pour of 
9oncre te wa s struck off t wo inches below grade for installation of 
the 1,•ire fabric . 
VIBRATION 
Concrete al1ng the side forms, and all l ongitudinal and trans-
v rse joints was vibrated with a Spud electric vibrator operating at 
a f requency of 3600 impulse s per mi~ute, 
FINISHING 
Initial mechFtnical finishin~ of the concreto was a ccomplished 
t h t wo finishing machines , a Jaeger-LR.ke~ood doubl a screed followed 
b a Koehring l~ngi tudinal (Figs . 20,21,29). Each machine made from 
t ~o to four passes ovor tho concreto depending on tho grade of the 
p vomcnt , the ••orka.bility of the concrete, etc . ·rhe pavement was 
t en checked for truene ss with ten fo ot metal straightedges (Figs. 
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31,32). Belting of tho surfRce with a bo~string rubber belt and 
with a bassino fiber broom completed the surf~ ce finishing 
pcrations. 
L~P CURB CONSTRUCTION 
Ste.ndc-1.rd v:·cd ~..:e shaped lip curb 3-inches in hei;-ht by 9-inches 
'f,n ··idth was constructeo. as specified on the ·olans. Lip curb forms 
ere bolted on the side forms a fter the finishing equipment had 
pRssed. Concrete for this -purpose was transported in wheelbarro~s 
fro~ the mixer , and finished by hand. 
EXPANSION JOINTS 
Premoulded bituminous fiber exuansion joint filler (l-inch 
y 6-1/2 inches) was use Cl. in all GA.'"Pansion joints. A metal chRnnel 
cap l-l/4 inches in width w~ s ulaced over the joint filler and held 
1n pl n.ce by v·ires. All expHnsion joints were completel y assembled 
efore bein~ ulaced on the subgrade. Ton edges of abu t ting slabs 
ere rounded to a radius of l/4-inch, and the metal cap removed. 
CONTRACTIO; JOINTS 
From sta tion 737+00 to station 630+08 and from s t a tion 
~60+00 to station 450+21 premouldcd bituminous fib er contra ction 
~ .int filler l/4-inch by l-l/4 inche s WA. s used in all contrRction 
.1 ints . Th o same material with dimensions l/4-inch by 2-inche s wa s 
ed in t he contraction joints in th~ standa rd section from st~tion 
6 0+00 to station 560+00 . The weakened plane groove for the con-
t~action joints was f or mr d with a steel T-beam contra ction jo i nt 
cutter l/2-inoh by l-7/8 inches (Fig. 25). Joi nt fill er ca pped with 
a metal channel cap hold in ulace by friction •as t hen i n serted in 
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he weakened -olA.ne grooves! to·9 edges of abutting sla-o s were rounded, 
nd the meta l eau removed. The joint was later s ealed with 1/2-ineh 
f OA-2 crack and joint filler. 
At the beginning of construction stRtion 737+00, the me t a l 
hRnnel caps for the contr~ction joints were 5/8-inch in t idth. Th e 
op edge s of the joint ~ere t hen edged with a 1/4-inch r a dius edgi ng 
ool, which r e sulted in a completed joint l-inch in ''-'i dth a.t t he sur -
f n.ce of t h e uavement. Beginning P.t sta ti')n 712+40 new chRnnel cap s 
1/2-inch in width were secured. The s e c::tps were us ed up to st -8.ti on 
50+21! With the new caps t he f inishnd width of the joint ~as 3/4-
inch. Bet ween stAtions 704+00 a nd 450+21 a ne' 1/8-inch radius 
dging tool ·wa s used, however, t he v· idth of the c ompl et ed contr'.lction 
joint r emained 3/4-inch (Fi5s. 34,39). 
From sta ti')n 450+21 to t he comul e ti on of the ur o j ect s t ati on 
397+49. 4, the weakened plane for thE: contra cti on joints 'Nas· formed 
y i nserting t wo steel strips ( 1/4-inch by 1-1/2 inch c s by 10 f ee t) 
1/4-inch b elow t hn surfa ce of t he uRv ement. Us i ng the s t eel s trius 
s R guide, the j oint was ed~ed with a 1/8-inch r adi us , edging t ool, 
nd t he s teel strios removed (Fig . 27). With t h i s met hod ths com-
l eted contrqction joint ~as 1/2-inch in width P.t the surfnce of the 
~voment (Fig . 35). The entire deuth of the joint was t h en p oured 
rith OA-2 c~ack a nd joint fill er. 
Due t o t he rigidity of t h c s t eel strips contraction joint s 
cons t r uc t ed in thi s manner ~' c. re str A. i ght qnd ,~,el l f ormed . 'I'h e f l exi-
l e char a c t er of t he• fiber joi nt fill er and cRps r .: sul ted in many 
crooked compl e t ed joints, a nd va riR.bl c di stEmces of the fill er bel ow 
t he surfFl CO of the pavement. Lat er inspPc t i on sho ;o ed thAt t he 1/2-
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inch of OA-2 crack ~nd joint filler did not bond prope rly to the 
premolded filler. In many plnces nie ces of the crack ~nd joint 
filler hR.d be en worked out of the joint by the -.ction of traffic, 
ler1.ving tho uremoulded fiber exposed, and the joint open to the 
1nfil tration of water and foreign m:=tteriA.l, In tho s ection whore 
the entire depth of the joint wa-s poured the materinl was in ulace 
nd the joint better protected. 
Forming wenkened plane contrRction joints wi th steel tem-
l:=ttes and subsequent p~uring of the entire j0int with a suitnble 
crack and joint fill er is worthy of serious conside r a tion as a 
sta nd11rd method~ 
CURING 
As soon after the final finishing operati~n R S tha concrete 
ed set sufficiently to urevent marring of the surf~co , the uavemertt 
•11 s entirely covered with ')ne thic l.c.ne ss of thoroughly ' ett ed bur lap 
(12 ounces ·oer squt=tre ya rd), This burlau Wc'1.s kept thorous hly vre t 
uring the day on which the p~v ement wa s l a i d (Fi g . 37). During tho 
follo1rring morning th e burlap wns removed Rnd the ·o.,vement straight-
dged . Then the uavement vns thoroughly wetted and cover ed wi th 
isalkraft curing uauer Fhich r emained in ulace from 72 to 96 h~urs 
ft er pla cement of the concrete (Fig. 41). Exc ep t for a short 
action t h is method of curing was used through0ut the project. 
Due to insufficient curing paper a secti')n of pnvement between 
stations 47g+25 and 469+21.4 was covered with earth to a minimum 
depth of t wo inches . This earth was kept e t for 6 dRys and r emoved 
21 days after placement of the concrete . A detai led account of the 
daily curing is given in the diary contained in this report . 
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JOINT SEALING 
Cleaning and sealing of the joints started at stati~n 
July 29, 194-o. The joints were first thoroughly cleaned 
th steel scrapers R.nd brooms, 11.nd then filled slightly less than 
OA-2 crack and joint filler at a tem-oern ture of aporoxi-
m .tely 250 F. While the workm11.nship of sealing the joints WRs aatis-
f .ctory , later ins-oection showed the seal to be very unsatisfactory 
for two reasons. 11 irst, the inherent quality of the OA-2, second, 
granula r material which ha d been worked into tho seal during shoulder 
c nstruction. 
PAVEl\t.ENT INSPZCTION 
Close inspection of the entire project ~ as made on September 
12, 1940. This insuection showed thnt no scaling of the surfRce , 
alling of the joints, or cracking of the slab had occurred at any 
9lace. 
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VIII. CONTROL TESTS 
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VIII. CONTROL TESTS 
One cylinder was m~de as a control suecimen for each 500 
feet of pavement. The molds were 0f steel 6 by 12 inches, 
rest ed on metal base pln,tes. FF.tbric'"~tion of t he su ecimens ,;·as 
n accordance with A.S.T.M. Method C31-.39. .After 24 h ours the 
ylinders were removed from tho molds, and cured in 1 t ea rth from 
to 2g days. The aver~ge comuressive strength of 68 speci-
28 days was 4908 · p.s.i., nnd 71 per cent of t he specim ens 
values within 10 per cent of the averP.ge. 
In order to check the thickness of the ua vemont and the 
om~ressive strength of the concrete, one core was drilled from eF.tch 
linear feet of uav oment. The theoreticRl thickness of the pave-
wa s 7 inches, and the P..verage l'ictual t h ickness as measured by 
cores was 7.109 inches. Compression tests on 34 of the s e cores 
nges varying from 41 to 80 days average a 4856 p . s .. i., a nd 4 7 per 
ent 1ft'e re within 10 ~er cent of the average. The difference in 
linder and core strength is attributed to the different curing 
thods used. Results of the compression tests on cylinders a nd 
are shcn"n in T1.1.ble V. 
Three beams were ma de as C')ntrol specimens about midday on 
pour. Steel beam molds 6 by 6 by 42 inche s were used. Molding 
the specimens ~s in a ccordance ~ith rl.S.T. M. Met hod C78-39. 
fter 24 hours the beams Jere removed from the molds , a nd cured in 
t earth for 27 days. The beams 7ere test ed in fl exure on a 
boldt center lo~ding mnchine of 24 inch suRn. Th6 aver age of a ll 
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odul us of r uu turn t e sts ~t 2g day s wRs 1002p . s . i ., a nd 77 ~cr cent 
f t he t es t s wer e ~i thin 10 uer cent of the Rver~ga . Results of t ne 
exurf'l. l t est s Hnd tho VA ri f'. tion 0f 8l'l.ch from t he avernge of Hll 
ests mew b e s e en fr'Jm Tabl e s VI a nd VI I . 
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TABLE V.- COMPFESSIVE STRENGTH OF CYLINDERS AND CORES. 
Corn-oressive Compressive 
Strength Cv1inders Strength Cores 
Vari- I Vari-
28 ation IAo-e ation 0 
Station days, from Station Psi. days from 
DSi. Average, Average, 
ner cent, ner cent ,.., 
No. 7 400+00 1910 20.1 198+41:1.0 - 44-06 41 9.? nee. 
4os+oo t:;080 1.1=i 4-08-+-09. 0 11=i96 4-2 2t:).9 
~10+00 1=)4-4-0 l o. 8 
E>ec. No. 6 4-1S+OO !=i1?0 4_.1=) _4-_18+ 20. 0 398? 4-:s 18.0 
4-20+00 4-110 11.8 
4-2!=i+OO _S8_70 19.6 
Sec. No. l=i 4-":)0+00 l=i170 a.LJ- 4-28+09.6 4-9oo 4-4- 0.9 
41!=i+OO 4-4-70 8.9 4-~8+07. s l=i191 4-S 11.1 
4-40+00 4-]_40 ).4-
Sec. No. 4 44!=i+OO 4-84-0 1.4- 4-4-8+14-.4- 4-4-4-2 4-7 8.S 
4SO+OO 4420 0 q 
4-t:;t:;+OO 4810 1 6 
I 
Sec. No. 1 4-60+00 6200 2b_.) 4-h 8+ 11._!i Ll-900 _1±_7_ 0.9 
4-6i=i+OO 4S91=i 6.4 4-68+09.5 4-019 4-g 17.2 
470+00 S90S 20.1 4-78+72. 0 4-t:;8? !=iO s. 6 
4-7S+OO ~OS~ 1.0 
4-80+00 4-89h 0."1 . 
Sec. No. 2 4-8S+OO 4-?10 12.2 4-8814-10.0 s4-64 1:)0 12.S 
L~90+00 4-370 11.0 4-98+10.0 4-61S S1 4-.9 
4-9~+00 4-190 1~-. 6 t:;08+07. 0 4-82g S1 0.6 
t:;OO+OO S890 20.0 
r::Qt:;+OO 4-1:14-0 7.S 
S10+00 4-880 0.6 
Sec. No. 1- 1:111:1+00 S270 7.4- .1:118+11 s 1:1991 1:12 2?.4-
s2o..roo ?890 20.7 1:128+11.0 67?1 t:)l=j 18.7 
S2S~OO 4-880 . 0~ 6 t:;?Sn-7). o 11283 _S_b s.g 
r:;--sa+oo 1+111:1 12 .. 1 ~4-8n-og.4- 4B6!=i 1:18 0.2 
S?t:;+OO 1890 20.7 ss8+72. o S041 S9 ) .8 
!=i4-0+00 i930 10 ._9_ 
t:;Lt(:).rOo 4830 O .. b 
sr::o+OO 4-810 2.0 
ss~=+oo C::l"ZO 4-.1) 
560+00 4-950 0.9 
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Sec. Std . s6s+oo 4420 J. 9. 9 
S70+00 1+950 0.9 
S7S+OO c:;ogo ).7 
S~O+OO S2)4 6.6 
~St;+OO 4-t:)2C:: __] .3 
I t;90+00 . 1:)~00 8 .0 
S9t;..r00 't;)40 ~.8 
500+00 49!:10 0.9 
R_OS+OO S04-0 2.7 
blO+OO 4-820 1.~ 
blt;+OO 4-eJ6o 1.0 
b20+00 49)0 0.4-
62S+OO S020 2.) 
6)0+00 S090 3._7_ 
Sec. 'No. 2 6 )S+OO 4-760 ).0 
64o..roo S220 6.4 
64t;+OO 4860 1 0 
6so+oo Sl20 4--) 
6~S+OO ~c:;~;o 13_.1 
Sec. No. )" b60+00 46)0 s.7 
b6t;+OO S2_30 6.6 
b70+00 t;690 1S.9 
b}S+OO 4-690 4-.4-
6~0+00 4-)60 11.2 
Sec. Nn. 4. 68!:)+00 4860 1.0 
69o.roo 4-9r.:;o 0.9 
6_9S+OO sooo l."g 
Sec . No . s 700+00 S220 6 .4-
70S+OO S800 1~.2 
7l(}.r.00 4890 0.4-
. 
Sec. No. _6 7lS+OO 4-SlO g . 1 
720+00 Sl90 t;.7 
72S+OO SSbO l q .4-
Sec. Nn. 7 7'30+00 4-620 c;.g 
7)[:)+00 i 3980 16 .9 
Average comvressive strength 




I Va.ri-Station Psi. AO'e ation I 0 days from 
AverAge, 
nP.r C\P.nt 
c:;68+10.0 )7)7 60 
- 2).0 
S7~+19.'3 Sl82 S9 6 .7 
s~f5+~s. o 4-477 b) 7 ~ 
t;9~+)7.S 1:)132 64 6.7 
_608+16. 0 4-900 64- 0.9 
628+0s. 6 t)!-l-_64- b6 12. t:j ' 
6)8+~0. 6 Ll-7S9 60 2.0 
64El+ll. 0 627S 69 29.2 
. 
6s8+?o.o )933 71 18 .0 
668+14.0 )24) 72 )).2 
67f1+10 .1 )4C)t:) 7) 28 . 9 
688+12. s L!-7S9 7) 2.0 
698+1).0 4-2)0 76 12.9 
_70~+0~.) s6os 7~ l t; .4-
. 718+2) . 0 s6os 79 1S.4-
_72$+11. s t;)9) 110 11 1 
7)t;+8 2.0 s.:n6 i 80 19.~ 
Average compressive 
strength of all cores , 60 days 
4856 psi. 
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TABLE VI.- MODULUS OF RUPTURE OF BEAMS. 
Mod.ulus of Ruptu r·e, 28 days, psi. 
Station 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Sec. Nn. 7 4o2.rso 1067 1087 1160 111~ 107~ 1067 
Sec. No 6 l.J-17+00 1100 107~ 10-~1 1060 10S1 1087 
Sec. No. S 427+00 1007 q6o 1047 10~0 qg7 q6o 
Sec. No. LJ. l.J.l.J-1+00 1067 q1-:<; llS1 1200 q8o q67 
· 4~l+r:;O g~~ 1071 q67 10q1 1127 101? 
Sec. No_. ? LJ.6?.roo 1000 1011 q47 1120 q20 q60 
47S+2~ lOl.J-0 101~ g6o 1040 1027 1111 
Sec. No. 2 4qO+SO ql1 1067 1111 1 oq1 1111 1080 
S06+?0 101 ~ g27 1020 1000 1100 lOS_)_ 
Sec. No. 1 Sl2+7S g67 1067 780 1020 ggo gl) 
S2?+00 960 g6o gs7 g11 go7 8l~ 
S~8+7S 830 goi 867 lOl~ -Cio7 lOq~ 
s47+oo g71 1011 'ql+7 -q1J-7 ggo 1000 
ssg+oo lOS~ lOq~ 101~ 1007 1037 1011 
Stet. Sec. 1')67+1=)0 g$7 lOT:?; 1120 11S1 104-7 11~_) 
s7q+so 1067 lOS~ 1027 1 o-rrl qgo 101? 
· ~gl+~O 1011 .1127 1040 1071 1067 1007 
bOO.r-40 1011 1000 1030 1040 1027 1000 
bll+SO 104-7 1020 go7 820 qoo lOS? 
b20+~0 g20 g20 1087 1040 1067 lOS~ 
Sec. No. 2 611.J-.1.00 gs7 887 1100 1211 ql1 g(SO 
64-7+00 goo Q$7 1060 g47 84-0 q27 
Sec. No. 1 661+00 3g1 837 37~ 3n glf7 gq~ 
66g+7S q7~ 3s~ goo ~q~ q87 g20 
Sec No. 4 6S7+r:;O 1000 1027 go7 3t;1 1030 qg) 
Sec. No. S 6g3+S0 31~ 107~ 327 $~ ·q6o 880 
701+7s g3o 1047 337 10t;1 337 g6o 
Sec. No. 6 710+7r:::. ·gg~ 101~ lOS? 1111 q71 1067 
720+70 10~~ 1037 l0b7 ql:;~ 10S1 1030 
Sec. No. 7 72S+SO <;11 g6o 
Modulus of r.upture average of all tests, 28 days 1002 psi . 















TABLE VII.- VARIATION OF r~ODULUS OF RUPTU2E TESTS 





1 2 J 4- I s 
No . 7 4-02+SO 6.s 3 .S 1 r:;. 8 11.1 7.1 
No . 6 4-17+00 9.~ ].1 ).1 s.s S.1 
No. _5 i.J-27+00 o .s 4-.2 4-.r:; 1.8 1.S 
No . 4- · 4-4-1 +oo 6.s 6 .. 9 1~.1 19 . 3 2.2 
4-S1-.t-S0 6 .9 7.1 'J.S 0 .1 12. s 
--
No . 3 4-63+00 0.2 ).1 s.s 11.S 3.2 
4-7S+2S 1.S 1.1 4-.2 1.8 2.'1 
I 
No . 2 _4-go+so S.9 I 6.s 11.1 9.1 11.1 
k00+10 1.1 7.S 1 8 0.2 9 . 8 
Nn . 1 k12+7S 1 .'1 6. '1 22.2 1.8 2.2 
S21+0o _4-. 2 4-.2 1.S 6 .9 9 .S 
S1~+7 t:: 12.2 9.S 1"J.k 1.1 9 .'1 
'14-7+00 2.9 1.1 S.S t).t) I 2.2 
>=3'19+00 t).1 0.1 1.1 o.s 8.5 
Sec. S67+SO 1.s · 7.1 11.8 1S.1 4- .s 
S79+SO · 6. s S.1 2.S 4.s 2.2 
S01+SO 1.1 12.t:; 1 8 7 1 6.s 
600+4-0 1.1 o.·2 7.3 1.S 2.S 
611+SO 4- .s 1.8 9.'1 18 .2 10.2 
620+SO 3.2 ~ .2 s .s 1.8 6.s 
No . 2 614-+oo 1.S 11.S 9.8 21 .1 8 . 9 
64-7+00 10.2 1.S s . s s . s 16.2 
No . ':) 661+00 10.9 11.S 12.9 12.9 s .s 
66g+7S 2.9 14-.9 10.2 4- . 9 1.~ 
No. 4- 6S7+SO 0 .2 2 ._S_ .9_. r:; 14-.9 7.8 
6 
_6_ .. ~ 
s . s 
l.!- .2 






















0 . 9 
No . r:; 698+r:;O 18 . 9 7.1 17.'1 16.2 Ll- .2 ! 12.2 
70"3+7 '1 2.2 4-.s 11. s S.1 11.S 4-.2 
No . 6 710+7S 10.9 1. l ~ . 1 r~.1 2. 9 6 .s . 
720+~0 1.1 s.s 6 . k 4-.9 !) 1 7.8 
I 
No . 7 72S+80 6. 9 i.J- . 2 
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TABLE VIII.- TEr·liPERA'EURE OF PAVEMEdT CONCRETE 
DURING THE HARDENING PERIOD. 
Station Location Tem-oerature Temperature Time Concrete, F Air-, . . 
6q2+4-0. 0 s ft. rt. C.L. g:oo a.m. S2 a 7g 
12:oo m. gg S7 
-:s:oo P.m. g6 S6 
6:oo p.m. 92 S4-
g:oo P.m. ~s 74-
7:00 a.m. S2 32 
-661-r-Sit_.o e:l ft. rt. C.L. 12:00 m. go o 84-
-:s:oo P.m. g3 36 
6:00 P.m. 101 ~0 
7:00 p.m. ·gg 76_ 
s:oo p.m. 9S 7_4-
g:oo P.m . g~ 6S 
624-+lS.s . 7 ft. rt. C.L. -:s:oo -o.m. gg c g-:s 
6:oo n.m. 101 34-
7:00 P.m. 102 31 
8:00 -a.m. 100 so 
g: -:so -o. m. gg 77 
g:oo P.m. gg 76 
g:-:so p.m. g7 76 
10:00 -o.m. 96 _74-
a \, 
bBroom or final fini sh July 15, lg~o. 
0 Broom or final finish July l ei ~ 194-0, Broom or final fini sh July 22, 191+0. 
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IX. U.S. WEATHER BUREAU REPORT 
- 3~ -
U. S. DEPARTM:ENT OF AGRICULTURE, WEATHER BUREAU 
Special Observer's MeteQrological Record 
July, 1940. Station l Mi. West of Owensboro, Ky., 
(Daviess County) on U.S. Route 60. 
Tem~erature P · it r.· Wind 
il----v--T-~----~----~r_e~c_l_P ___ a __ ul_o~n~----~ Direction 
Maxi- Mini- Time of Time of Amount at Time 
mum mQm Begin- Ending inches of Obser-





U. S. DEPARTMEi'iT OF AG-RICULTURE, WEATHSR BUREAU. 
Special Observer 1 s Meteorological Record 
onth of August, 19~0. Station 1 Mi . We st of Owensboro,- Ky. 
(Davie ss County) on li.S. Rout e 60. 
Temneratu:"e Precipitation ind State of Direction Weathe r 
a te Maxi- Mini- Time of Time of Amount at Time at Time 
mum mum Begin- Endlng inches of Obser- of Obser-
nlng vation vation 
- ~0 -
X. STATI ONING OF ?~OJECT 
- 41 -
X. STATIONING OF PROJECT 
Beginning of project 







station 5~1+02.0 to station 582+67.0 
station 5~6+61.0 to station 588+26.0 
station 595+01.0 to station 596+66.0 
station 501+14 .5 to station 502+99·5 
station 609+17.5 to station 610+82.5 
Net length - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Net length - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - -
STATIONING OF E:Y.PERIMENTAL SECTIONS 
Begin Section No. 7 - - - - - ~ - - - ~ - - - - -
Begin subsections for measurements joint No . 1 
Temueratu~e well 7 feet right of C. L. 
End subsections for measurements joint No. 31 
Snd Section No . 7 - - ~ - - -
Begi n Section No. 6 - - - - - - -
Begin subsections for measurements joint No . 1 
Temuer~tu~e well 7 feet right of c.-~. 
End subsections for measurements joint No, 11 
End Section No . 6 - - - - - - - - - -
Begin Section No . 5 - - - - - - - -
Begin subsections for meRsurements joint No . 1 
Temperature well 7 feet right of C. L. 
~nd. subsections for measurements joint No . 31 
End Section No. 5 - - -
Begin Section N0 ~ 4 - - - - - - - - ~ - -
Begin subsections for measurements joint ~o . 1 
TemuerPtur e well 7 feet right of C. L. 
End subsections for measurements joint No . 31 
End Section No. 4 - - - - - - - - - -
Begin Section No. 3 - - - - - - - - -
Begin subsections for measurements joint No . 1 
Temperature well 7 feet right of C. L. 
End subsections f0r measurements joint No. 41 
End Section No . 3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Begin Section No. 2 - - - - - ~ - - - - -
Begin subsection for measurements joint No. 1 
Temperature well 7 feet right of C. L. 
End subsection for measurements joint No . 41 







































Begin Section No. 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - ----- station 510+00 
Begin section for measurements joint No . 1 station 510+25 
joint No. 10 ste tion 512+05 
joint No. 13 station 513+4~ 
Temperature well 7 feet right of c. L. station 517+~ 
joint No. 53 station 521+ 3 
joint No. 56 sta tion 556+00 
End section for measurements joint No. 66 station 558+00 
End Section No . 1 - - - - - - - station 56o..roo 
Begin Standard Section - - - - - - - station 560+00 
Begin subsections for measurements joint No. 1 station 567+61 
Temperature well 7 feet right of C. L. ststion 573+~7 
End subsections for measurements joint No. 41 station 579+ 2 
End Standard Section - - - - - - - station b30+00 
Begin Section No . 2 - - - - - - - - - - station 630+00 
End Section No . 2 - - .._, - - .._, - - - - - - station 655+00 
Begin Section No. 3 - - - - - - station 655+00 
End Section No. 3 - - - - - - station 6go+OO 
Begin Section No . 4 - - - - - - - - - - - - station 680+00 
End Section No. 4 - - - - - - - - - - stat ion 695+00 
Begin Section No . 5 - - - - - ~ - - s.tation 695+00 
End Section No . 5 - - ,_ - - - - - - - station 710rr00 
Begin Section No . 6 - - - - - - - - - - - - station 710+00 
End Section N0 • 6 - - - - - - - - - - station 725+00 
Begin Section No . 7 - - - - - - sta tion 725+00 
End S~ction No . 7 - - - - - - - - - - sta tion 737+00 
XI. ILLUSTRATIONS 
- 44-
Fig. 1.- Batching equipment, OwensQoro, Ky. 
Fi6. 2.- 3atching equipment, Owensboro, Ky . 
- 46 -
3"i g . 3.- Five to'Jth scarifj_er pulled ':>y Caterpillar e.nd 
Allis- Chalmers Qiesel tractors oneratin~ a t 
station 4-o4+00 . 
- 47 -
Fig . 4.- Austin- Western ~ a . 10 g~ader opereting at 
~t~tion 410+00. 
Fig . 5.- Cleveland Form grader operating at 
station 532+00 . 
4q . _, 
Fig . 6.- R. B. Pover Finegrader ouerRtin~ at 
station 660+00 . 
- 50 -
Fig . 7.- Huber Ro ller (5 tons) oDerating at 
s t ation 663+00 . 
- 51 -
Fig . 8.- C0mpleted Subgrade, stations 664+00 to 669+00 . 
- 52 -
Fig- . 9.- Comnleted subgrade, stHtions 530+00 to 540+00 . 
- 53 -
Fig . 10.- Equioment train , uaver operating at 
station 703+00. 
Fig. 11. - Koehring 27-E Paver ope r ating a t 
station 66$+60 . 
- 55 -
Fig . 12.- Equipment train , paver ope r ating at 
station 663+00 .• 
Fig . 13.r Equioment t r ain , oaver oper ating at 
station 662+00 . 
- 57 -
Fig . ~4 .~ Corn~leted subgrade , stRti Jns 539+00 to 534+00. 
Fig . 15 .- Completed subgrade before placing subgrade 
paper, sta tion 539+50 . 
- 59 -
Fig . 1 6·;- Comuleted installation of La cl ede Welded 
Dowel Spacer and dowels at contraction 
joint, station ~36~81 . 
- 60 -
Fig . 1 7 .-Completed installation of Lacl ede Helded 
Dowel S-pacer , doviels, and p r e:n oulded fiber 




- 0 ~ 
' 
lg.- Placing of concrete by hand around dowel bars 
at expans ion joint, station 66g+SO . 
I 
- 62 -
Fig. 19.- Placing of conc~ete by hand around dowel bars 
at expansion joint, station 668+SO. 
- 63 -
Fig . 20.- SpreRding concrete by hRnd in front of finishing 
machine , and vibrator operating along side form , 
station 54-0+00 . 
- 64-" -
Fig . 21.- Spreading concret e by hand in front of 
finishing machine , station 663+0~. · 
~ - o5 -
Fig . 22.- Concrete roll on front screed sec ond o~ ss of 
finishing machine . Front screed flat , r ea r 
screed not oporR..t ing , removing- Cl.., own f rom 
pa vement on s~perelevated curve, sta tion 711+15. 
- 66 -
23.- ~0rtar roll 0n rear screed of finishi .g mnchine, 
stR. ti on 66<5+00 . 
Fig . 24.- Mortar roll an rear screed of f ini shing m~chine , 
station 667+50 . 
- 6~ -
Fig. 25.- Cutting contraction Joint ~it h steel· T beam 
cutter, stat ion 470+40 . 
- 69 -
F2· ~ 
~ · 26.~ Installing premoulded fiber contracttqn joint 
filler, station 470+40 . 
- 70 -
Fig . Form i. ng weakGned -o l R.ne c ontraction j oin t 
stFI tion 44 }:HSl by. insP ·~tin g two stc:.:c1 strips 
(1! in. x tin . x 10ft.) 1/4 in. below surface. 
Joint is th:m ed·ged a nd st D :- 1 removed. No p ro-
moulded fiber us.?.d, j o:i.nt poured wi th OA-2 crack 
and joint fille r throughout nntire depth. T~is 
method used on contraction joints only, stations 
397*49 .4 to 450+21. 
- 71 -
Fi g . 2S.- Contr~ction joint aft ~ r insertion of steel 
strips , station 435~21, 
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Fig. 29.- Ko ohring l ongitudina l finishing machine 
operRting a t stRtion 666+00 . 
- 73 -
Fig . 30 .- Pcvemcnt uoured durin£ a .m. covered vith burlap 
and being kept wet by sprinkling , stations 662+00 
to 667~19,6 . Previ~us days uour in background 
covered with Sisal kraft curing naper . 
Fi g . 31.- Testing SUT'ffl.ce for ir ' .... egular i ti es "i th 10 f t . 
mc tnl straight edges , stRti on 663+00 . 
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Fig . 32.- Testing surfBce for irregulRriti ~s with 10 ft . 
metal stra i ghtedge , stqtion 516+00 . 
- 76 -
/ 
Fig. 33.- Final belting of surface with bowstring 
rubber belt ( ·idth g in.), sta tion 446+00. 
- 77 -
Fi g . 34.- Comule t ed contraction joint ( width 3/4 in . ), 
stHtion 666+00 . 
- 7S -
- -- - --------~- ------------
Fig. 35.- Completed cont r a ction joint (width l/2 in . ), 
stRtion 433+01. 
- 79 -
Fi g . 36.- Brooming of surface 1 station 512+50 . 
- eo -
Fig. 37.- P~vement uoured during run covered with burlap 
and kept wet by sprinkling, stations 513+00 
to 521+21+. 
Fig. 3g~ - Compl eted expansion joint, station 432+41 . 
Fig. 39 .- Comoleted contra ction joint ( width 3/~ in . ), 
station 514+05 . 
Fig . 4o.- Te sting completed pa vement for surface 
irregul ariti e s at c onstruc t ion joi nt) 
sta tion 667+19 . 6 . 
Fi g . 41.- Placing Si salk~aft curing p~per 3:20 a .m. of 
the da y following t he ulacing of t ho concrete , 
stfl.ti on 667+50, · 
Note: Workma n on ri ght thoroughly wetting surfa ce 
before apulication of curing paper. 
Fig . 42 .- Pl~cing Sisalkraft curin?, paper 7: 45a .m. of the 
day follo~ing the p l Acing of the concrete , 
sta tion 669+75, 
- 86 -
• 
Fig . 4 3.- Removing cur in ~: :pA.:per , stFl tion 657+00 . 
- 87 -
Fig . 44.- Removing curing pApe r , stat i on 655+00, 
- ~~ -
Fig . 45.- Complet ed pavement, stqtions 483+00 to 420+00 . 
Fi~ . 46. - Comolet ed p~vement, stRtions 544+00 to 490+00 . 
- 90 -
Fig . 47. - Comuleted pavement , stations 635+00 to 556+00 . 
~ 91 -
Fig , 4g,- Compl e ted pavement, stAtions 653+00 to 638+00 . 
- 92 -
Fig . ~9· - Completed pavement, stati~ns 709+00 to 705+00 . 
- 93 -
C'""~~ot!f \-L,I~'i 
Fi ~ . 50·- Measurin 2: T.he chan~e in width of ~~ he joint, 
stA. tion 572+42. -
- 94 -
XII, JOINT FILLER DEPTH MEASUREMENTS . 
(Distanoe in inches of premoulded joint filler 
below surface of pavement.) 
- 95 -
TYPe Lt. C .L .• Rt. Sta-. Type Lt, C.L. Rt. 
Ex. 5/16 0 l/2 4-03+4-1 c ?-1 14 ~- I 2- 7/16 2-1/~ 
c 1-15/16·· 2 1-15/16 403'.+-61 "":":~ .E.oX, 15/16 1" 13/16 
2 1-7/S 1-15/16 4-03+81 c 1-15/16 2n 2" 
l-13/16 2-1/16 1-?/4- 4-o4+o1 .... 2-1/16 2-1/8 2....:1/16 I.J 
,... 1-3/4- 2-1/S 1-13/16 4-04-+21 v c 1-15/16 1-3/4- 1-7/B 
..... 1-3/4- 2-3/1 6 1-7/8 4-o4+41 c 1-7/'6 1-15/16 2-1/16 v 
39~+31 Ex . 3/8 0 .,/~ ) -· 4-04-+61 c 2-1/4- 2-3/ 16 1-7/8 
. ,... 1-5/S 2-::1/16 4-o4+~n Ex. 1" 1-3/El 7/8 399+01 '..J 2 
09+21 c 1-15/16 2-1/4- 1-3/4- 4-or:;+o1 c 2-3/16 1-7/fS 2n ./ 
399+41 c l-3/4- 2-1/16 2-1/3 4-05+21 c 2-1/16 2" 2-1/16 
39q+61 ,., 2 2-1/4- 1-7/'6 4-o~+41 c 2" 2-1/16 2" v 
"' 
39q+'t;1 c 1-3/4 2-l/8 1-7/g 4-05+61 c 1-7/8 2-1/Cl 2'" 
400+01 Ex . 7/S 3/4- 5/8 405+S1 c 1-3/4- 2- 3/16 2" 
400+21 c 1-15/16 1-7/fJ 2 406+01 Ex . 3/4- 1/2 5/8 
4oo+t~1 0 v 1-3/4- 2-1/16 1-3/4- 4-06+21 C. 1-15/16 2- 1/16 2-3/16 
4oo.,f-61 c 1- 7/~ 2-1/8 2-1/4- 4-06+41 c 2" 1-7/[!; 2" 
4QQ.,f-8J. c l-15/16 2 l-7/8 4-06+61 .... I.J 1-15/16 2-1/8 2-9/16 
401+01 c 1-3/4- 1-15/1 6 2-1/4- 4-o6.r81, 4- Const. Jt . 
~X . 1-3/16 7/8 3/4 407+01 c 2" 2-1/16 2- l/5 
l - 3/4 211 1-3/4 407,..21 Ex. 5/ 8 3/4- 13/16 
c 1-7/ 8 2" 1-13/16 407+41 c 2-1/8 2-1/1 6 2" 
1-7/8 2" 2- 3/1 6 ~-07+61 c 2-l/16 211 2-3/16 
(j 1-3/4 2-1/2 l-1/2 407+31 c 2-1/16 2-3/16 2-1/16 
c 2-1/16 2-1/8 2-1/4 40~+01 c 1-15/16 1-7/8 1-15/16 
Ex . 7/8 7/8 )/4 4oS+21 c 1-3/4- 1- 15/16 2-1/8 
c l-13/16 2" 1-15/16 4-0S+41 Ex , 3/4 l/2 1/2 
2" 211 1-7/8 4-0~+61 c 211 2-3/4- 2-1/8 
c 2-1/ 8 2-1/8 2" 408+81 c 1-7/8 2-l/16 1-15/16 
1-15/16 2~1/8 2" 4-09+01 c l-3/ 4 1-15/16 2 " 
- ·6 -
Type Lt. C.L. Rt. I Sta. Typ~ Lt. C .L. · Bt. 
9+21 c 1-15/16 2-1/3 2-1/'6 425+21 Ex. 15/16 1/2 7/16 
9+41 c 2-1/16 2'r 1--7/8 425+41 c l-15/16 2" 2-1/16 
61 Ex. 3/4 1/2 9-16 425+61 c 1-7/3 1-3/4 1-3/4 
1-15/16 1-7/8 1-15/16 425+31 c 2-3/16 1-15/16 2-1/16 
2-1/1:6 2,....1/S 2..-.1/2 426+01 c 1-15/16 2" 1-7/3 
1-3/4 1-15/16 2-l/8 1426+21 c 1-7/8 1-7/'6 2 ..... 1/16 
Ex. 3/4 5/8 5/'6 142G..-41 Ex. 3/4 1/2 5/8 
1-13/16 1,...7/8 1-7/8 1426+61 c 1-15/16 1-15/16 1-7/8 
Ex. 13/16 1/2 1/2 426-I-S1 C 1-7/8 2-1/16 1-15/16 
c 1-3/4 1-7/8 1-.7/8 427-1-01 c 2-1/4: 21T 1-7/8 
Ex . 7/8 13/16 3/4 427-1-21 c 1-7/'6 2-1/16 1-7/'6 
c 2rr ~-13/16 2-1116 I 427+41 c 21l 1-7/'6 2-l/3 
14+41 Ex . 1/2 5/8 1/2 I 427+61 Ex. 3/4 9/16 3/8 
15+01 c 1-7/8 2" 1-7/ ES 1427+81 c. 1-7/8 1-3/4 1-3/4 
15+61 Ex. 5/8 1/2 3/8 /428+01 c 1-15/16 2" 1-7/8 
2" 1-7/8 1- '1/4 1423.!-21 c 2-1/2 2fT 1-7/8 .... . 
Ex . 1/2 1/2 7/161428+41 c 1-7/8 2" 2" 
1-7/8 1-7/'6 1-13/1 428+61 c 1-15/16 1-7/8 1-13/16 
Ex. 3/4 7/16 3/8 !42'6+81 Ex. 3/4 9/16 1/2 
r< 
u 1-7/8 2" 1-3/4 1429+01 c 1-13/16 1-3/4 1-7/8 
9-11 21 Ex . 1/2 5/ 8 5/8 429+21. Can s t . Jt . 
9+81.0 Const. Jt. 
429+41 c 2-1/16 2" 1-:7/8 20+41 ·Ex. 1/2 3/'6 3/8 
1-7/'6 2-1/4 21t 429+61 c 1-15/16 2" 1-11/16 
Ex. 5/8 13/16 5/ 8 429+31 c 1-3/4 1-3/4 1-15/16 
c l-7/3 l-13/16 1-7/8 430+01 Ex. 11/16 7/16 9/16 
13/16 l/2 
430+21 c 1-15/16 1-7/8 2" 
Ex. 5/'6 1 4Jo+41 c 1-7/8 1-15/16 2-1/16 
2-3/16 1-7/8 
430+61 c 2-1/8 . 2-1/8 1-13/16 
2~1/2 430+61 c 2-1/16 1--3/4 1-7/8 
424+01 3/4 1/4 9/16 
431+01 c 1-7/'6 1-3/4 1-7/8 Ex . 431+21 Ex. 1~/16 5/8 •1/2 
424+ 61 2-1/16 
431+41 c 1..,.1 /16 1-3/4 1-13/16 c 1-7/8 1-7/8 431+61 c l-5/8 1-3/ 4 1-3/4 
-97-
• Type Lt. C.L. Rt. • Sta. Type Lt. C.L. Rt. 
31.!+81 Ex. 
35+01 c 
5/8 9/16 3/4 ,440+61 c 
1-15/16 1-7/8 1~15/16 440+g1 Ex. 
1~3/4 1-13/16 1-7/8 441+01 c 
1-5/3 
35+61 c 1-7 /~ 
35+81 c 1-7/8 
36+01 Ex. 3/4 
211 1-15/16 441+21 c 
1-15/16 1-7/8 1441+4~ c 
1-13/16 2" 1441+61 c 
3/8 3/4 441+81 c 
1-3/4 1-15/16 2° 442+01 Ex. 
2-1/ 3 1-3/4 2-1/4 442+21 c 
1-15/16 2-1/16 211 442+41 c 
1-3/4 2-1/16 1-13/16 442+61 c 
1~3/~ 1-7/3 1~5/8 442+31 c 
37+21 Ex • . . ·7/8 l/2 3/4 443.f-01 C 
1-3/4 1-13/16 1-1/2 1443+21 Ex. 
l-7/8 1~15/16 2rr 1443+41 C 
l-13/16 1-13/16 l-3/4 1443+61 c 
1~3;4 1-3/4 1-15116 443+e1 c 
1-.7/S 1-7/8 211 444+01 C 
5/S 7/16 9-/6j444+21 c 
1-.3;4 1-13/16 1-3/4 J444+41 Ex. 




1-3/4 1-7/8 1~7/3 
1-13/16 1-15/16 1;13/16 
1-3/4 1-3/4 2-1/8 
7/3 9/16 5/8 
1~7/3 1-7/8 2-3/16 
1-13/16 1-7/8 1-3/4 
1-7/3 1-15/16 2-1/4 
1-5/S 1-15/16 1-9/16 
1-3/4 1-3/4 1-15/16 
3/4 3/S 1/2 
1-ll/16 1-7/3 2 11 
1-3/4 1-3/4 211 
2-1/~ 1-7/8 2-3/1 6 
1-5/S 1-7/S 





1-7/8 2-1/S 1-15/16 
211 211 2-1/16 
1-7/S 2 11 117/8 
2" 1-7/8 1-3/4 
1-3/4 2-3/16 1-3/4 
5/8 3/3 1/2 
1-7/S 2 11 1-3/4 
1-13/16 2" 1-7/3 





1/2 9/16 1/2 
1-7/S 1-15/16 2 11 
I 
. 'Type Lt. C.L. Rt. · Sta. Typ£? Lt . C.L. Rt. 
2rt 1-15/1.6 1-7/'6 450+42 Ex. 5/S 1/2 9/16 
2-1/3 211 1-13/16 450+62 c l/2 3/S 7/16 
2" 211 1-15/161450+82 c 5/S 3/S 1/2 
1-7/8 2-3/16 2-1/16 451+02 c 9/16 7/16 1/2 
11/16 9/16 5/16 451+22 c 9/16 1/2 9/16 
211 2" 2'f 451+42 c 5/S 11/16 9/16 
211 2" 1-15/16
1
451+62 Ex. 7/8 3/S 1/2 
2-1/S 2" 2 11 451+82 c. 7/16 9/16 11/16 
I 
1-7/8 1-15/16 1-13/16,452+02 c 9/16 1/2 9/16 
1-15/16 2-1/1::1 1-7/8 452+22 c 13/16 15/16 3/4 
Ex. 7/S 1" 5/S 452!!: 42 c 11/16 5/8 9/16 
2ff 1-3/4 1-7/£5 452+62 c 7/16 5/S 5/S 
2-1/8 2" 1-7/~ 452+82 Ex. 5/'6 5/16 3/8 
1-7/8 2-1/16 211 453+02 c 3/4 11/16 9/16 
2" 1-15/16 1-15/16,453+22 c l/2 1" 3/4 
2ff 1-7/S 2" 453+42 c 15/16 7/FS 13/16 
447+90 .5 Const. Joint 453+62 G 3/4 11/16 15/16 
44$+02 Ex. 13/16 7/16 11/16 4-53+82 c 9/16 13/16 3/4 
1-7/S 2" 1-7/'6 454+02 Ex. 5/8 5/8 15/16 
1-5/S 2-5/16 1-15/16 454+22 c 5/3 13/16 '13/16 
4~-8+62 c 2-1/4 2" 211' 454+42 c 3/4 13/16 7/S 
448+82 c 1-13/16 1-7/3 1-3/4 1454+62 c 7/13 13/16 7/S 
1-7/'6 211 1-5/'6 454+'62 c 7/16 3/4 7/S 
449+22 Ex. 13/16 1/2 9/16 455+02 c 7/16 1/2 3/4 
21t 211 1-13/16 455""22 c 5/8 15/16 3/4 
449+62 c 1-11/16 2-1/S 211 455~42 c 13/16 9/16 13/16 
449+82 c 211 1-15/16 1-15/1 6 455+62 c 3/4 3/4 13/16 
450+02 c 1-3/4 1-3/4 2ft I 4ht:;+S2 c 7/16 13/16 13/16 I ./~ . 


































































Rt. I Sta. ·· Type Lt; c .L. Rt. 
3/4 461+~0 C· 
7/8 462"'"00 Ex. 
11116 I 462+2o c 
9/161462+40 c 
3/4 1 462+6o c 
13/16 462+80 c 
3/4 463"'"00 c 
11/16 463+20 c 
I 
7 / S I 463+40 c 
5/16 1463+60 c 



















































7/3 466+60 c . 13/16 7/8 
7/8 1466+80 c 
13/16 467+00 c 
15116 I 467+20 c 
13/16 1467+40 c 


































Tyue Lt. C.L. Rt. Sta. Typ e Lt. C.L. Rt. 
13/16 7/S 3/4 473+60 c 1/2 7/8 11/16 
7/8 3/4 7/8 473+80 c 1/2 3/4 7/8 
15/16 15/16 15/16 47LH-Oo Ex. 3/8 1/4 3/8 
13/16 15/16 15/16 474+20 c 7/8 7/'6 3/4 
c 7/8 1/2 1" 1474+40 c 7/S 3/4 3/4 
11/16 7/16 7/8 1474+60 c 3/4 15/16 15/16 
11/16 7/8 7/8 474+'60 c 13/16 13/16 5/S 
,.., 
\.J 3/4 3/4 11/16 14 75+00 c 11/16 9/16 5/8 
I 475+20 c 3/4 5/8 3/4 
c 11/16 9/16 13/16 475+40 c 3/4 15/16 15/16 
r. 7/16 11/16 9/16 475'""60 c 7/3 3/4 3/4 v 
c 13/16 13/ 16 1/2 1475+80 c 13/16 5/'6 15/16 
Ex. 11/16 1/4 5/161476+00 c 15/16 13/16 1" 
11/16 3/4 11/16 476+20 c 11/16 3/4 1" 
1'r 5/'6 7/~ 476+4o c 5/S 15/16 13/16 
3/4 13/16 3/4 I 476+60 c 15/16 1" 1-1/S 
I 
3/4 7/8 3/4 1476+80 c 3/4 1-5/16 15/16 
3/4 3/4 5/8 c 15/16 3/4 3/4 477+00 
13/16 3/4 3/4 477+ 20 c 13/16 1/2 7/S 
l3/16 3/4 9/16 477+40 c 15/1 6 1" 7/8 
1/2 11/16 5/ 8 477Tft60 c 5/S 1" 7/8 
471+80 c 13/16 5/8 13/16 477+80 c 13/16 13/16 11/16 
472+00 c 3/4 7/8 5/8 ,478+00 Ex . 1/2 3/8 7/16 
472+20 c 1/2 11/16 11/161 478+20 c 7/'6 1" 1" 
472'1-40 c 3/4 3/ 4 5/8 
472'+60 c 5/ 8 13/16 5; s I 1l78+4o c 7/8 1" 111 I . 
472+80 c 7/8 1/2 7/8 j47&r6o c 15/16 7 /S 5/8 
473+00 c 7/8 1" 3/4 1478+60 c 3/4 1" 13/16 
473+20 c 7/8 3/4 7/8 1479+00 c 7/8 7/8 3/4 
473,..40 c 5/8 7/8 3/4 1479*-20 c 1" 1" 3/4 
- 101 .-
Tvue 
· 1 ' 
Lt. C.L. Rt. I Sta: 
_,/ 
Tyoe Lt. · C.L. Rt. 
13/16 1-3/16 1" 4~5"'"00 c 1/2 11/16 3/4 
15/16 15/16 13/16 485,. 2.0 c 13/16 13/16 13/16 
I 
1" 1" 1" /485+40 c 3/4 13/16 lit 
5/3 1" 3/4 1 4~5+60 c 1/2 11/16 5/8 
5/S 7/3 3/4 435+30 c 5/8 7/S 5/~ 
7/8 7/3 13/16 436n-oo Ex. 9/16 7/16 l/2 
5/~ 3/4 3/4 1 436+2o c 3/4 3/4 13/16 
5/8 3/4 1/2 1486+40 c 11/16 11/16 13/16 
9/16 1" 1" 1486+60 c 3/4 3/4 5/3 
3/4 5/~ 3/4 486+f1o c 5/S 9/16 9/16 
7/8 1" 1" 1487+00 c 3/4 11/16 3/4 
13/16 111 1" 4S7+20 c 5/S 7/S 111 
7/3 lrr 5/S 487+40 c 9/16 11/16 11/16 
' c 5/S 3/4 5/S 437+60 c 5/S 3/4 3/4 
9/16 3/4 5/8 14S7+SO 0 3/4 3/4 5/8 
llj_gg+oo c 7/16 1/4 5/S 
3/4 3/4 7/8 483+20 c 7/16 3/4 7/S 
I 
3/4 11/16 3/4 9/16 I 4SS+4o c 5/S 7/S 
13/16 1" 3/4 1 4SS+60 c 1/2 5/S 9/16 
9/16 3/4 3/4 4SS+SO c 5/S 11/16 13/16 
3/4 3/4 13/16 469+00 c 1/2 11/16 3/4 
11/16 13/16 7/~ 439-+- 20 0 1/2 9/16 5/S 
3/4 3/lt 3/4 I 4s 9+4o c 3/4 5/S 13/16 
11/16 3/4 7/~ 14g9+60 c 3/4 3/4 3/4 
11/16 3/4 7/~ 
I • 
13/16 7/S 5/S 
c 13/16 7/S 
I 
15;16 1 
13/16 1" 3/4 I 
,.., 
9/16 11/16 3/4-v 
- 102..,. 
Type Lt. C.L. Rt~ Sta. Tyoe Lt. C.L. Rt. 
5/'6 5/8 5/8 495+60 c 3/4 7/8 7/8 
1/2 3/4 11/16 495+C'l0 c 11/16 15/16 13/16 
7/16 1" 11/16 496+00 c 3/4 15/16 7/8 -. 
1/2 111 13/16 496+20 c 7/8 7/8 7/8 
3/4 1/2 1" 1496+40 c 3/4 1 II . 3/4 
13/16 15/16 7/8 1496+60 c 15/16 7/8 13/16 
1/2 5/8 3/4 496+80 c 3/~ 111 15/16 
9/16 13/16 3/4 497+00 Const. Jt. 
7/8 111 7/8 497+20 c 3/8 9/16 11/16 
13/16 1" 11/16 497+40 c 7/16 1/2 3/4 
7/8 15/16 3/4 497+60 c 3/4 5/S 5/8 
11/16 1/2 13/16 497-+80 c 1/2 7/16 3/4 
5/16 7/f5 7/8 49~+00 c 5/'6 5/8 7/8 
3/4 7/8 7/8 49g-r~T20 ("\ v 5/S 11/16 11/16 
15/16 1" 13/16 498+40 c 11/16 5/ S 1/2 
3/4. 1TT 13/16 498+60 c 1" 13/16 13/16 ' 
I 3/4 1" 1" 498,.80 c 3/4 11/16 3/4 
7/8 7/8 7 /'6 1499-+00 c 13/16 13/16 11/16 
c 11/16 3/4 3/4 1499+20 c 1/2 3/4 5/S 
3/4 111 13/161499+40 c 3/4 13/16 13/16 
11/16 7/8 3/4 1499+60 c 7/16 7/16 3/4 
Ex. 9/16 1/4 9/16 499+30 c 15/16 9/16 11/16 
3/4 13/16 3/4 5 Q(}.+-00 c 3/4 11/16 7/8 
c 3/4 1" 7/8 500+20 c 3/4 7/16 11/16 
13/16 7/8 13/16 500+40 c 9/16 7/16 13/16 
15/16 l-l/811 llf 500+60 c 7/16 3/4 3/4 
13/16 111 11/16 500+80 c 9/16 3/4 13/16 
7/8 1" 3/4 I 501+oo c 13/16 7/8 5/8 
5/S 13/16 -~~~~~l5~1~20 c 11/16 3/4 3/4 
. Type Lt. C.L. Rt. Sta. Type Lt . C .L. Rt. 
9/16 5/S l" 507+20 ("' 7/1i 15/16 7/S v 
15/16 13/16 13/16 507.+-40 c 11/16 7/S 13/16 
13/16 15/16 7/S 507+60 c 7/S 7/S 1._1-::.t/J:6 
5/16 3/16 3/S 507+SO c 7/S 15/16 1-l/16 
13/16 11/16 13/16,50'6+00 c 1" 1-1/S 7/S 
13/16 11/16 3/4 1503+20 c 1-l/3 111 1-1/16 
5/3 5/3 1l/16, 5o3-t4o c 3/4 1 13/16 
9/16 13/16 11/16,503+60 c 13/16 1-1/16 7/S 
1/2 7/S 13/16' 503+.30.0 Const. Jt. 
7/16 11/16 5/e 509+00 c 5/S 13/16 5/S 
1/2 5/S 11/16 509+20 0 5/3 1/2 5/S 
7/S 11/16 13116 1 509+.4o c 5/3 3/4 9/16 
7/'6 3/4 3/4 509+60 c 5/S 15/16 3/4 
7/16 1/2 13;16 I 509+so c 11/16 11/16 1/2 
3/4 9/16 3/4 1510+00 Ex. 11/16 1/S 3/16 
3/4 q/16 7/3 "' 7/16 5/S 9/16 I 510+.25 v _,, 
3/4 3/ 4 111 510+45 c 5/S 7/S 5/S 
15/16 3/4 15/16 510+65 c 3/4 ~5/16 1/2 
15/16 15/16 :::i-1/16,510+S5 c 11/16 3/4 5/3 
7/S c 13/16 5/ S 5/3 7/S 13/16 1 511+05 
3/4 7/S 7/S I 511'*-25 c 9/16 3/4 3/4 
7/'6 3/4- 1-1/16 511+45 c 3/4 )/4 11/16 
11/16 15/16 1" 511+65 c 9/16 9/16 11/16 
506+00 c 7/S 7/'6 3/4 511+?15 c 1-1/16 7/S 11/16 
506+20 c 3/4 
I 
5/16 9/16 9/16 15/16 11/161 512+05 c 
5/S 7/S 512+25 ('I 5/S 1/2 3/4 11/16, v 
I 
506+60 c 3/4 13/16 15/16 512+45 c 1-3/16 1-3/16 9/16 
506+So c 7/S 3/4 13/16 512+65 c 3/4 )/4 9/16 
5/S 7/'6 13/16 512+35 c 7/16 3/S 11/16 
·- - .... . . - 104- -
I 
Type Lt. C.L. Rt. ISta. T~oe Lt. C .L. Rt. 
1:-l/8' 15/16 9/16 j518+8!t ~- 7/S ·:t• 1-1/16 
13/16 7/16 3/4 1519+04 c 7j••-< 1-3/8 l-1/16 I 0 
1/2 7/16 3/4 519+24 c 3/4 1-1/8 3/4 
7/16 1/2 9/16 519+44 c 3/4 11/16 7/g 
11/16 · 9/16 13/16 519~64 c 13/16 3/4 15/16 
1/2 5/~ 5/8 519+84 c 5/S 7/S 7/S 
1/2 5/8 3/4 520+04 c 13/16 13/16 -.:;4-_,, 
c 1/2 7/16 5/ 8 1520+2~ c 13/1 6 1" 7/3 
3/4 13/16 3/4 520+44 c 13/16 1-l/16 3/4 
7/16 9/16 5/8 520+64 c 1" 1- 1/16 1" 
3/4 13/16 3/ S 520+84 c 3/4 7/S 13/16 
9/16 7/8 3/4 ~21+04 c 3/4 . 3/4 7/8 ..1 
15+44 c 3/4 1-1/8 11/161 521+24.0 Canst . Jt. 
5+64 c 5/ 8 15/16 7/8 521+43 c 1/2 9/16 5/S 
11/16 13/16 3/4 521+63 c 7/16 13/16 5/8 
1/2 1-1/8 5/8 521+83 c 3/ 4 3/4 11/16 
("I 
v 5/ S 1-3/16 3/4 522+03 c 5/ 8 5/8 11/16 
7/S 7/8 13/16 522+2~ c 11/16 7/16 r::.;('l. I ., ./ 0 
3/4 1-1/16 13/161 522+43 ,.. 5/16 1/2 1/2 \J 
7/8 15/16 13/161522+63 c 11/16 13/16 1/4 
5/ 8 3/4 9/161522+83 c 11/16 13/16 11/ 16 
· ' 
13/161 523+03 13/16 5/ 8 ,., 3/4 5/S 9/16 \J 
3/4 1-1/16 1~1/8 523+23 c 1/4 3/4 13/16 
7/8 
' 
13/16 7/S 523+43 c 13/16 13/16 5/8 
13/ 16 7/S 1" 523+63 c 13/1 6 9/16 3/4 
3/4 13/16 3/4 523+83 c 3/4 13/16 5/8 
7/8 1-3/16 1-1/16 524+03 c 9/16 r::.j ,., / 0 3/ 8 
1-1/16 1-1/4 7/S 152lt+23 c 11/16 11/16 5/ 8 r 
15/16 7/8 3/4 524+.43 c 1/2 7/8 7/8 
- 105 -
Tyne Lt. C.L. Rt. ta. Type Lt. C.L. Rt.; 
,. 
5/S 11/16 11/16 530+63 c 13/16 13/16 · 7/S 
11/16 7/16 5/B 530+g3 c 7/B 9/16 11/16 
3/4 7/8 13/16 531+03 c 15/16 1-1/8 15/16 
7/8 11/16 15/16 531+23 c 11/16 7/8 7/8 
~/4 5/B 11/16 531+43 c 7/8 1-1/8 7/8 
5/8 5/8 3/4 531+63 c 13/16 3/8 7/f!> 
1/8 11/16 5/8 l531+g3 0 1-1/16 7/8 5/8 
1/2 9/16 1/2 1532+03 c 13/16 13/16 . 3/4 
1/2 11/16 5/8 
I 
1 532+23 c 7/8 111 7/'11 
3/4 13/16 9/16 532+43 c 3/4 15/16 7/8 
1/2 9/16 l/2 I 532+63 c 15/16 3/8 15/16 
ll/161532"'83 c 9/16 9/16 13/16 1/2 13/16 
7/16 1/2 1/2 533+03 c 3/4 ~/8 9/16 
9/16 1/2 5/g 533TI-23 c 11/16 1" 7/B 
27+43 c 7/16 11/16 5/8 533+43 c 9/16 3/8 13/ 16 
27+63 c 3/g 5/8 9/16 533+63 c 7/8 9/16 11/16 
1/2 9/16 1/2 533+S3 C 11/16 1-1/16 13/16 
3/4 13/16 3/4 534+03 c 15/16 13/16 3/4 ., 
7/B 3/4 9/16 53lhl-23 C J 5/S 3/4 3/4 
,... 11/16 7/8 7/B I 534+44. 0 Const. Jt. v 
13/16 1-1/16 13/16 53lh+-63 c 11/16 5/8 3/4 
7/8 15/16 7/8 534-.1.33 c 5/8 1/2 3/4 
11/16 7/8 7/8 535-+-03 c 11/16 5/ 8 9/16 
c 7/8 3/4- 15/16 1535+23 c 9/16 3/4 5/16 c 15/16 13/16 11/16 
c 3/4 7/8 3/4 535+43 c 7/16 1/2 11/16 
13/16 3/4 3/4 535-+-63 c 7/16 9/16 3/4 
3/4 1-1/16 13/16 .535+83 c 9/16 7/16 3/4 
l iT 15/16 13/16 1536+03 a 1/2 5/S 1/2 
7/B 1-3/~§ 7/8 536TI-23 c 5/16 13/16 11/16 
- 106 -
I 
Type Lt. C.L. Rt. J Sta. Type Lt. C.L. · · ~ .at. 
7/16 7/8 13/;t.t>·; 542+23 0 3/4 3/4 ... 1t/8 t l -1. 
7/16 7/16 5/8 542+43 c 3/4 7/8 7/B 
1/2 5/8 11/16 1542""b3 c 9/16 1/2 5/8 
7/16 1/2 v 3/4 1-1/16 1-1/16 13116 I 542""83 
37""23 c 1/2 7/16 1/2 543+03 c 7/16 5/8 7/'J 
37+43 c 5/8 9/16 5/3 543+23 c 1" 7/8 1" 
37+63 c 5/8 1/2 5/8 543+43 c 7/8 7/S 7/S 
9/16 7/16 1/2 543+63 
,., 
1" 5/8 3/4 . v 
5/8 3/4 5/8 1543+83 c 7/8 15/16 1-1/8 
3g+23 c 1/2 3/4 5/8 544+03 c 1-1/4 13/16 7/8 
38+43 c 9/16 1/2 13/16 544+22 c 111 7/S 15/16 
3$+63 c 3/4 11/16 1/2 544+42 c 1" 13/16 13/16 
7/16 1/2 3/4 544+62 c 1" 11/16 13/16 
1/2 5/8 3/4 I 544-.1-~2 c 3/4 13/16 3/4 
I 545+02 5/8 7/8 3/4 c 11/16 3/4· 11/16 
I 
39-ft43 c 1/2 11/16 11/16 545t~-22 c 13/16 3/4 1" II 
39+63 c 3/4 3/4 9/16 545""42 c 7/8 13/16 15/16 
5/'6 5/S 1" 1545+62 c 13/16 7/8 7/8 
5/S 5/8 5/B I s45+82 ("\ 15/16 5/S 15/16 v 
1/2 9/16 1/2 546+02 c -z;u. ./ . 1/2 7/3 
5/8 11/16 7/16 546+22 c 3/4 15/16 3/4 
3/8 5/S 5/8 546""31.8 Const. Jt. 
,, 3/4 7/'6 7/8 546+42 c 7/16 5/3 7/S 
3/4 13/16 3/4 546+62 c 1" 5/8 7/8 
1+23 c 7/S 7/8 7/8 1546+82 c 13/16 7/S 13/16 
1+43 c 1rr 15/16 15/16,547""02 c 1" 7/8 7/6 
1+63 c 3/4 7/8 15/16 54 7+22 c· 15/16 111 3/4 
7/'6 7/8 3/4 547..r42 c 3/4 5/S 1" 
5/8 5/S 3/4 547+62 c 13/16 5/8 3/4 
- 107 ..,. 
Type Lt. O.L. 
. I . 
Type Lt, O.L. Rt. Rt. /Sta. 
7/S 11/16 7/16 553+42 c 5/S 5/8 3/4 
1/2 3/~ 1/2 1553+62 c 5/S 5/S 1" 
7/S 1" 13/161 5·53+S2 c 13/16 3/4 11/16 
3/4 3/4 11/161 554-+-02 c 13/16 11/16 13/16 
13/16 1/2 I 3/4 5/S 1551++22 0 7/S 5/S 
3/4 3/4 9/161554+42 0 15/16 1" 13/16 
7/8 5/8 11/161 554+62 c 11/16 3/4 7/S 
1/16 3/4 11/16 554-+-82 0 3/4 11/16 3/4 
13/16 11/16 15/16 555+02 0 3/4 5/S 3/4 
15/161555+20 7/S 13/16 c 3/4 5/S 3/4-
I 
5/S 3/4 15116 1 555+4o c 1/2 11/16 13/16 
5/8 3/4 11/161555TI-60 0 11/16 1/2 11/16 
1/2 3/4 9/16 I 555+SO 0 1/2 1/2 3/4 
13/16 7/8 ""'jl.L J . 556+00 c 11/16 11/16 13/16 
3/4 15/16 7/S 556+20 c 3/4 15/16 13/16 
5/S 13/16 13/16 I 556+4o c 11/16 3/4 13/16 
1/2 5/$ 3/4 556+60 c 3/4 11/16 1" 
3/4- 1" 3/4 556+80 0 3/4 7/S 7/S 
1/2 5/8 5/S 557+00 1"1 15/16 3/4 3/4 v 
5/8 1/2 3/4 I 557-r.2o 0 9/16 3/4 3/4 
3/4 3/S 11/16 557+40 c 7/16 11/16 1/2 
5/S 3/4 13/16j 557+60.3 Oonst. Jt. 
3/4 7/S 13/161557+80 0 11/16 3/4 13/16 
I 
3/4 5/S 1" 55S+oo 0 5/8 3/S 3/S 
0 1/S 5/S 11/16 558+20 0 3/4 3/4 1/2 
1-l/16 11/16 13/16 558+40 0 1/2 9/16 3/4 
3/4 1/2 13/16 55S+6o 1"1 5/8 7/8 13/16 v 
13/16 13/16 13/161558+80 0 5/S 11/16 1" 
I 
- 108 -
Tyne Lt. C.L. Rt. Sta. Type Lt. C •. L. Rt. 
7/16 3/4~:. 3/.~- 56714-01 c 7/16 5/8 7/16 
59+20 c 1'' 5/S 1/2 567+31 c 5/3 1/2 1/2 
59+40 c 7/8 5/8 3/4 567+61 Ex. 3/8 7/16 7/16 
60 c 3/4 5/8 3/4 567+91 c 5/8 7/16 7/16 
15/16 11/16 11/16 56S+00.5 Const. Jt. 
5/S 9/16 11/16 568+21 c 1/2 3/13 7/16 
9/16 9/16 1/2 568~51 c 1/4 7/16 5/16 
Ex. 3/'6 9/16 9/16 568+81 Ex. 3/8 3/8 3/8 
5/16 9/16 7/161 569+11 c 3/8 3/8 1/2 
7/16 1/2 7/16 569+41 c 1/2 5/16 3/8 
1/2 1/2 l/2 r 569+71 c 1/4 7/16 l/2 
Ex. 5/16 5/16 1/2 I 570+-01 Ex. 3/8 7/16 3/8 
3/S 7/16 5/3 
I 579+32 c 1/8 1/8 9/16 I 1/2 7/16 1/2 570+62 c 3/S 9/16 7/16 
3/S 3/'6 3/8 57(}.1-92 c 5/16 5/16 5/16 
Ex. 3/8 5/16 
I 
5/16 I 571.,j.22 Ex. 1/4 1/4 9/16 
("1 1/4 1/2 3/B 571..f-52 
,... 
3/8 0 7/16 v I.J 
!!:/ 1/2 7/16 5/$ 571+82 ("t v 7/16 3/S 5/8 
1/2 3/4 3/8 I 572+12 c 3/8 1/4 6/16 
Ex. 5/S 5/16 
I 572+42 Ex. 3/4 7/16 7/16 3/S I 
,.... 
1/2 1/2 572+72 c 1/4 3/16 7/16 v 9/16 
3/S 1/2 1/2 573+02 c 3/f1 3/'6 1/2 
c 9/16 3/4 1/2 573..f-32 c 11/16 5/8 1/2 
65+21 Ex. 1/4 5/16 3/B 573+62 Ex. 1/2 3/16 1/2 
< 
65+51 c 5/8 7/16 7/16 573+92 c 11/16 5/16 3/S 
I 
3/3 1/2 9/161 574+22 c 11/16 3/8 1/2 
1/2 1/2 9/161 574+52 c 3/a 5/S 5/8 
Ex. 1/2 3/S l/4 574+(12 Ex. 11/16 5/ n 1/2 
7/16 1/2 3/S 575+12 c -;~ ? 0 7/16 9/16 
- 109 -
Type Lt. C.L. Rt. Sta. 1' vue Lt. C .L. Rt; "-
1/2 9/L.6;. _"'517!6 5S5+21!3 Ex. 3/4- 5/16 1/2 
3/4 1/2 11/16 585-'"51.3 c 3/4 1/2 9/16 
Ex. 9/16 0 3/8 585+~1.0 Canst. Jt. 
1/2 5/8 13/16 5r,6+11.3 c 5/16 1/2 5/8 
7/16 7/16 1/2 5~j6+4o ... 7 Ex. 1/2 15/16 1" 
3/f5 5/16 13/16 586+61.0 Bridge Begin 
mx. 3/4 13/16 3/~ 5~8+26.0 Bridge End 
9/16 1/2 1/2 5~r,+47.4 Ex. 9/16 1-3/16 3/g 
1/2 9/16 11/16 I 5GS+76 c 5/16 7/16 3/G 
11/16 1/2 3/4 5~9~08.5 c 1/2 7/16 1/2 
Ex. 7/16 1/~ 5/16 589+41 c 7/16 1/2 1/2 
1/2 7/16 9/16 5g9+71 c 1/2 5/16 1/2 
7/16 7/16 1/S 59Q.r01 Ex. 1/2 1/2 1/2 
Const.Jt. 
1/S 3/S 3/~ 590+31 c 7/16 5/16 3/8 
Ex. 5/16 3/16 3/8 1 590-.1.61 c 9/16 3/8 7/16 
7/16 3/g 5/8 I 590+91 c 7/16 3/S 1/2 
5/S 3/el 1/2 1 591+21 Ex, 1/2 1/2 7/16 
r::..;~ ./ 0 3/3 1/2 I 591+51 c 3/4 13/16 5/(j 
Ex. 1/2 1-3/16 7/B 591+~1 c 3/4 1/2 1/2 
I 592+11 c 9/16 9/16 -;4 ) . 
I 
2+6( .0 Bridge End 1 592+41 Ex. 3/4 l/2 1/2 
7/8 1/2 1" 59~71 c 5/F3 5/8 5/fi 
1" 3/4- l-1/S 593+01 c 1/2 3/G 7/8 
1/2 1/2 5/S I 593+31 c 5/8 1/2 5/S 
9/16 1/2 112 1 593+61 Ex . 1/2 1/2 1/2 
584+oo . 7 Ex. 5/8 3/16 3/161 593+91 c 3/4 3/4 3/4 
i 
584+30 . 7 c 5/3 1/2 7/161 594+21 c 3/4 9/16 9/16 
1/2 1/2 9/16 594+so . s c 3/16 1/4 3/~ 
5rJ4+91. 3 c 1/2 1/2 9/16 594+79 . ~ Ex. 1-1/2 1-1/2 1-3/4 
- 110 -
Type Lt. C.L. Rt. Sta. · Type Lt. C.L. Rt. 
11 0 Bridge Begin 605+fj0 .. ' c 1/4 1/4 ~/2 
~66~0 Bridge End 606+05, 7 c 3/S 9/16 7/16 
6+~7. 4. Ex. 15/16 1-3/4 5/3 606+37. 5 C· · . 5/~ 11/ 16 9/16 
97·1-16 c 9/16 1/2 1/2160&.1-66 Ex, 5/16 1/8 1/2 
c 5/£1 3/S l/2 1606+95 c 3/8 1/ 2 1/2 
.,.,.. 
.::.x. 9/16 5/16 l/2 607+23.6 c 1/2 1/2 1/2 
c 3/4 5/S 1/2 607+52. 4 c 11/16 5/ £3 3/4 
c 5/~ 1/2 5/g 607+ ~1. 0 Ex. 4/16 3/16 3/8 
Ex. 3/4 7/16 9/161 6og+10.o c 3/4 11/16 3/4 
c 5/S 1/2 9/16 608+36. 6 c 11/16 13/16 5/S 
c 3/4 5/16 5/8 60t5+66. 2 c 7/S 1" 3/4 
c 9/16 ]/2 3/ ~~ 608+96 Ex, 1/2 7/8 3/8 I 
Ex. 3/4 7/1 6 1/2 !609+1 6.6 Bridge Begin 
c 1/2 -,/ rl 7/16,610+82.0 Bridge End ) 0 
c 9/16 3/ 8 9/16,611+02. 6 Ex, 11/ 16 l -1/16 1" 
c 5/16 3/ r! 9/16 1/2 5/~ 5/(1 1 611.r32. 2 C 
i 
Ex . 1-1/2 1-1/2 1'' 611+57/1 c 3/4 , '4 .J../ :i/2 
+14. 5 Bridge Begin ~kew 611+04. 4 C 3/S 7/16 7/16 
2+99 .5 Bridge End Skew 612+10 Ex. 5/16 1/ 4 7/16 
1/2 1-11/16 1" 
I 
612+37. 5 c 3/4 1/ 2 5/ S 
c 5/ 8 9/16 3/ 8 612+.65 c 1/2 9/16 11/16 
1/2 1/4 11/16 612+90 c 9/1 6 5/1 6 11/16 
3/4 1/2 1/2 /" o13+.20 Ex. 7/16 3/8 3/~ 
1++36 Ex . 7/16 5/16 1/2 1613+50 c 5/ S 3/8 3/4 
1++65 .0 c 9/16 3/ S 5/B c 3/ 16 1/2 5/8 613+80 
73.0 Const. Jt, 614+10 c 5/8 7/ 16 7/S 
1/2 7/ 16 9/161 614+40 Ex. 9/16 7/ 16 1/2 
5/ S 3/ Ef> 7/1 6, 614+70 c 9/16 1/2 11/16 
EX. 1/4 1/8 l /4 I 615+oo 
- 111 -
c 3/4 9/16 11/ 16 
/ 
Sta. Typ e Lt. C.L. Rt. 
615+30 c 5/8 11/16 11/1~ 
615+60 Ex. 9/16 3/21 3/8 
615+90 c 1/2 1/2 9/16 
616+20 c 11/16 1/2 5/ 8 
616+50 c 3/8 9/16 3/4-
616+80 Ex. l/2 7;'16 9/16 
617+10 c 11/16 1/2 7/8 
617+40 c 5/S 1/2 1/2 
617+70 c 1/2 9/16 5/ 8 
618+00 Ex. 3/8 5/16 1/2 
618+30 c 5/ 8 1/2 11/16 
618+60 c 1/2 9/16 1/2 
61S+90 c 9/16 3/8 3/8 
619+20 Ex . 1/ 2 3/8 7/16 
619+50 c 3/8 9/16 9/16 
619+80 c 1/2 9/16 11/16 
620+10.0 Canst . Jt! 
620+4-0 Ex. 3/ 8 7/16 1/ 2 
620+70 c 1/2 1/2 1/ 2 
621.roo ,., 1/2 3/3 9/16 \J 
62~+30 0 5/1 6 1/ 4- 5/8 
621+ 60 Ex. 5/1 6 -z,;~ _., 0 5/ G 
621+90 c 5/ S 3/8 9/16 
622+20 c 3/ 4- 11/16 5/~ 
622+50 c 5/ g 1/4- 9/1 6 
622+t'IO Ex, 5/16 5/16 7/ 16 
62)+10 ,., 1/ 2 3/ B 9/ 16 \J 
623+4-0 c 9/16 1/2 5/8 
623+70 c 3/ 4- 1/2 11/16 
- 112 ,_ 
Type . Lt. C.L. Rt. Sta. Type tt. C.L. Rt. 
Ex. 7/16 3/16 9/16 631+60 0 15/16 3/4- -3/4 
c 1/2 3/8 9/16 631+80 c 1/2 7/$ 13/16 
632+00 c 11/16 13/16 13/16 c 1/2 1/2 5/8 632+20 c 5/8 .3/4- 3/4-
c 1/2 7/16 1/2 632+4-0 c 5/S 5/8 11/ 16 
Ex. 7/16 1/4- 7/16 632+60 c 3/4- 5/8 5/S 
c 5/El 1/2 5/S 632+El0 Ex. 9/16 1/2 5/El 
c 1/2 3/8 3/4 633+00 c 13/16 3/4- 7/S 
c 1/2 3/El 9/16 633+20 c 7/S 1-1/16 15/16 
Ex. 1/2 1/2 11,L16 633+4-0 c 11/16 1" 15/16 
c 1/2 7/16 5/8 633+60 c 9/16 7/El 3/4-
c 5/El 5/8 9/16 633'+~0 c 9/16 3/4- 13/16 
c 5/El 5/16 9/16 634+00 c 3/4 3/4 15/16 
Ex. 9/16 1/2 1/2 634.1-20 ,.,. y 15/16 11/16 13/16 
c 7/S k/8 ./I 5/El 634+4o c 9/16 11/16 7/S 
c 3/4- 1/2 3/4- 634+60 c 11/16 15/16 3/4 
c 1/2 5/16 9/16 634.!-8o c 5/S 11/16 5/15 
Ex. 1/2 1/2 3/4- 635+00 c 3/4 3/4- 13/ 16 
c 11/16 5/S 3/4- 635+20 c 111 13/16 7/16 
Jt. 635+40 c 9/16 5/S 11/16 
c 7/16 1/2 1/2 635+60 c l/2 1/2 9/16 
c 9/16 3/4 9/16 635+80 c 7/16 1/4 11/ 16 
Ex. 5/16 13/16 1/2 636+00 ,., I.J 11/16 13/16 9/16 
c 3/4- 13/16 11/16 636+20 c 1/2 5/S 1/2 
c 13/16 13/16 11/16 636+40 c 11/16 13/16 1/2 
c 11/16 11/16 7/g 636+60 c 11/16 5/ 8 9/16 
c 5/S 9/16 9/16 636+80 c 11/16 3/4 5/8 
c 5/8 1/2 5/fS 637+00 c 11/16 9/16 9/16 
c 5/ 8 5/ El 3/4- 637+20 c 11/16 9/ 16 11/ 16 
c 13/16 9/16 3/4- ~ 637+40 c 9/16 13/16 5/El 
- 13-
Type Lt. C .L .. Rt~ Sta. Tvne Lt~ c-.,~. Rt. ·. ~ 
1/2 1/2 5/8 6~3+~0 c 9/16 3/4 3/4 
9/16 3/4 11/16 643+60 c 7/S 13/16 15/16 
7/16 9/16 9/16 64-y+-SO c 9/16 1/2 3/4 
9/16 11/16 11/16 644+oo c 1/2 13/16 9/16 
c 3/4 7 /B 1/2 644-.r20 c 3/4 5/~ 13/16 
3/4 3/4 1/2 644+40 "' 11/16 1" 11/16 v 
1/2 11/16 3/4 644.+-60 c 1/2 3/4 3/4 
7/16 5/8 11/16 644+80 c ;1.1/16 9/16 9/16 
5/eJ 9/16 11/16 645.roo c 5/16 1/2 5/ 8 
13/16 5/ 8 3/4 645+20 c 7/16 3/4 5/8 
13/16 3/4. 3/4 645+40 c 1/2 3/4 9/16 
5/eJ 7/8 9 '16 _/ 645+60 c 11/16 1/2 3/4 
1"'1 5/eJ 5/~ 13/16 645+80 c 5/ B 13/16 3/4 u 
c 13/16 15/16 1'' 646w-oo c 7/16 7/16 5/8 
7/8 11/16 10/ 16 646+20 c 11/16 13/16 13/ 16 
13/16 7/S 7/8 646+40 c l:l-/16 7/8 1" 
Ex . 7/16 11/ 16 13/1 6 646+60 c 3/4 111 15/16 
99 .7 Const . Jt. I 646+80 c 3/4 15/16 15/16 I 
11/16 5/8 3/4 647+00 c ·: 7/S -. 15/16 15/16 
3/4 11/ 16 15/16 64-7+ 20 c 5/ S 7/8 7/8 
3/4 9/16 3/ 4 647+40 c 1/2 7/8 7/8 
13/16 13/16 1~1/1 6 647+60 c 3/El 1/2 1/ 2 
"3/4 15/16 13/16 647+80 c 1/2 9/16 5/8 
1/2 3/ 8 9/16 64-8+00 c 5/ 8 13/ 16 11/16 
c 11/1 6 15/16 7/S 64f3+20 c 11/ 16 5/ 8 5/8 
c 1" 7/8 1" 1 648+4-o c r;~ 9/16 7/fi J 0 
I 
11/ 16 9/16 9/16 3/4 5/S 11/16 64<3v-_6o c 
3-f.OQ c 5/ 8 9/ 16 1/2 64e+6o Ex. 1/4 5/16 1/2 
643""20 c 5/ 8 13/16 11/16 649+00 c 11/ 16 9/16 9/16 
- 14 -:... 
. · Type Lt• c.L. Rt. Sta. Type Lt. C.L. Rt . 
,., 
v 5/8 13/16 3/4 655+00 c 5/S 7/~ 7/~ 
c 11/16 11/16 9/16 655+20 ,., 1/2 5/S 3/4 v 
3/'6 9/16 3/4 655+40 c 5/8 9/16 11/16 
9/16 3/4 5 /d fb 655+60 c 9/16 13/16 7/S 
c 5/S 5/8 3/4 655+80 c 3/4 7/~ 7/3 
5/8 13/16 5/8 656+00 c 1/2 ""'/ll ) ' 3/4 
5/8 11/16 5/8 656+20 c il/16 5/~ 7/8 
c 1/2 9/16 11/16 656+40 c 11/16 3/4 3/4 
9/16 5/~ 9/16 656-+.60 r. 3/4 1/2 3/4 v 
1/2 5/8 5/S ,. r ~ b5b+o0 Ex. 7/16 7/16 3/4 
9/16 5/8 l/2 657+00 c 5/8 3/4 11/16 
c 11/16 10/16 9/16 657-rl-20 c 11/16 9/16 1" 
,., 
7/16 9/16 3/4 657+40 ,., 3/4 3/4 7/'b 
v 
v 
5/8 9/16 3/4 657+60 c 3/4 11/16 13/16 
7/16 9/16 11/16 657+80 c 1/2 7/'6 3/4 
q 9/16 11/16 11/16 658+00 c 1/2 11/16 7/fJ 
11/16 11/16 1/2 658~20 c 1/2 3/4 5/8 
9/16 5/S 9/16 658.;.4o c 5/8 1" 1" 
652+80 c 7/16 1/2 7/16! 6ss+6o c 1/2 9/16 3/4 
653+00 c 3/8 7/16 9/16 653+80 c 1/2 5/3 13/16 
653+20 c 9/16 7/16 1/2 659+00 c 5/8 3/4 3/4 
653+40 c 1/2 9./16 1/2 1659+20 c 3/~- 5/8 5/8 
653+60 c 9/16 9/16 11/16 6sq+4o c 11/16 13/16 5/8 ~"' 
65)+80 c 1/2 5/8 5/8 659+60 ,., l/2 7/8 13/16 v 
654+oo • o cons t . J t . 559+80 c 9/16 3/4 3/4 
654+20 c 7/16 9/16 9/16 660~00 c 7/16 11/16 13/16 
654+4o 0 9/16 5/8 11/16 660+20 c 5/ g 5 /('1 /0 7/fS 
654+6o c 1/2 13/16 3/4 66o+4o c 7/8 7/8 l /2 
654+80 c 11/16 13/16 7/8 660+60 c 1/2 5/8 5/S 
- 15 ... 
Type Lt. O.L. Rt. Sta. Type Lt. O.L. Rt. 
Ex, 7/16 7/16 7/16 6661'1-60 0 3/4 5/8 3/4 
7/16 3/4 7/S 666+SO 0 1/2 9/16 3/4 
9/16 1/2 11/16 667+00 0 3/8 1/8 9/16 
5/8 1/2 9/16 667+19.6 01nst. Jt. 
1/2 9/16 1/2 667+40 0 3/4 3/4 5/8 
7/16 5/8 9/16 667+60 0 3/8 1/2 11/16 
0 7/16 9/16 7/16 667+80 0 11/16 11/16 9/16 
7/16 9/16 5/8 668+00 c 3/4 3/4 3/4 
5/8 5/8 11/16 668+20 0 9/16 l/2 3/4 
5/8 11/16 7/16 668+40 c 3/4 3/4 3/4 
3/4 5/8 5/8 668+60 c 5/8 9/16 7/8 
5/8 5/8 3/4 668+80 Ex. 1/4 7/16 9/16 
1/2 7/16 11/16 669+00 c 5/8 11/16 15/16 
1/2 7/16 9/16 669+20 0 13/16 1/2 15/16 
66~+60 c 7/16 7/16 5/8 669+40 ,.., 1/2 3/4 3/4 ...... / 
. ., ·. 663+~0 0 9/16 5/8 9/16 669+60 c 1/2 1/4 3/4 
c 1/2 9/16 7/16 669.r8o c 5/8 5/ 8 1/2 
5/8 9/16 7/16 670+00 c 3/4 3/4 3/4 
1/2 1/2 1/2 670""20 0 3/4 5/8 5/g 
664+60 c 11/16 5/8 11/16 670+40 0 1/2 9/16 7/8 
664+80 Ex. 7/16 5/16 5/16 670+60 c 5/8 9/16 3/4 I 
5/8 1/2 7/16 67o.rso 0 11/16 3/4 11/16 
1/2 7/16 S/8 671+00 0 11/16 3/4 7/8 
7/16 7/16 9/16 671+20 c 1/2 1/2 3/4 
9/16 7/16 5/5 671+40 c 5/g 3/8 5/~ 
665+80 c 5/8 5/8 7/16 671.r6o c 3/4 3/4 1/2 
666+oo c 5/8 11/16 1/2 671+80 c 3/4 3/4 5/8 
666+20 c 1/2 1/2 11/16 672+00 c 11/16 5/16 3/4 
666+4o /"I 9/16 3/4 3/8 6727+-20 0 9/16 1/4 1/2 v 
16 ,... 
Type Lt. C .L •· Rt .. Sta .. Type Lt. C.L. Rt., 
7/16 7../<:4 .; '-' 7/16 678+20 c 3/8 1/2 1/2 
7/16 5/16 5/8 678-+--40 c 1/2 1/2 1/2 
Ex. 1/8 1/4 3/8 678+60 ("I v - 5/el 1/2 5/8 
673+00 c 5/8 9/16 5/8 678+80 c 11/16 1/2 5/~ 
67}+20 c 11/16 5/8 3/4 679+00 c 3/4 5/~ 5/8 
c 1/2 3/4 5/8 679+20 c 9/16 3/B 5/8 
5/8 3/S 1/2 679+40 c 9/16 1/2 9/16 
9/16 1/2 3/8 679+60 c 11/16 5/S 5/8 
7/16 1/2 5/16 679,+80 c 3/4 1/2 1/2 
1/4 3/ES ..., /do 680+00 ,., 1/2 1/4 3/8 )fO \..1 
5/3 l/2 1/2 680+20 c 11/16 5/8 3/4 
9/16 11/16 1/2 680+40 c 5/S 1/2 5/B 
1/2 5/16 5/S 650+60 c 9;'16 1/2 5/S 
1/4 3/ S 3/4 680+80 ~x . 3/4 1/2 9/16 
3/16 1/2 1/2 681+00.6 Const. Jt. 
9/16 1/2 1/2 681+20 c 3/4 9/16 7/8 
11/16 11/16 1/2 681+40 ("I v 3/4- 3/4 5/S 
("I 7/16 3/8 1/2 661+60 ("I 5/8 1/2 5/8 v v 
0 11/16 3/8 3/3 681+-80 Ex. 3/8 1/2 -;r. j 0 
9/16 3/B 1/2 682'1!-00 ("I v 1/2 9/16 5/3 
676+39 . 6 Canst. Jt, 6C3 24r 20 c l/2 9/16 5/S 
I 
3/4 3/4 3/4 1682+40 c 3/4 7/8 3/4 
Ex . l/4 0 1/ 4 682+60 c 9/16 3/4 11/16 
("I 1/ 2 1/2 1/2 6G2+80 ,., ~ /4 9/16 3/4 v v _/ , 
677+20 c 5/8 5/(j -,/r, ) 0 6;33+00 Ex. 1/4 3/4 3/8 
677+40 c 11/16 1/4 -:;;s 683+20 c 11/16 9/16 3/4 ./ 
9/16 5/16 1/2 683+40 ,... v 9/16 9/16 3/4 
1/2 l/4 1/2 683+60 c 3/4 13/16 5/ G 
1/2 3/4 5/ S 6ri3+80 c 3/4 3/4 3/4 
- 17 -
Type Lt. C.L. Rt.- Sta. . Type Lt. C.L • Rt. 
15/16 1" 1" 6S9+E'SO ("I v 3/4 11/16 3/4 
Ex. l/4 1/2 1/2 690+00 c 1/2 3/4 3/4 
3/4 7 }tfD - 111 690+20 Ex. 7/16 1/2 1/2 
9/16 3/4 3/4 690+40 c 3/4 5/8 7/ 16 
7/16 5/8 3/4 690+60 c .-;(1. J 0 9/16 9/16 
3/4 5/3 3/4 690+80 c 7/16 9/16 7/16 
9/16 3/4 3/4 691~00 c 7/16 1/2 51"' ,o 
9/16 3/S 3/4 691+20 c 7/8 15/16 1" 
7/8 1/2 3/4 691+40 Ex. 9/16 7/S l/2 
Ex . 1/4 1/2 11/16 691+60 c 7/8 3/4 1/2 
7/'d 5/ 8 1" 691-1r~0 c 7 I S. 5/8 - ;4 ) , 
3/4 11/16 3/4 69~+00 c 3/4 l/2 3/4 
5/8 r::.;d :; 0 3/4 692+20 c 3/4 1/2 13/16 
Ex . 7/16 9/16 3/ 8 692+40 c 7/8 3/4 3/ 4 
5/S 3/8 1" 692+60 Ex. 5/8 3/4 1/2 
5/8 1/2 3/4 692+80 c 7/8 9/16 3/4 
3/4 3/4 1tl I 693+oo c 7/8 1/4 3/4 
1" 11/16 11/16 693+29.5 Cons t. J t . 
3/4 1/2 3/4 693+40 c 5/ 8 5/ 6 3/4 
Ex . 7/16 11/16 1/2 693+60 c 3/4 3/ 4 13/16 
3/4 3/ 8 11/16 693+SO Ex . 9/ 16 3/~- 1/2 
9/16 .1/2 11/16 694+00 c 9/16 1/2 11/ 16 
9/16 1/2 5/ S 694+20 c 1/2 1/ 2 3/4 
1/ 2 1/2 1/2 694+40 c 9/16 5/ 8 7/1 6 
3/4 7../ rl ./ 0 11/16 694+ 60 c 7/16 9/16 5/3 
E:K . 7/16 3/4 1/2 694+80 c 7/16 9/1 6 7/16 
3/4 7/16 5/ 8 695+00 Ex. 7/16 15/ 16 3/4 
..., 
u 3/4 5/ 8 5/ $ 695+20 c 7/16 3/ 8 1/2 
9/16 11/16 7/8 695+40 c 7/16 3/ 8 3/8 
- 1 3 -
Type Lt. C.L. Rt. Sta. Type Lt. C.L. Rt . 
9/1 6 1/2 5/S 701+60 c 7/16 5/16 1/2 
5/[4 1/2 3/4 701+80 c 1/4 1/ 2 9/16 
1/2 3/8 1/2 702+00 c 7/19 1/2 1/2 
Ex, 9/1 6 9/16 9/16 702+20 Ex. 1/4 1/4 1/2 
c 9/16 "3/ g 5/ S 702+40 c 5/8 7/16 3/ 8 c 7/16 9/16 5/8 c 3/4 1/2 11/16 702+60 ('I 5/ S 5/ 8 5/8 v 
5/ S 1/2 l/2 702+go c 9/1 6 1/2 9/ 16 
3/4 1/2 5/3 703+00 c 9/1 6 5/8 1/2 
Ex. 3/4 7/ fS _] 5/ 8 703+20. c 5/ 8 1/2 1/2 
5/ S 1/2 3/ 4 7.03+40, 0 Ex. 1-1/16 5/ 8 3/4 Canst. Jt. 
5/8 5/ 8 5/8 703Tf. 60 c 1'r 5/ 8 15/16 
5/8 1/2 5/ S 70 7.+r.:o ) 0 c 7/8 1/2 3/4 
15/1 6 1/ 2 5/B 704+00 c 1/ 2 1/4 3/8 
7/F1 9/16 13/16 704+20 c 3/4 3/ 8 1/2 
Ex. 1/8 1/S 7/16 704+40 c 5/ S 1/2 5/8 
9/16 9/16 1/2 70L~+ 60 
I • Ex. 9/1 6 5/ 8 1/2 
1/2 7/16 9/16 704+80 c 5/S 9/16 3/4 
3/4 7/1 6 7/16 705+00 c 15/ 16 3/8 5/8 
7/16 1/2 7/16 705+20 c 1-1/8 1/2 1/2 
3/ 4 3/ 8 3/8 705+40 . 0 Canst . Jt . 
Ex . 3/ S 7/16 5/ 8 705+60 c 3/ 4 1/2 7/16 
3/ 4 3/ C5 3/ 8 705+80 Ex. ·r 116 1/2 9/16 
7/S 1/L~ l/2 706+00 ('I u 7/16 1/ 2 9/16 
5/ S 5/ 16 7/16 706+20 c 1/4 3/ 4 3/4 
7/16 l/4 - lrl )/ () 706o~-4o c 9/16 5/8 5/S 
5/ 8 1/4 1/2 706r+- 6o c 3/ 4 1/ 2 3/4 
Ex. 1/S 5/ 16 -z..jr.< .-' 0 706+80 c 7/13 1/ 4 7/S 
9/ 16 3/ 8 3/ S 707+00 Ex . 1/2 1/2 7/S 
9/1 6 1/ 4 9/16 707+20 c 7/16 1/4 3/4 - 1 9 -
Type Lt. C.L. Rt; Sta. Type Lt. C.L. Rt. 
7/S 9/16 7/S 719+60 c 3/4 1/2 15/16 
5/8 3/8 3/16 720+20 Ex. 1/f1 3/16 1/8 
9/16 1/2 5/B 720+130 c 3/8 1/8 1/2 
c 1-1/~ 1/2 1-3/S 721+40 Ex. 1/16 1/16 1/8 
3/4 9/16 5/8 722+00 c 9/16 1/2 3/5 
...:.x. 1/2 1/4 15/16 722+60 i£x • 3/16 1/8 1/G 
3/4 5/G 13/16 72}1-20 c 3/4 9/16 1/2 
3/4 1/2 1/2 72}H;)O Ex. 3/8 3/8 1/4 
c 5/8 3/8 5/e 724+40 c 9/16 3/G 1/2 
c 3/4 1/2 3/4 725+00 Ex. 3/f!: 1/4 1/2 
Ex. 1/8 5/16 , /2 .J..j 725-!.20 c 1/2 9/16 1/4 
,., 3/4 . 7/16 3/4 725+40.0 Const. Jt. \,J 
c 3/4 1/4 7/16 725+6o c 5/15 7/16 -./n ) 0 
5/8 1/8 1/2 725+80 c 5/8 7/16 9/16 
Ex . 9/16 1/2 1/2 726.!-00 c 9/16 9/16 5/S 
3/4 1/G 3/4 726~20 Ex. 1/2 7/1 6 7/16 
Ex. 3/4 9/16 3/8 72 6-r~-40 c 9/16 9/16 5/8 
9/16 9/1 6 1/4 726+60 c 9/16 3/4 3/4 
Ex. l/2 9/16 1-3/16 726+60 c 9/16 3/4 11/16 
7/16 7/1 6 9/16 727+00 c 7/16 1/4 9/16 
Ex. 3/4 11/16 9/16 727~20 c 1/2 9/16 5/16 
9/16 3/4 3/4 727n.-4o Ex. 1/2 7/16 7/16 
~ 
5/S 9/1 6 7/'d 727+60 c 1/2 7/16 l/2 .:..;J"'t .. ..t\. •• 
727~Ga c 1/2 9/16 7/16 
Zx. 1/2 9/16 1-1/S 728+00 c 1/2 7/16 7/16 
9/16 1/2 3/4 728~20 c 9/16 9/16 7/16 
Ex. 3/4 1-3/8 1-1/8 72[~+.40 c 3/ 0 5/'d 13/16 
1/2 5/16 1/2 728+60 Bx. 1/2 11/16 7/16 
Ex. 1/8 1/8 l/4 728+~0 c 3/4 13/16 1/2 
..,. 20 .... 
Type Lt. C.L. Rt. Sta. Type Lt. C.L. Rt. 
3/8 1/2 11/16 734-+60 Ex. 3/4 1/2 3/16 
1/2 3/4 5/G 734+no c 1/4 3/B 1/2 
3/4 11/16 3/4 735+00 c 11/16 3/4 1/2 
5/S 1/2 5/g 735+20 c 3 Jl.L I ' 1/2 7/16 
Ex. 1/4 1/4 3/~ 735+40 c 5/8 5/16 5/16 
3/4 1/2 5./8 735+60 c 9/16 -,/rl ) (.) 5/16 
c 1/2 1/ 4 l/2 735+r.o Ex. 1/4 5/16 3/16 
5/~ 1/4 1/2 736+00 c 11/16 5/S -/ rl J 0 
,... 11/16 1/2 7/16 736+20 c 9/16 3/~ 7/16 v 
9/16 1/2 9/16 736+40 c 1/2 7/G 1/2 
Ex . 3/16 1/2 7/16 736+60 c 3/4 5/S 5/8 
Jt. 736+~0 c 1/4 3/4 5/c-1 0 
3/8 5/16 7/16 
5/16 3/ 8 11/16 
9/16 9/16 ...., / ri ) , 0 
5/ 8 l/2 1~1/8 
3/4 7/16 1/2 
Ex. 3/16 7/16 r;/0 ./1 (.) 
11/16 1/2 7/16 
9/16 3/ 13 1/? ~ ~
3/4 3/4 13/16 
9/16 3/8 15/1 6 
9/16 t:i/16 -· 9/16 
5:x . 5/16 ~ / rl ..-1 0 1/2 
9/16 1/4 15/16 
, 
I.J 5/ ri 1/4 3/4 
7/16 7/16 ~14 _,·/ 
734+20 c 3/4 13/16 3/4 
734+4o c 3/4 9/16 1/4 
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XII~. SECTION LEVEL i,lEnSUiill\I!ENTS 
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Sept. 11, 1940 
No. 1 - Elevation 39S.S4o ~ 48 ft. left of sta . 517+50 ./ 
. (1M 402.625 
Sta. 514+45) 2SA 402.635 38A 402.645 
H~B 402.-625 2SB 402.630 38B 402 .640 
18C 402.630 29A 402.630 39A 402 .630 
19A 402.620 29B 402.625 39B 402.635 
19B 402.620 30A 402.650 40A 402 .630 
20A 402 .630 30B 402.650 4oB 402 . 625 
20B 402.635 300 402.655 41A 402.625 
21A 402.635 ~1 '' ./ n. 402.660 41B 402.625 
21B 402.635 ~lB 402.660 410 402.610 _, 
22A 402.620 32A 402.635 42A 402 .610 
22B 402.620 32B 402. 64o 42B 402.610 
23A 402,.630 33A 402 . 645 43A 402 . 615 
23B 402.630 33B LW2. 650 43B 4-02 . 620 
24.A 402 . 630 34A 4o2.64o 44A 402.610 
24B 40 2. 630 34B 402,640 44-B 402.600 
24C 402.630 35A 402 . 640 45-A 402 . 610 
25A 402.630 35B 4o2 . 64o 45B 402.610 
?5"""' .__ n 402 . 625 350 402 . 650 ./ 46..1-i 402 . 640 
26A 402.650 ~6...:\. 402. 650 46B 402.640 -' 
26B J.Lo2.650 -:;6B 402.650 47A 402.660 -' 
27A. l.l ,... .02 . b30 37A 4o2 . 64o 47B 402.660 
27B 402 . 6-:;o 
-" 37B 402 . 640 470 402 . 680 
48A 402 . 710 
(4ElB 402. 710 
Sta . 520+44) 
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tion No. 2 Sept. 11, 194-0 
2 - Elevation 4-07.470- -.:r.j _,.0 ft. right of sta. 506+40 
(lA 414.270 
Sta. 502+00) 13Ji 410~565 25A 407.020 37B 403.600 
ra 414.260 13B 410.555 25.B 407.015 3~A 4o3. 330 
lC 414.110 14-A 410.265 26A 4-o6. 720 3~B 403.380 
2A 413.960 14B 410.255 26B 406.715 39A 403.230 
2B 413.950 15A 409.970 27A 4o6.42o 39B 403.230 
3A 413. 625 15B 409.965 27B 4o6.415 4oA 403.080 
3B 413.620 16A 409.685 2M 406.125 40B 403.075 
' 
406.120 40) .010 4A 41) .300 16B · ' 409.680 2gB 4oc 
4B 41).295 17A 409.330 29A 405.~15 41A 402.960 
5A 413.000 17B 409.375 29B 4o5,e1o (41B 402.960 
Sta. 510+00) 513 412~990 170 409.240 30A 405-530 
6.A 412 . 690 18A 409.080 30E 405 .520 
6B 412 . 6~0 18B 409.080 31A 405.215 
7A 412 .)65 19A 408.800 31B 405.210 
7B 412 . 360 19B 408.795 32A 4o4. 900 
6A 412 ~- 050 28A 408 . 500 32B 4o4.395 
SB 412 . 050 20B 408 .495 320 404.750 
9A 411 . 745 21.1\ 408.200 33A 404.620 
9:5 411 ~740 21B 408 .190 33B 404 . 620 
9C 411.585 22-A: 407.900 34A. 4o4.330 
lO.A. 4-11 . 44~ 22B 407.900 ~4B 4o4.330 ./ ./ 
l OB 411.440 23A. 407 . 605 35A 404 .070 
llA 411.145 23B 4o7 . 6oo 35B 404,070 
llB 411.135 24A 407.320 36A 403,320 
l2A 410 . 840 24B 407.325 36B 403.820 
l2B 410 . 835 240 407 .165 37~ 403. 6oo 
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Sept. 11, 1940 
No. 3- Elevation 423.615- 38 ft. left of sta. 466+40 
(lA 423.31~ 
Sta . 462+00 14A 423~835 26B 424.335 39B 424.~65 
lB 423-320 14B l.i.23 rl 3~=; . .o ./ 27A 424.365 40A 424.395 
lC 423.335 
.:: . . 15A 423~885 27B 424.365 4oB l.l.-24. 900 
2A l~-23 . 365 15B 423.335 28-4. 424.405 4-oc 424.925 
2B 423 -365 1M 423.935 28B 424.405 41-:i 424.945 
3-~ ~-23~415 16B 423 .935 29rl. 424.ll50 (41B 424.950 
Sta. 470+00) 3B 423 .415 17A 4.~3- 9g5 29B 424.445 
4A 423 .450 17B 423.985 30A ~.24. 495 
4B 423 .455 17C 424.010 30B 424.500 
5A 423-500 1~ ~-24. 025 31A 424.525 
5B 423 -505 1SB 424-.025 31B 4 .... 4 5-,h c:. • )./ 
6A 423 -520 19A 424.055 32.A 424 . 570 
6B 423-525 19B 424.065 32B 424.575 
7A 423 -560 20b. 424.105 32C 424.595 
7B 423.565 20B 42~- . 105 33A 424.615 
bA 423 . 590 21.A 424.145 33B 424.615 
SB 423 . 595 21B 424.155 34.A 424. 655· 
9--\. 423. 630 22A 424 .190 34B 424. 66c 
9B ft23. g&5 22B 424.195 35A 424.715 9C 23, 5 
lOA 423.665 23A 424.225 35B 424.710 
lOB 423 . 670 2}3 424.230 36A 424-.740 
llA 423.705 24 .. ~ 424. 260 36B 421+.740 
llB 423 .715 24B 424.265 37A 424t7CJ5 
l 2A 423.755 24C 424.285 37B 424.790 
12B 423. 755 25.n. 424. 295 3SA 424. 830 
13A 423.795 25B 424. 295 3SB 424. 835 
13B 423.800 26A 424.340 39:A 424.865 
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Sept. 10, 1940 
Standard B .M. No. 4- Elevation 417.900 - 3"' (.) ft. right of sta. 452+25. 
(lA 420.410 
Sta. 44S+02) 13A 420.~90 22B 421.2C50 
lB 420.415 l3B 420·. 890 23A 421.310 
14c 420.925 2A 420.445 1 A. 420!940 23B 421 .310 
2B 420.450 14B 420.940 24A ~-21, 360 
24B 421.~65 3J. 420.490 140 420.965 2:J..li 421. .oo 
}3 420.490 lhA 
..1 42C.9SO 25B 421.400 
4A 420.540 15B 420.980 26i> .. 421 . 44-o 
4B 420 . 540 150 421 .000 26B 421,445 
5A 420.570 16A 421.04o 27A 421.470 
5B 420.570 16B 42lt045 27B 421.475 
6A 420 .610 1 rr. ou 421.065 2EL~ 421.530 
6B 420' 615 17A 421.095 2~B 421.530 
7A 420 .640 17B 421.100 29A 421.580 
7B 420.630 t.. 0 170 421.120 29B 421 .5fi0 
1.. "'.~... ·1, 
lj " .... 
421 . 620 CA ~20 .675,? -\ "t Cl I r, l8A 421.120 30A ""' I 
8B 420 . 680 ) ,(.. 18B 421,120 ) OB 421 . 620 '1.. ,t."'j 
't" 
420 .720 
~I 6 I 
421 .140 421 . 670 9A . 16C 31A ~~ u ~ 
I 
9B 420 .725 19A 421.160 (31B 421,661 
'Sta . 454+02 
lOA 420 .770 19B 421.160 
lOB 420,770 20A 421.195 
11A 42o . cno 20B 421 .195 
11B 420 . b00 21A 421 . 225 
12A 420. 340 21B 421.24o 
12B 420. 845 22A 421.2t50 
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Section No. 5 Sept. 10, 1940 
Strmdard B .M. No. 5- Elevation 424.540 - 3g ft. right of sta. 436+40 
(lA 426.370 
Sta. 433+bl) 1~ 426.125 22A . l.L 4-2 ' . 015 
lB 426.375 13B 426 .120 22B 424. 010 
2A 426.470 130 426,070 23A 423 .705 
2B 426.475 14-.:1. 425,980 23B 423 .6S5 
3A 426.540 14-B 425 . 975 24b. 4-23 . 395 
3B 426.545 140 425 . sso 24B 423 .390 
4A 426 .570 15A 425 .790 25A 423 .100 
4B 426 .575 15B 425.795 25B 423 .095 
5A 426 .590 15C 425.695 26A 422 .775 
5B 426.595 1&£\ 425 -575 26B 422 .775 
6A 426 . 600 16B 425.565 27A 422 . 515 
6B 426 . 605 16C 425 . 475 27B 422.510 
7A 426 . 6oo 17.A 425.370 28A 422 .220 
7B 426 . 600 l(B 425 -360 2SB 422 .215 
SA 426 . 575 17C 425 . 275 29A 421 . 925 
8B 426 . 570 18) .. 425.145 29:9 421 . 915 
9A 426 . 500 18B 425 .145 30A 421 . 635 
9B 426 .500 16C 425 .020 30B 421,625 
lOA 426 .440 19A 424. sgo 31A 421 . 335 
lOB 426 .440 19B 424 . ~75 ( 31B 421 . 320 
Sta. 439+61) 11A 426 . 350 20A 424 . 605 
11B 426 . 350 20B 424.595 
l2A 426 . 250 21A 424 . 315 
l2B 426 . 250 21B 424.305 
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Sept. 10, 19~0 
Standard B.M. No. _6- Elevation 444.330- 3S ft. left of sta. 413+00. 
(lA 439·310 
. . . . ·
- # .. :_. Sta. 410+Sl 9C 441.225 
lB 439,350 lOA 441.010 
lC 439!500 lOB 441.010 
2A 439.650 lOC 440.740 
2B 439 . 655 llA 44o .4oo 





4a 440 . 300 
4B 440 . 300 





6B 440 . S90 








9B 441. 360 
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Section No. 7 Sept. 10, 1·::4o 
Standard B .M • No. 7- Elevation 435.290- 3c:i f+-1.) lJ • right of sta. 4-o6+4-o 
(lA 4~9~545 
Sta. 03+61) 12A 4-38.275 201\ 1+3g .010 
lB 439 ·535 12B 438.270 20B 4-3~L 010 
2A 4-39·375 13A 4yL 210 21A 436 .020 
2B 439 .375 13B 4-3B.205 21B 4-3cL 025 
3A 439 .215 130 43EL 185 22A 438.040 
3B 4-39 .215 l4A 43~.14-5 22B 4-38.040 
4-A 439 .065 14B 438.145 23A 4321 .0(50 
4B 439.055 14C 43Fi.l35 23B 4-38 . 080 
5A 43 f5 . 925 15A 4y3,105 24-A 4-38 .120 
5B i.~3EL920 15B 4-38.105 24-B 4-y3.120 
6A 436. S05 150 438 .105 25-~ 438.160 
6B 4y5. 805 16..~ 4-3~ . 050 25B 438.165 
7A 11 3r.{ 695 -,- c~ . 16B 4)~.050 26..li 438 .230 
7B 438. 690 16C 438 .010 26B 43~.235 
8A 438. 610 17A 438~035 27A 4-38 .310 
SB 4-321 . 605 17E 43EL030 27B 438. 315 
9A 43EL515 170 438 . 015 28A 4-38.415 
9B 438. 515 18A 433 .015 2ESB 438 . 415 
10.1\ 438 . 4-15 ..., 18B 4-38. 015 29A 438 ~505 
' lOB 438.415 
, 
18C 438.015 29B 438.500 
1lA 4-36 . 315 19A 437.990 30A 433.615 
llB 4}8. 310 19B 4-37.990 30B L!-3S . 615 
31A 438.710 
( 31B 43S .J10 
Sta . 409+61 
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Section Standard Sept. 11, 1940 
Standard B .M. No. ~ - Elevation 405.000 - 3g ft. · left of sta. 574-+oo. 
(lA 4-07.601 
405.4-4-5 Sta. 567+61 l3A 25B 4-03.250 3gA 400.870 
lB 4-07.605 13B 4-05.4-4-5 26A 403.060 3t.m 4oo.~65 
lC 407 .505 14A 405.265 26B 403.055 39A 4-00.700 
2A. 407 .4~~ l 4B 405.260 27A 402. 875 39B 400.700 
2B 407 .4-15 15A 405.0t50 27B 402.S75 4oA 400.540 
3A 407.235 15B 405.075 2fSA 402.680 40B 4-00 .540 
3B 407.235 16A. 4o4 .875 28B 402 . 6~0 4o.G 4oo . 4-65 
4.8. 407.055 16B 4-o4.B75 291\ 4-02 . 520 41-~ 400.4-30 
4B 4-07 .055 1 7-~ 404.705 29B 402 !510 ( 41B 4oo.4-~o 
Sta. 579+62 5A 4c6.~55 17B 4o4.700 30A ~-02 . 320 
406 .850 
170 4-04-.615 
5B 1gA 4o4. 520 30B 402. 320 
6A 4o6.68o lcfS 404. 515 31A 402 .145 
6B 4o6. 675 l9.A 404.355 31B 402.145 
7A 406.500 19B 404.3.50 ~21\ 
../ L~01. 960 
7B 406.495 20A 4o4, 170 32B 401 . 955 
SA 4o6. 330 20B 4o4,170 32C 401 . 360 
SB 406 .335 21A 403.980 33A ~-01. 775 
9A 406.150 21B 403.985 33B 401 .770 
9B 406.155 22A 4-03.780 34-A 401 , 595 
9C 4o6.055 22B 403.785 34-B 4-01 . 590 
lOA 405 .975 23A 403.595 35A 401. 400 
lOB 405 . 975 23B 403. 595 35B 401 . 395 
l1A 4-o5 . 820 24A 4-03.44-o 36A ~-01 . 230 
l1B 405 .820 24B 403.435 36B 401 . 230 
l2A 405 .625 24C 403.340 37A 401 . 0/50 
l2B 405.625 25A 403.250 37B 401 . 070 
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XIV, DAILY CK~NGES IN JOINT WIDTH MEAS~~ENTS NOV. 2e, 1940 
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PRELIMINARY DATA 
The changes in widths of the jo+n~ s which were caused by 
the daily temperature cycle of ~ovem9er 2S, 1940, are as follows: 
Section N.o! 1 
Time 7 : 5U "'8.·. ~ 2 !50 PM• 
T. Concrete F~ . 34 ' 45 
T. Air F. 30 40 
Jt. No. Type 
Gao·e G~ge Jt. Width C}:l..ange . 0 
inches inches inches 
. 1 c 5.072 5.048 -.024 
5 c 5.0440 5:025 -.019 
10 c a.o2s a.012 -.016 
__gg c .964 ·948 -.016 
3~ c tt.OOO 4.9Ej~ ::·gi¢ 
~1 0 ' .910 4.89 ,., 5 . 132. 5.118 -.014 \...1 
65 c 5.107 5.091 -.016 
Section No. 2 
'l'ime 7 : ~ a -.m •·. 2:40 p~-~ .. 
T. Concrete F. 3~ 45 
'l'. Air F 30. 4o . 
Jt. No. Type C-age Gage Jt. Width GhanO'e '=' inch es inches inches 
1 Exp. s.os4 s.o66 -.013 
2 c 5.104 5.039 -.015 
6 c 1:).154 5.143 -.011 
11 c 5·0¢4 ' 5·053 -.016 20 c s.o, 8 5·035 -.013 
22 c 5.129 5.110 -.01¢ 
31 c 5.100 s.b86 -.01 
2~ c 5·153 5·130 -.023 c' ' ~: ·566 i:).125 -.022 41 Exp. 5·989 -.011 
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' Jt. No. 






. ' 21 








Section NQ • . 3 
Time 7=30 a!rn~ 2:~0 p~m. T. Concrete F. 34 • 
46 T . Air F. 30 
Type Gage Gage .Tt. Width Change 
inches inch es inches 
EJill. bslll b.lbl -.010 
c 5.18t 5.168 -.021 c 5.11 5.100 -.Olb c 5-139 5.122 -.011 
c ~.228 5.208 -.020 
c 5·13~ t:).ll~ -.019 
Exp. 5.01 s.oo -.012 
Section No. 5 
Time 7;2b 1? • .-rn-.. 2;20 p,m; 
T, Concrete F. 34 46 ;p ~4-ir F. 30 42 - ~ 
Typ~ Gage Gage ·. Jt. 1-hdth Change 
inches inches inches 
E;Jrn! b .l8[i: b.l57 - .021 
-c ·'' 5.11~ s.o9e -. 015 c s .o4 5 .o2E; -.018 
0 !=1 .0~1 5-010 ~.021 c 5!0 4 s .oso -r . Ol4 
c s . .o[i:s 5 .0~2 -.013 
Exn. 5 -l :ZO 5 -1 0 - . 030 
Not e ; Mcaeurement of the dRily ch~nge i n widths 
~f t h e joints in Section 4 i s not scheduled. 












Section No. 6 
Time 
~. Concrete F. 





Exo; 5-1+75 c 5· 1 95 




Time 7 ,on· a .m. 
Concrete F. T. 33 
T. Air 1i' 28 - . 
Type Gage 
inches 
E2ffi. ? 0"8 o. c: 
c 5.069 
c 5·246 
















. . 903 
5.11~ 
5.927 
















Time 8:05 A.:m. 3:10 p.m. 
T~ CoRerete- 1?. 5J 
46 
T. Ai·rl'. Fif 4o 
Jt. No. T;roe Gage Gage . Jt. Width Change 
inches inches inches 
1 7 E>..-o. 5· 54_~ ~.525 -.020 
18 -c 5-196 5-177 -.019 
19 c S.l19 5.1 ,02 -.017 
20 c !:).217 5.196 -.021 
21 Exi2. ~-~21 5-507 -. 020 
22 c 5.110 5.091 -. 019 
2~ c 2.164 2·124- -. 0 20 
24 c 5.020 5.013 -.007 
25 EXI;2. 5.169 5·139 -.030 
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SUMMARY OF THE DAILY CHANGES IN WIDTHS OF THE JOINTS NOV. 2g, 194o, 
Section No, 1. Desig~ - contraction joints only, spgced 20 feet 
auart. For an i~crease in pavement temperature of 
ll F.~ the average decrease in width of the joints 
was ~017 inches. . . 
Sectlop ~o, 2, Design ~ expansion joints spaced 800 feet apart and 
intermediate contraction joints spaced 20 feet apart. 
For an increase in uavement temperature of 11 F., 
the average decrease in width of the expansion 
joints was .015 inches, and the average decrease 
in width of the contraction joints was .017 inches. 
Section No. 3. Design - expansion joints spaced 4oo feet apart and 
intermediate contraction joints spaced 20 feet apart. 
For an increase in pRvement temperatur e of 11 F., 
Section No. 5· 
Section No. 6. 
Section No. 7. 
the average decrease in width of the eA~ansion 
joints was .011 inches, and the avera ge decrease 
in width of the contraction joints was .019 inches. 
Design - expansion joints spaced 120 feet apart and 
intermediate contraction joints spaced 20 feet apart. 
For an increase in pavement temperature of 12 F., 
the average decrease in width of the expansion 
joints was .029 inches, and the average decrease 
in width of the contraction joint s was .016 inches. 
Design - alternate expansion and contraction joints 
spaced 60 feet apart. For an i ncrease in pavement 
temperature of 12 F., the average decrease in width 
of the ·expansion joints was ~048 inches, and the 
average decrease in width of the contraction joints 
was .046 inches. 
Design - expansion joints spnced 120 feet apart and 
intermediate contraction joints spaced 20 feet apart. 
For an increase in pavement temperature of 12 F., 
the average decrease in width of the expansion 
joints was .012 inches, and the average decrease 
in width of the contra ction joints was .olg inches. 
Section Standard Design - expansion joints spaced 120 feet apart 
and intermediate contraction joints spaced 30 feet 
apart. For an increase in pavement temperature of 
9 F., the average decrease in width of the expan-
sion joints was .023 inches, and the average 
decrease in width of the contraction joints was 
.019 inches. 
XV. DAILY CBANGES IN JOINT WIDTH MEASUREMENTS FEB. 25, 19~1 
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The chnnges in widths of the joints ~·hich were 
causGd by the d~ily temper ature cycle of FebruAry 25, 1941, 
are as fo llows ~ -
Section No . 1 
Time 7:55a.m. 2!50 p.m. 
T. Concrete F, 33 ~~ T. Air F. 37 
Jt. No. Ty-pe Gp_gc G~.ge Jt. Width Chang e 
; nches inches inchc§ 
1 c 5.0b0 5·025 -~025 
5 c S.029 ~.003 -.021 
10 c ~.002 -.9g1 -.022 
22 c -951 4.24-0 -.011 
2~ c ~.98S !j:.9b~ -.021 
~1 
c 1+.399 ~.33 -.015 
c 5.111 ~.0~3 -.012 
b5 c 5.08 7 5·0 3 -.019 
Section No. 2 
Time 7:l+o a. . m. 2!40 p.m. 
T, Concrete F. 38 ~i T. Air F. 36 
Jt . No. Type G!".ge GR.ge Jt. Width Change Inch es inches inche s 
1 Ex~. 5 .0b4 5 . 01+3 -. Olb 
2 c 5.103 5.033 -.020 
b c 5 -125 1;.11~ -.022 
11 c 5 - 0~9 5-033 -.021 
20 c 5 olr- 5.02b -.01~ 
22 c . it 5-0~0 5~11 . -.02 
~1 c 5.0158 5.0ob -!022 
~b ,., 5-1~2 5.101 -.031 v I:j:o c 5!1 5 5.115 -.020 
41 Ex}2. 5 -q10 5-2S~ -.012 
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Section NQ. 3 
Time 7!30 a.m. 2:30 p.m. 
T. Concrete F~ 38 ~~ T. Air F. 36 
Jt. l~o. Type Gage Gage Jt. Width Change inches inches inch~s 
1 E292. b.l37 b.12b -.011 
:;:J c 5.192 5.lb8 -.02~ 
b c 5-103 5.085 -.013 
11 c 5-131 5.110 -.021 
1b c 5.20~ 5.181 ..... 023 
20 c ~.138 ~.163 -.0]0 
21 E~. 4-.~92 .9:z8' -.01~ 
Section No. 5 
Time 7:20 a.m. 2!20 p.m. 
T. Concrete F. -8 ~~ T. Air F. 56 
Jt. No. Type Gage Gage Jt. Width Change inches inches inches 
:z Ex:g. b.l3~ . b.llO -.02~ 
8 c 5.099 5.084 -.01~ 
9 c 5.028 . 5.002 -.02 
10 c 5!0~2 5.04b -.02b 
11 c s.o ~ ·5. o4E; -.01a: 
12 c 5-0~- s.030 -.01 
ll. Ex-o. 5.14:Z 5! 1 19 -.023 
Note: Measurement of the daily change in widths of t h e joints 
in Section No, 4 is not scheduled. 
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Time 
l'. Concrete F. 
T. Air F. 
'I' Jt . No. Type 
I 
- ~ Exn. c 
~ Exp. c 
. 7 Exp • 
Time 
T~ Concrete F. 
T. Air 1i' - . 



























5.1 ~3 I 









5 . 12~ 












J t . 'tYidth Change 
inche s 
-.0~3 
-. 0 0 










Time 3:15 a.m .. 3=05 p.m. 
T. Concrete F._ ·4o 
. ~~ T. Air F. 33 
Jt. No. Type Gage ·Gage Jt. Width Change 
inches inches inches 
17 Exp. 5-516 5.491 -.025 
13 c 5.131 5.151 -.024 
19 c . 5.104 5.031 -,023 
20 c 5-215 5.139 -.026 
21 Exp. 5-502 5.4z3 -.024 
22 c 5.092 5.069 -.023 
. I 
22 c 5.143 5.115 -.023 
24 c 5.01~ 5.000 -.OH~ 
2~ Exp. ~-~'15 5.124 -.031 
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sm1MAHY OF THE DAILY CHANGES IJ WIDTHS OF THE JOINTS FEB. 25, 1941. 
Section No . 1 . Design - contraction joints only,spaced 20 feet 
apart. For an increas~ in pavement temperature 
of 14 F . , the average decrease in width of the 
joints was .020 inches . 
Section No . 2. Design - expansion joints spaced SOO feet apart 
and intermediate contraction joints sua ced 29 feet 
aoart . For an increase in uavement t~moerature of 
14 F., the ave r age decrease" in width of- the eA~an­
sion jointswas .014 inches , and the average de-
crease in vidth of the contraction joints was . 024 
inches. 
Section No . 3. Design - expansion joints spaced 4oo feet apart 
and intermediate contraction joints spa ced 20 feet 
apart . For an increase in pavement t empera t ure of 
12 F., the average decrease in width of the expan-
sion join~was . 013 inches , and the average de-
crease in wi c_th of the contraction joints was _ ;023 
inches. 
Section N0 • 5. Design - expansion joints spaced 120 feet apart and 
intermediate contraction joints spaced 20 feet apart . 
For an increase in pavement temperature of 13 F. , 
the average decreas e in width of the ~xpansi on 
joints was . 026 inches , and the average decrea se in 
width of the cont r a ction joints was . 020 inches. 
Section No . 6. Design - alternate expansion and contra ction joints 
spaced 60 feet apart . For an increase i n pavement 
temperature of 13 F., t he average decrea se in. width 
of the expansion joints was . 05S inches , and the 
average decrease in width of the contra ction joints 
was .054 inch es . 
Section No. 7. Design - expansion joints spaced 120 feet apart and 
intermediate contraction joints spaced 20 feet apart. 
For an increase in ~avement temperature of 13 F ., 
the average decrease in idth of the expansion 
jointswas . 021 inches , and the average decrease in 
width of the contraction joints was . 025 inches. 
Section Standard Design ~ expansion joints spaced 120 feet apart 
and intermediate contraction joints spaced 30 feet 
auart . For an increase in uavement temuerature of 
ll F ., the average decrease in width of the expan-
sion joints as . 027 inches, and the average 
decrease in ~ idth of the contraction joints was 
. 024 inches. 
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XVI. SEASONAL CP~NGES IN JOINT WIDTH MEASUREMENTS 
NOV. 27, 1940 and FEB, 24, i941 
PRELIMINARY DA'l'A 
:· 
The seasonal changes in width of the joints between 
November 27, 1940 P.nd February 24, 19-41 are as follows: 
Section No. 1 
Date 11-27-40 2-24-41 
Time 3:00 p.m. 3:00p.m. 
T. Concrete F. 4o 43 
T. Air F. 34 42 
Jt. No. Type Gage Gage Jt. Wtdth Change 
inches inches inches 
c 5.0b0 5.04q -.011 
c 5· 212 5.200 -.012 
c 5-02:::> 5!019 -.01~ c 5-1~2 5.123 -.00 c 5!0 b - >;. 0~9 -.ooz 
13 c 5.0rs2 5·0 0 -.012 
1 c 5.ozE; a·05b -.020 
21 c 5.009 -999 -:.010 
25 c a-0~9 a-0~5 -.oofi: 29 c .9 ~ .9 9 -.Olfi: 
23 c J:i:.98- J:i:.930 -.OOb 
~i 
('l 5.014 J:i:!993 -.01b v 
c ~.104 ~·01t2 -.012 
fi:5 c .:z~6 .z.E; -.010 
1+9 c 4.9qfi: 4.93g -.006 
53 c 5.ofi:E; 5.0J:i:5 -~001 
5:Z c 5.045 5.040 -.005 
I 
~i 
c 5.020 5.005 -.015 
c 5-121 5.109 -.012 
b~ c fl.123 5-13~ +.012 
b5 c 5-0g3 5.08 -.Olfi: 
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Section No . 2 
Date 11-27- 40 2- 24- 41 
Tim8 
';;' 
2:~g p . m. 2 : ~~ p.m . 
T. oncrete .. . 
T. Air F. 34 42 
Jt. No . Type Gage Gage Jt . Width Change 
inches inches inches 
1 Exo . 5.072 5-055 -. 017 
H 
c 5.080 5.100 +.020 
1"'1 5.1H5 5.111 - .014 v 6 c 5.1 5 5· 1 ~7 - .018 g c 5-072 5.0 5 -. 007 
10 c ~ . 116 5.108 - :oo8 
~ff c 5-035 5-030 -. 005 c ~ . 069 5.o64 -. 005 
16 1"1 5 . o4~ 5-03~ -. 012 v 18 c 5.14 5.1a2 +. oo6 
20 c 5. 04-2 5.0 0 -. 002 
22 c 5-119 11~104 -. o1a 
24 c s .o68 c; . o64 -. 00 
26 c 5.o64 s . o56 -. oos 
_gg c 5. o46 5-037 -. 009 
30 c 5.062 s . o~o -. 012 
32 c 5.o64 5·0 0 -. oo4 
34 c ~ . 10-;s 5-092 -. 011 
36 c 5-135 5-124 -. 011 
ag c 5. 0'11 5-038 -. 013 c 5·137 g· l30 -, 007 41 Exp . 5 - 99~ . 099 +.107 
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Section No. 3 
Date 11-27-40 2-24--4i 
Time 2:00 p.m. 2:00 u.m. 
T. Concrete F. 4o 42 
T. Air F. 34 41 
Jt. No. Tyue Gage Gage Jt. Width Ch8.nge 
; nches inches inches 
1 Exp. 6.167 6.137 .030 
2 c 5~],_$8 5.181 +.001 
4 c 5. 0'1!2 5.010 -.002 
6 c 5.114 ~-0~ .016 B c 5·1~6 5-1 .012 10 c 5.1 8 5·170 +,002 
12 c 5-052 5-037 .015 14 c 5.285 S.274 .011 
16 c 5· 218 5· 197 .021 
18 c 5.02¢ 5.018 -.009 20 c 5.12 ~-122 -.001 21 Exp. 5.008 ·9~0 -.018 41 Exp. 5-971 5.948 -.023 
Section No. 4 
Date 11-27-40 2-24-41 
Time l:~g p.m. 1:4~ p.m. 
T. Concrete F. 
T. Air F. 34 42 
Jt~ Eo. Type Gage Gage Jt. Width Change 
lnches inches inches 
1 .!!j)g2 . 5.833 5.85o -.032 
g c 5·0¢7 5.o54 +.007 
9 c 5-1 9 5.140 -.00~ 
10 c 5.069 1=).055 -!01 
11 c 5.126 5! 1 31 +,003 
12 c !J.03S S.05b +.013 
1~ ~XP. 5.025 [i:.982 -.033 
19 Exo. 6.052 6.026 - .026 
20 c 5.11 g ~.116 -.002 
21 c 5· 0~5 ' 5-0~4 -.001 22 c 5-Q'5 5.0 .8 +.003 
~~ 
c 5· ol.J-o 5·039 -.001 c ~!176 a-173 -.00~ 
25 Exp. - 95~ -930 -.02 
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Section No. 5 
Date 11-27-40 2-24-4i 
Time 1:00 p.m. 1 :oo p.m. 
T. Concrete F •. 40 42 
T. Air F . . 34 42 
Jt. No. Type G~ge Gage Jt. Width Change 
inches inches .inches 
7 Exp. 6.164 6.124 -.o4o 
~ : c 5.ogs 5-100 +.002 
q c 5-032 5.020 --.012 ' -----' 
10 c 5-079 ~.063 - ·.016 
11 c 5·052 s.oag +.004 
12 c 5-0~9 5.0 3 +.00 
l? Exp ~.1 g 5-137 -,011 ' 
19 E)...=p, 6.11? 6.035 -.028 
20 c 5.028 5.029 +.001 
21 c 5.104 5.09 ...:.007 
22 c 5.12ff 5.107 -.01g 
~it 
c 5.10 5-093 -.00 
c 5-·197 5-1~9 . +.00~ 2J:l Exp. 5.18i 5-.1 7 -.01 
Section No. 6 
Date 11-27-40 2-24-41 
Time 12: ~g p.m. 12 :)0 p.m. 
rp C0ncret e F, 42 - . 
T, Air F. 32 41 
Jt. No. Type Gage C-age Jt. Width Change inches inches inch es 
1 Exp. 5-588 5.1:)62 -.026 
2 c 5-0~2 ~.020 -.012 
~ Exp. 5.,2L!-8 ~ -2g0 -.013 c r:;.a~o 5-~ 0 .000 
~ E:xn. 5- Lt9 5.13 -.031 c 5-·173 5-1~7 ~.ool+ 
7 Exp. 5·1~1 5.1 9 ....022 r.f c t:i.261 -.003 0 ·5-2.4 
9 Exp. 5-561 5·546 -.015 
10 c 5-170 5.164- -.005 
11 Exp. 5-999 S.990 -.009 
Section No. 7 
Date 11-27-40 2-.24-41 
Time 12:00 m. 12 :oo m. 
T. Concrete F. 4o 42 
T. Air F. 32 41 
Jt. No. Tvue Gage Gage Jt. Width Change 
oJ - inches inches inches 
I Ex:g! b.024 5-9b9 -~055 
8 c 5.0b1 5.0]_2 +.011 
9 c 5t345 5-31~ -.OOb 10 c r-;.H~a a·Hij -.001 11 c ~-91 .915 +.001 
12 c 5.123 5.12~ +.oo~ 
13 E~. 5.910 5.881+ - oil . . 
19: EJrn. 5.42~ 5-371+ -.051 
20 c 5-032 5.032 .• 000 
21 c 5-0~2 5.10]_ +.015 22 c ~·b 2 ~.b1]_ -.025 
~it c .922 .930 +.oog c 5.1b3 5.1]_8 +.015 
25 Exp. 5!521 5.l+g4 -.0 27 
Section Standard 
Date 11-27-4-0 2-24--4-i 
Time 3~~~ p.m. 3:Jo p.m. 
T. Concrete F. 
T Air F. 34 4~ 
Jt. No. Type Gage G~ge Jt. Wi<l.th Change inches inches inches 
-1 Exn. a-22~ ~-204 -.021 2 c .95 4-.955 -.001 
4 c a-12g ~-139 +.010 6 c .98 .98~ +~001 
8 c 5-0g6 5.10 +.OOS 
10 c 5.064 '1.057 -.oot 
11 ,.., 5.012 5.01S v +.00 -
i~ c 5~ig6 5t144 -.012 c ~-0 0 ~-053 -.002 16 c .998 !997 -.001 
17 Exp. 5·530 5-513 ~.017 
18 c 5.184 5.179 -.005 
19 
,... 
5.110 5·099 -.011 v 
20 c 5.200 5.208 +.OOS 
21 Exp. 5· 516 5.~02 -.014 
22 0 5·046 5.033 -.oos 
~a 
c 5,1 4 5·136 -.008 c ' 5.016 5,020 +.004 
2~ Exp. 5.149 5,145 -.oo4 2 c 5,183 5.1S3 -.005 
28 c ~.092 5.085 A,007 
30 c 5· 211 5.210 -.001 
31 c 5,112 5.100 -,012 
32 c 5.140 5.139 -.001 
34 c ' ~, 204 5.203 +.oo4 
36 c 5~Q34 5-0~3 . -.oo6 
4~ c '7.053 5~0 g -.005 c 5·070 5-072 +.002 
41 Exp. 5.2S0 5-255 -.025 
XVII. DAILY CHANGES IN JOINT WIDTH ME..~SURE.MENTS MAY 28, 194-1 
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The cha.nges in wi dt hs of the j oint s whi ch we r e caused 
by t h e da ily tempe r a t ure cycl e of May 28 , 1941, a re as follows: 
Section No. 1 
Time 5=45 a .m. 3:10 p . m. 
T. Concrete F. 79 106 -
T. Air F. 72 94 
Jt~ No. Type Gage Ga ge Jt. Wi dth Change 
inche s inche s inche s 
1 c 5!02J:i: J:i: .9~0 -. o~J:i: 
5 c ~~000 J:i: .9 0 -.0 0 
10 c .980 ~-953 -.02:Z 
29 c ~-91 8 J:i:. ss~ -. 0~1 
_J~ c [f:.94b J:i:e90 -.0 2 c 4. s :zo fi:. S~3 -~ 022 
--11 c 5.os1 5·0 5 -.03b 
b5 c 5.0b0 5.02r.:; -. 0 25 
Sect j_ on No. 2 
'Time 5=15 a . m. 2; 50 p . m. 
rr Concre t e F. ~g 106 - . T. Aj_ r F 94 . 
J t . No . Type Gage Gage Jt. Width c·hange 
inch es i nche s i nches 
1 Exp. J:i:.688 J:i:.636 -.052 
2 c 5.o6:z 5.030 - 07.:Z 
6 
! I 
c 5.102 5-0:Z3 -.029 
11 c 5-050 , .01:Z -.033 
20 c 5.014 . 9Sr.:; -.029 
22 c 5 . os~ 5-05g -.03? 
""1 c 5.06 5·0~2 =:ga~ 26 
~0 
c 1=) .092 5·0 g 
c 1=).115 5.0b:Z -.o4s 
41 Exp. 5.4so 5.432 -. 048 
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Time 
T. Concrete F. 
T. Air F. 
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T. Air F. 
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Note: MeR.surement of the daily change in widths of the 
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SUMMARY OF THE DAILY CP.ANGES IN WIDTHS OF THE JOI NTS N'J.AY 28, 194-1 
Section No. 1. Desig~ 7~contraction joints only, spaced 20 feet 
apart. ~or _ an increase in pavement temperature 
of 27 F., the average decrease in width of the 
joints was .037 inches. 
Section N0 • 2. Design - expansion joints spaced 800 feet apart and 
intermediate cont r action joints spa ced 20 feet apart. 
For an increase in pavement temperature of 27 F., 
the average decrease in width of the expansion 
joints was .050 inches, and the average decrease 
in width of the contraction joints was .036 inches . 
Section No. 3. Design - expe.n sion joints spaced 400 feet apart and 
intermediate contraction joints spaced 20 feet apart. 
For a n increase in uavernent temuer ature of 26 F., 
the average decrease in width of the expansion · 
joint s was .048 inches, and the average decrease 
in width of the contraction joints \as .04-1 inches . 
Section No~ 5· Design - e~oansi on joi nt s spaced 1 20 feet apart a nd 
intermedia te contra ction joints spaced 20 feet apart. 
For an increase in pA.vement temperature of 26 F., 
Section N0 • · 6. 
Section No. 7• 
the aver age decrease in width of the expansi on 
joints was .071 inches, and the average decrease 
in width of the contrAction joints was .04-1 inches. 
Design - a lternate expans1on and contract i on joints 
spBced 60 feet apart. For a n increase in pavement 
tempera ture of 25 F., the average decrease in width 
of the expan s ion joints wa s .152 inches, and the 
average decrease in width of the contraction joints 
was .076 inches. 
Design - expansion joints spaced 1 20 feet apart and 
intermediat e contr~ ction joi nts spaced 20 feet apart . 
For an increase in pavement temperatur e of 23 F., 
the av er age decrease in width of the expansion 
joints was .074 inches, a nd the average decrease 
in width of the contraction joints was .04-8 inches . 
Section Standard Design - expansion joints spaced 120 feet apart 
a nd intermediate contra qtion joints spaced 30 feet 
apart. For a n increase in pavement temperature of 
26 F., the aver age decrease in width of the expan-
sion joints was .099 inches , and the average de-
crease in width of the contraction joints was 
.049 inches . 
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XVIII. SEASONAL CHANGES I H JOI NT WIDTH ME:A SUREMENTS 
FEB. 24, 1941 and W~Y 27, 1941 
The seasonal changes in width of the joints between 
February 24, 1941 and May 27, 1941 a re as follows: 
Date 
Time 
Section No. 1 
2-24--41 
T. Concret e F. 
T, Air F, 






No. Type Gage Gage Jt. Width Change 
inches inches inches 
c 5.019 .9 0 -.059 
c 5.12~ ~.071 -.0~7 
13 c 5,0 o ~.ooo -.o4o 
29 c • 9 9 . ggg -. 061 
57 c 5.040 4.9~0 -.0~0 
65 c 5.03 5.022 -.062 
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Section ~o. 2 
Date 2-24-4i 5-27-41 
Timx 2:~~ p.m. 2;00 p.m. 
T. voncrete F. 102 
T. Air F. 42 92 
Jt. No. Type Gage Gage Jt. Width Change inches inches inches 
1 E:x-u • 5-05S 4.645 -.410 
2 c 5.100 5·033 -.Ob:Z 4 c 5.111 5.0!:)2 -.059 
b c 5!12:Z 5·0:Z2 ..,.!055 g c 5.oE;5 5.015 -.0~0 10 c 5.10S a·ObO -.0 g 12 a 5t0i0 . • 9g5 -.o4s lq: c s.o Ij: a· 01.9 -~o[l:s l6 c 5..03§ , ·2g:z -.o[i:g 
1g c S.1~2 ~.0q3 -!059 
20 c s.o 0 ·9g~ -.o~:z 22 c 5.104 5 .·os- -.0 g 
24 c s.oE;rt: 5.010 ~.os4 
2b c 5.'05b ~.000 -.05b 
28 c h,o~:z ~.984 -.053 
30 c 5·050 4.930 -.o:zo 
32 c I s.o6o 5.003 -!05:Z 
31+ c 5.092 5·0~2 -.050 
3b c 5.124 ~.0 b -.o:ze 
~g c 5·033 -.9~2 -.06b c ~-130 . s.o 4 -.Obb 41 Ex:gt .099 s.441 -.b5g 
Section No, 3 
Date 2-24-41 5~27-41 
Time 2t00. p.m. 1:4-5 p .m. 
T. Concrete F. 4-2 100 
T. Air F. 4-1 90 
Jt. No. Type Gage Gage Jt. Width Cha nge 
inches inches inches 
1 Exp. 6.137 5.622 -.515 
2 c 5.131 a-124 .... 057 4 c 5.010 .960 -.0~0 6 c 5-0~~ 5-0~5 3 c ~.100 
.... a a 
5.1 4 -.o4. 
10 c 5-170 ·a.116 -.ot\0 
12 c 5-034 . . 977 -.0 0 14 c 5.225 -.049 5,27 
16 c 5-197 ~-1~9 -.053 13 c 5.01S -9 3 -.Ot5 20 c a-123 ~.o6o -.o 3 
~i Exn. -9~0 ' ~463 -.527 Exp. 5.94g 5.42o -.528 
Section No. 4-
Date 2-24-4-1 5-27~41 
Time l:~g p.m. 1:20 p.m. T. Concrete F. 100 
T Air F. 42 90 . 
Jt. No. Type Gage Gage Jt. width Change inches inches inches 
E~! 5-856 5-~~6 -.280 
0 5.634 - 02li 5·0 0 ! ' 
0 5.140 5.108. -.032 
10 c 5-05~ 5.020 -.035 
11 ·c 5-1'31 5-093 =:g~~ 12 0 ~- 056 . ~.010 
13 Exp! -. 237 t992 . -755 
19 E:KQ. 6!026 t:i.:Z33 -.243 
20 c ~.116 5.o6~ -.o4~ 
21 0 5·0~4 rt.003 -.o46 22 c ' -.0~3 5·0 ~ ' ·97.5 
~~ 
c 5-039 4.99~ -.0 l c ~!173 ~-152 -.021 
25 Exp. 4.930 . . 599 -.331 I 
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Section No. 5 
Date 2-24--4-i . 5-27-41 . 
Time 1:00 u.m. 1:00 p.m. 
T. oncrete 42 -F. 100 
T. Air F. 42 88 
Jt. No. Tyue Gage Gage Jt. Width Change 
inches inches inches 
I E~! b.12J:i: 5.zzr.j: --350 t, . 
8 c 5.100 5.091+ -.OOb 
9 c 5.020 5.003 -.017 
10 c ~.Ob~ 5.0~2 -.031 
11 c 5.0~9 5.o ' b -.013 12 c 5.0 3 ~-0~2 ~.011 13 Exp. 5.137 -.3:Z2 .7 5 
19 Exp. b.085 5.7_28 -.357 
20 c 5.029 5-019 -.010 
21 Q r.;.osu 5.os2 -.015 
22 c 5.107 s.o6o -.on::z 
2'1 c 5.o9s ~ 5-072 -.026 
24: 1""1" ~-i~9 ~-19J:i: -.oo~ v 
25 Exp. 5.1 :z I .821 -.3n: 
Section No. 6 
Date 2-24-41 5-27.-41 
Time 
F 12: ~~ p •. m. 
12:15 p.m~ 
T. oncrete . 99 
T. Air F. 41 90 
Jt. No. Type Gage Gage Jt. Width Change 
inches inches inches 
1 E:!m, 5-5b2 ~.182 -.380 
2 c 5.020 .9bO -.ObO 
a E~. 5.2~0 It.853 --31 c 5-~ 0 s.n:9o -.ozo 
h E2ffi. 5.·-1s 5.082 -.3~b 
~ c 5.1~:Z ~.110 
:z E~! 
- 0 ¢ 
5.1 9 .:z:zs -:39-
8 c 5.2b1 5.18:Z ~.o~4 
Q E~. 5.5rt6 5.1S~ l -.3 1 
10 c 5.1b4 5.11 -.oso 
11 Ex:g! 5.990 5·590 -.• !too 
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Section No. 7 
Date 2~24-41 5-27-41 . 
Time 12:00 m. 12:00 m. 
T. ·oncrete F. 42 93 
T. Air F. 41 33 
Jt, No. Type Gage Gaae Jt. Yfid th C:b..ange Cl 
inches inches inches 
1 Ex:g. 5.9b9 5.b13 -.351 
3 c 5~012 5~0b0 -~012 
' 9 c 5 .. 33~ 5! 321 -.013 10 c ~.13 ~.162 -.022 
11 c . ,915 .390 -!:025 
12 c 5!123 5.100 -.023 
13 E2ffi. 5.88~ 5-532 -·352 
12 Ex:g. 5·3Z4 5.022 -s352 
20 c 5!032 5 .o 29 +.001 
21 c 5.101 5.039 -.013 
2(,; c ~~b11 ~-573 -.04~ 
~~ 
c ·9~0 .901 -.023 c 5e11S '5 .14=3 -~030 
25 Ex:ge 5.43rt: 5!115 -.309 
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Section Standard 
Date 2-24-41 5-27-41 
Time 3:~o p.m. 2. 115 o 'T p .m. 
T. Concrete F. . 3 102 
T. Air F. 43 93 
Jt. No. Type G~ge Gage Jt. Width Change 
inches inches inches 
1 Ex:g. ~-204 4.830 -. IZ4 2 c .9t:)5 4.950 -!005 
4 c ~-139 ~-124 -.-015 b c ~ 9E\f .967 -.020 g c 5.10 5.o6a -.039 ' 10 c 5-05Z ~-03 -.02~ 11 c 5!018 --954 -.Ob 
12 c 5!144 5 .. 114 -.030 
14 c a-058 ~.021 -.037 16 c -.035 .997 I o 962 
1:Z E2ffi. 5.513 5.1[8 -.335 
1S c 5·119 5e124 -.055 
19 c 5e099 5.042 =:ga~ 20 c 5!208 ~.164 
21 Ex:g·. 5-502 ~.14~ -~35Z 
22 c 5.0SS ~.o6o . -.02S 
~~ 
c 5-136 rt:-010 .... o66 c 5-020 .. 993 -.027_ 
~~ Ex:g. t:).145 
4.7_S2 -.363 
c 5!1S3 5.141=1 -.038 
28 c 5.085 5-05~ - 0~2 · 
30 c 5· 210 5-1~ -:o~4 
31 c 5.100 s.o.o -.o o 
32 c S.1JC~ 5.ioo -.039 
34 c 5.208 5-1:Z5 -.033 
36 c 5t0if~ . 5· 050 -.028 
~~ c 5. o .-s 5-020 -.023 ("'I 5.07_2 ~.o5a -. 01 z v 41 . I Exp. 5-255 .. . S£5 -.311 
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XIX. CONSTRUCTION DIA~Y 
COOPERATIVE INVESTIGATION OF JOINT SPACI}~ IN CONCRETE PAVEMENTS. 
County Kentucky 
Weather . , 
Temp· 9a00 .; .. li'IJI; c:loaq 
12100 .: , a•:r: I 
3100 , ... 19... • 'wUd,. sou 
2. Station Start 737..00~0 1 ~-~ 
Station Stop 131!09•5 at 
Lin. Ft. _ _...,.!IO~•~.,o~5t-------
;. See Daily Report 
4. Temp. Cone. Final Finish (:J;lroom) 
6.Condition . of Subgrade 
b ftra fora t~\ 
dq~t raa, uattora •• b • 
J.Installation of Joints 
All Joint I t-.llatloaa .~:. 
1 wel l4are .1. 
3.0mit 
9.See Joint Fill er Depth Book 
lO.Longitudinal Joint Depth 
Au._., 
1/1--s/11.1/!1.7/~· 
ll.Descriution of Mix 
a.Workability ~ti ~le 
b~Slurnp 1-3/~ 
c.Mortar lilflol ... 
Owensboro-Hartford · FA-125-F(2)S 
Date luly I, 19 
12. Edging of Joints-
~~r~Uf"a •• ~ n re~ • 
lobta tdC1IIc .K. 
13. Curing 
a. One thickness burlap thoroughly wet 
during pour f-l ~· 
b. Begin burlap "~ · 
removal m -~' 
c. Burlap removed 7-9 
d. Pav!thoro. wet J)liQ9,5 ' 1]0 a.a. 1-, 
e. Paper in p'lac.e .n]+OO al t$t]O a, 7-9 
f. Pav. thoro. wet all paper in .. 
place Ja30 a.a. T-9 . 
g. Curing complete all paper 9100 a.a.) .,_
12 removed 11100 .... ) ,. 
14. Report on Construction Equipment. 
15. Edges of Concr e te 
16. Joint Sealing 




e.Bleeding IUpt la uaMwt4 .. ,. •• 11114 J•• 
f.Timc req. to harden ----------------
COOPERATIVE INVESTIGATION OF JOINT SPACING IN CONCRETE PAVEMENTS. 
County Kentucky 
. 1. Weather Temp. .oo .,., 
2. Station Start 
Station Stop 
Lin. Ft. 
). See Daily Report 




' 12110 , ... 
6.Condition of Subgrade 
121~ 
].Installation of Joints 
8.0mit 
9.See Joint Filler Depth Book 
lO.Longitudinal Joint Depth 




13. Curing c- , - - ·. --
a. One thicknBss burlap thoroughly wet 
during pour~ ----·- . ~---'------
b. Begin burlap . 
removal .,..., at 6aOO •a. i-io 
c. Burlap removed 71J51lto 'at 1100 •• J•IA» 
d. Pav.thoro. wet ~at laOO ·a.• l•lO 
e. Paper in place l~ d laOO a.L J-10 
f. Pav. thoro. wet ail-paper 1n 
place taoo .... J-10 . 
g. Curing complete all paper 1100 a.•) 7-lJ 
removed 9130 ••) 
14. Report on Construction Equipment. 
15. Edges of Concrete 






c.Mortar ftul. U.. 9100 .... 
d.Segrogation.~l.qntmm~--~-----~---
e.B1e eding 11AcJP ta IM\tpt4 p a ..... aM P•• . 
f. Time req. to harden~--------




J. See Daily Report 
4. Temp. Cone •. Final Finish (~room) 







12. Edging of Joints 
13. Curing 
a. One tpickness burlap thoroughly wet 
during pour~~----------------------
b. Begin burla 
removal ,~::~~ii~~~~iiit~~~~ c. Burlap removed d. Pav. thoro. wet 
e. 
f. all paper · in 
14. Report on Construction Equipment. 
' 
16. Joint Sealing 
.. 




f.Timc req. to harden. ________________ _ 
COOPERATIVE INVESTIGATION OF JOINT SPACING I N CONCRETE PAVEMENTS. 
County Kentucky 
Observations 





Cone. Final Finish ~~room) 




].Installati'on of Joints 
8.0mit 
,r 
9.See Joi nt Filler Dept h Book 
Owensboro-Hartford FA-l25-F(2)S 
12. Edging of Joints 
a. thoroughly wet 
during pour __ ~~~------------------
b. Begin burlap 
c. Burlap r emoved 
removal ·~~::~~~;ljl~~~~~~~~ d. Pav.thoro. we t 
e. Paper in place~~~=-~-L~~~~~~ 
f. Pav. thoro. wet 
place • 
g. Curing complet e 
removed, _______________ ~~~~~~--
14. Report o~ Construction E~uipment. 
15. Edges of Concrete 
16. Joint Scaling 
17. Pictures 




f.Time re~. to harden~----------------
COOPERATIVE INVESTIGATION OF JOINT SPACING IN CONCRETE PAVEMENTS. 
s County Kentucky 
Observations 
71,0 ·~·~ 




See Daily Report 
Clo 4J 
* • 
Cone. ftnal Finish ~~room) 
•~ ( ~ Oo 
''· 1~ 
111 •• 








lap , .,.~ 
, 
].Installation of Joints 
All Joint I .Ull t1 na O.K. 
wel Holder• o.-l. 
' ' 
B.Dmit 
9.See Joint Filler Depth Book 





g. all paper 7-17 
14. Report on Construction Equipment. 
• er f'ol' J 1n •· 
15. Edges of Concrete 
Ko h n ro 
16. Joint Scaling 
11 3 1 • 7- • 
17. Picture s 
---- Remarks ----
•• 7,, 8., 9 1. )+75 at 12115 .a. 
t r 
• re • 





Temp· a 11~ a~a! 'J! ; Oleu 
111 ·•· ., a.•r. • 
31, ea. go!F. 11 
I 4er te w1n4 ft'o It 
See Daily Report 
].Installation of Joints 
. l • 6Dot~M.:. 
•t C ,1.. Goftt o'or '1n1 
t t • •t ll · 3'1 • IQ.UI 
PQe1t!n oonne t1on at 
All o tl 148-Pa 0 •'• 
Owensboro-Hartford FA-l25-F(2)S 
Date -...::..=:=---'f--=1]....._, _.ls.!H~"'-----
Edging of Joints 
lac o.~. 




l4. ·Report on Construction ·Equipment. 
oneroomb ~n 
Sll t hqn reo b 
0 ib rt. •• 






nt e ••· 








••• 11J06 ..... 
9.Sec Joint Filler Depth Book 
lO.Longitudinal Joint Depth 
o 1 at 
ll~'-7/16•-l/ ~5/S•-51•·-1/ I 
ll.Descrint ion of Mix 
a.Workability Pl.aat:lo and work&bla'l UA1fol'll. 
b.Slump l-~• 
~·~ortar OefbiOOd ao1',&Jl roll OD 1'8&1' 102' e • 
• egrcga t i on~---·•~oiU•.III•~--=-=----:-::----=-
c .E~eeding 111p1: blaa41nl 1;broua)lo t 1-. 
f • T1mc req. to harden _______ _ 
lj 
. . 






S:JI.5· a~a. 7,.,.~ 
121 ·~ . ,....,~ 
, •. oo p .... • ,.,. 
t W1a4 tr.ca • • 
•• ·ret na •••. 
Ole • 
• ... 




Cone. Final Finish (~room) 
6.Condi tion of Subgrade 
7.Installation . of Joints 
9.See Joint Filler Depth Book 
lO.Longitudinal ·Joint Depth 






f .Timc req. to harden. ________ _ 
Owensboro-Hartford FA~l25-F(2)S 
Date (Sua.) 
• Edging of Joints 
13. Curing 
a. One thickness burlap thoroughly wet 
during pour 
b. Begin burlap 
removal 
c. Burlap r emoved 
d . Pav. thoro. wet 
e. Paper in place 
f. Pav. thoro. wet all paper in 
place 
g. Curing complete all paper 
removed 
14. Report on Construction Equipment . 
15. ~dges of Concrete 
16. Joint Sealing 
17. Pictures 
---- Remarks 





3· See Daily Report 
~ , Olo 
I 
4. Temp.' Cone. :Final .Finish ~:eroom) 
i · ( -~ o e. •r. •~ · t 92• • 






x. I • 
Owensbor6-1fartfo:rd~ · 'li'A-125-F(2)S 
12. Edging of Joints 
ot rt r. 







14. Report on Construction Equipment. 
J · el 1• 
15 . . Edges of Concrete 
o hoa JO b 1n 
11 rb. 
16. Joint Sealing 
l. .to1nt 
17. Pictures 
Jt. hi •' .. p '' 1 d } 1gn• ---- Remarks ----
tt • 
bout our, 
. I>. • •• 
687+50 at llcOO 
B.Omit 
9.See Joint Filler Depth Book 
ll.Description of Mix 
a.Workability l&atlo &D4 orkabl,e. unitona 
b.Slump 1-11~ 
c.Mor~ar O,ifl fAood aortar roll on re 1' 80J'e 4. 
d. Segrcgat ion.-lllfeMRHel----------
6 7+50 ' 
o. 4-
e.Bleeding 11l*t 5 8Pe'• 
f.Time req. to. har:~Jal,1al Set Jlaee4 at 6117+70- 11:10 ••• 




' • f 
- . 





3· See Da ily Report 




ds ..... I ,..,. 
~·it &.I.. a 
B-Flo at .. • 
i.iii.....blt 
Owensboro-Hartford ' F~-125-F(2)S 














6.Condition of Subgrade 
nnld d bet tte 
t aad • 
7.I nstallation of Joints 
er 1ace • 
I 
15. Edges of Concr e te 
7e lb 1 
a t red 
16 . Joint Sealing , 
1 joints . 
t.t f6+68 17. Picture s 
, Q nO!'e;2. ' ---- Remarks ----
0 
B.Omi t 681-t00.6 '0 677 
111 ot1 to r 
9.Sec Joint Filler Dcpth ·Book 
lO .Longitudinal Joint Depth 
v•·-~··-51•' 
ll.Description of Mix 
a.Workability ,Jt, ~:t 6111+00 to 6110+25) 
b.Slump ~~ f::t , ~ , 
c.Mortar ( ,; ~ • 681 H Uo+l5) 
d.Segrogation Jloae O.K. Raaa1ftcleJI) 
e.Bleeding Sllpt lD § Qol•• 





















2. Station Start 
Station Stop 
Lin. Ft. 
3· See Da ily Report 
Owensboro-Hartford FA-125-F(2)S 
Date lllb 17, l,aa.G 
12. Edging of Joints 
extra or u1r • 
14. Report on Construction Equipment. 
6.Condition of Subgrade 
~r1~e4 b tore p•r 
S.toa, ftra, pl ner 
ocJ.. 
7.Installation of Joints 
( tc 
•• • ,.
1)0 to 9150 a.a. ld. ~ d 
CO e) 671J.+75 
15. Edges of Concrete 
l Y. t e or 





I au 16,17,1 - ~75 31 ·•· 
• • A. o. o . 3 - 6 
8.0mit 
9.See Joi nt Filler Depth Book 
lO.Longitudinal Joint Depth 
o Au ' . llt•-7Jl6•-3!••-)/ •• _,, •• 
ll.Description of Mix 
a.WorkabilityPiatt'lo and Workable , un1tom. 
b.Slump 1-1/1 
c.Mortar o.KCJ&ed aortar roll Oft rear ~oreecl. 
d.Segregation.~·~~~~~-------------------
f . Time req. to hardeiC l&ui:Ai iji)M5 135 p.a. 
e .Bleeding .oDe a.ae Jl11a2a~ ~1.. p.a. 
r4eae4 at • fun .•. 
) • 25 ala. 
31 ••• 
COOPERATIVE INVESTIGATION OF JOINT SPACI}~ IN CONCRETE PAVEMENTS. 
County Kentucky Owensboro-HaTtf~rd FA-l25-F(2)S 
Daily Observations Date _l-=-Ul=..lL......:l::...::g:..J!,'-=l.L91Jo...:...::... ___ _ 
Weather 12. Edging of Joints ( 
Temp. 71-., •••• 01 




Station Start ~~~1 ~ 6 ~:. ~~ 'a;13. Curing Stat~on Stop ~ a ! !:a.a. One. thickness burlap thoroughly wet 
L1n. Ft. -~ ft_l __ L_ dunng pour __ z+--1~8_..,-..... ______ _ 
3· See Daily Report 
4. Temp. C~nc. Fiaal Fintsh 
lOI~C!; o -
·••' ( • A-11' 
·r~ 
-~'· 
6.Condition of Subgrade 
-11 •• 
7.I nstallation of Joints 





9.S0e Joint Filler Depth Book 
lO.Longitudinal Joint Depth 
3/1'-3/-·-~6·-1/ • 
tol'll.• 
b. Begin burlap 
~- ' 
remval 5100 ~ =-~ 
~: ~: ~~~o;~~o::~ ....l~~;Jijt;Q~II[~:A..JI~~;oo~!l.L...JI: .. : .. :~: t:t 
e. Paper in place ~tiGO at 8100 a.a. 7-19 
f. Pav. thoro. wet er in 
place 91 ,0 a.a. 7-19 1 , 
g. Curing complete all paper 5146 
removed &IOO ; ~ t 7-2 e. .a.) 
14. Report on Construction Equipment. 
0 
15. Edges of Concre te 
• 













Temp. • C1 
••• 
, C1ou i -
te wlad ti'O 
See Da ily Report 
4. Temp. Cone. Final Finish (:eroom) 
9i,; lf,Cone. 1. • 1i~~9t• . " • ' ,,. s• . • a.a. · . . n. . • ~ • 




a er ota. 
7. Installation of Joints 
. lt. .I • 
8.0mit 
9.Sec Joint Filler Depth Book 
lO.Longitudinal Joint Depth 
un." - 1/1 
..... 
Owensboro-Hartfnrd FA~l25-F(2)S 
Date _ __,i ...... ul-7-19~• _.1,.,..9'--=-~"""------









,14. Report on Construction Equipment. 
0 aqeoab -1 T. e ea or 
lip Ub. 
16. Joint Sealing 




• 22, , . -. - ~7+00 12115 ••• 
. . . 
... 
3 




Owensboro~Rart!ord - ' FE-125-F(2)S 
12. Edging of Joints 
o1nt 
or 
·1: 7· ' . 
. . 
J ,.. • • 
Station Start 
Station Stop 
Lin. Ft. M·~ t~ll a;a~3· Curing ~ at I"J , •• ~. One. thickness burlap thoroughly wet __!L__ 11_.1 dur1ng pour _ __.zJ---_.20..-.._.,.---_____ _ 
See Da ily Report 





' '·I ' 
b. Begin burlap 
removal '-•lio ••a. T-Il · · · : 
c. Burlap removed ~ 1-J-55 · · :1 Q; 
d. Pav.th~ro. wet  7+55 .:::: f:a. 
e. Paper 1n place i'B+M '71 ~ a.a. 7-21 
f. Pav. thoro. wet 811 pape~ !6 
pla?e 10100 •·•• ?-~ 
g. Cur1ng complete all paper l 
d I remove li)O 
14. Report on Construction Equipment • 
. x. 0 4 1&7•· 
. . . 
15. ~dges of Concrete 




'l . 1 0 til ., 
7.Installation of Joints 
17. Pictures 
,J • . ,..eo !• 
Oont. .ft', · Wi4 
o line. 
' .. . 
3/ · -l'tal 
B.Omit 
t • 
L. ' , '\' il, ·l 
9.See Joint Filler Depth Book 
lO.Longitudinal Joint Depth 
~·' o.K. 9/l,•·lfl1-3/••-lfs•-7/16•-llt' 
ll.Descriution of Mix 
a. Workability flaatle &D4 Workable, • 
---- Remarks 
b.Slump 1-7/11 
c. Mortar .r. hod aortar woll oa rear ao eecl. 
d.Segrcgation llo•• · 
e.Bleeding lltp' 8Pota •S C.L. •·••,. e p.a. 
f.Time req. to harden. _______ _ 
,., 
'~5 . .•. 
c1J.5 ;a; 
'-•45 
COOPERATIVE INVESTIGATION OF JOINT SPACING IN CO CRETE PAVEMENTS. 
County Kentucky Owensboro-Hartford- PALl25- F(2)S· 
c. . 
Date July 21 , 19Jto (Ju.) 
1. Weather 





3· See Daily Report 
• 
4. Temp . Cone. Final Finish ~~room) 
5· 
Time 
------------~--------------------Placing, ____________________________ _ 
Screeds ____________________________ ___ 





6.Condition of Subgrade 
J.Installation of Joints 
8.0mit 
9.See Joint Filler Depth Book 
lO.Long itudinal Joint Depth 
ll.Description of Mix 
a . Workability ________________________ _ 
b.Slump c Morta_r ____________________________ __ 
d.Segrcgation~-----------------------
e .Bleeding ____ ~~~------------------
f.Time re~. to harden~---------------
12. Edging of Joints 
13. Curing 
a. One thickness burlap thoroughly we t 
during pour 
b. Begin burlap 
removal 
c. Burlap removed 
d . Pav. thoro. wet 
e. Paper in place 
f. Pav. thoro. wet all papei" in 
place 
g . Curing complet e all paper 
removed 
14. Repor t on Construction E~uipment . 
15. Edges of Concr ete 





COOPERATIVE INVESTIGATION OF JOINT SPACI~ IN CONCRETE PAVEMENTS. 
County Kentucky 
~ily Observations 
1. 1ileather I I 




• • ' t. 
aa4· 
-~ · . 
Belt :~~~~~~~ilill~~~~ Broom 1l ap 
W-B 1 lap ~:..a....:.~~~~~...%.1=.ot-~~~-.::;.....:....~~ 
7.Installation of Joints 
wel hql .« • .x. 
8.0mit 
C) nat o.x. 
es--. 
1 •• ,. 
tlo · 
9.S~e Joint Filler Depth Book 
lO.Longitudinal Joint Depth 
n Jt. All ent O.K. 
9/1 1-l•:Vl6'·7/16'·1/21-l/2' 
ll.Descr~~n,of Mix 




14. Report on Construction Equipment. 
15. ~dges of Concrete 






c.Mortar 0. • Good mor,ar mll oa Pe 
d.Segrogatio~n~louu~•~•~------~----~~ 
e.Bleeding !11ht blet41DI ne~ O.Le 
f.Timc req. to harden. ________ _ ·•· p.a. 
. . . 
COOPERATIVE INVESTIGATION OF JOINT SPACING IN CONCRETE PAVEMENTS. 
County Kentucky 




3· See Da ily Report 
. I 
4. Temp . 'Cone . 'F inal Finish (:~room)' 






W-B ' lap -="""'""''---"'=------="'=~,.,r=:;....._----
••• 
6.Condition of Subgrade 
B. Omit 
9.See Joint Filler Dept h Book 
lO.Longitudin?l Joint Depth 
9/l,.f 11''-711''-7/161 
Owensboro-Hartford ' FA-125-F(2)S 





r wa •• 
thoroughly wet 
place ________________ ~-=--~----
g. Curing complete all paper 1)0 ;a;) 
removed 11: 30 ••• • ) 7-2_1 
. • ,P.r n pl e t 1 4: e to 
41tt1 tJ' 1n o :rrr1n r ra• -....·~· 
14. Report on Construction Equipment. 
15. Edges of Concrete 
• 
• oatt :re 
• 'f c . . 
16. Joint Scaling 
All &1nt 1 ed 8-2). 
17. Pictures 
---- Remarks ----
45 . ••• 
tea. tr t :oo •• ID.r. 
'ltoa. 
COOPERATIVE INVESTIGATION OF JOINT SPACING IN CONCRETE PAVEMENTS. 
County Kentucky Owensboro-Hartford ~-125-F(2)S 
ly Observations 
3· See Daily Report 
Date 11111 24, 1$ 
12. Edging of Joints 
c. 
d. 
4. Temp. Cone. Final Finish C~room) e. 
f. 
. . g. 
Time. __ ---l!_;-.::1=.1~0·::....· a~··~·L-------Placing, ____ ~-il-'---.t-~--------
Screeds , __ -1!111[11 ~ .. I .. 








•• ~-· 14. Report on Construction Equipment • ' ..... - ' ' ..,. · . l ap ... :..... • 
6.Condition of Subgrade 15. Edges of Concr e te . ' b on t h1a ee'1 11 
• • 0 .1. 
16. Joint Sealing 
All 3 1n 
7.I nstallation of Joints 
.,. •. -t1ott of E • a 0 '• . 
. ·'· . 
17. Picture s 
1 •"~'• .1. 
9.See Joint Filler Depth Book 
lO.Longitudinal J.oint Depth 
1/1*-7/1,•--9/16•-J/81 
ll.Description of Mix 
a. Workability !la•tlo aa& WM-JEa'Me ,Vn1t N. 
b.Slump lo telA. 
c.Mortar 0,:1, Geecl ael't&P POll P8 I' ..... • 
d.Segrogation.~Je•~aaee--------------
e.Bleeding Ill"*,. •••I' C ,t;, a.a. 6 .-a. 
f.Timc req. to rar-den. ____ ___;:.-----
---- Remarks 
COOPERATIVE INVESTIGATION OF JOINT SPACING IN CONCRETE PAVEMENTS, 





;;;, .li.. ".,A 
:;.: ':. ...... .. 
!:: :::: ,,::. 
_.. -.. 
-.alS •·•· -row--. :!.if 4; llili.:U ,..-I 
!:::!: -Ill -.... !::.-






n tool o 
thoroughly wet 
. ~ 14. Report on Construction Equipment . 
-· 
. ~ ..... , ·-ap ........... :.a ·~ ~~ ...... , i..r: . 
J ~:;~ IC •.. a 




, .... :-c ... ~ 
'7· ~vv 
9.Sec Joint Fill~r Depth Book 
lO.Longitudinal Joint Depth 
0-
u • a' J !.Dt e 4• urea- pa 
1· 7/16 •1/21•)/8'-711'' 
ll.Description of Mix 
1 , •• 
15. Edges of Concr e te 
16. Joint Sealing 
AU Join e 




a. Workabili tYPl&qlo 6 Worb,Ue, Ualtom 
b.Slump_. .. ________________________ __ 
c.Mortaro.l. poD aortar roll oa rear ....... · 
d . Segrcgation_.JO .. a~•~· ---------------------
e .Bleeding 11 tcld 'bleeas Dl oYd eatl're art • a.a. 
f.Timc req. tonardon P••• 
4o 12:3 p.a. 
COOPERATIVE INVESTIGATION OF JOINT SPACI}L IN CONCRETE PAVEMENTS• 
County Kentucky 
Daily Observations 




Date ,Tuly 26, l 
12. Edging of Joints 
59 
edgill Jo!.nta 
gett1ng u1 • 
R in r f J 
41ff'1oultJ 1 . 
to elaJ' 1n 
through br e. 
1nt .x. 
2. Station Start~~~~:---:~-.:-~~.u·a~l3. Curing 
Station Stoj .a. One thickness burlap thoroughly wet 
l12111t:aK during pour_-'7J.--...J2iot.l6IL-______ _ 
Jl. ft. 11 Begin burlap 
;J removal 
c. Bur lap reernj;o:>;vr€e;<id1~~~:a=~)fjji:i:Ja. See Da ily Report 
d. P av. thoro . wet-.;Jl2;J!...:..!ii!!A.A~~~!.S..,..!.!IL-~,... 
e. Paper in place~~.R.......I:LII~~tJo!._-...-...-+ 4. Temp. Cone. Final Finish (:eroorn) 
16:15(1. Cone. 93• iJ · (9 ! f. Pav. thoro. wet all paper in 
.a. ( . AlP ~! f.a.( • 
·" 
place 9t00 a.a. 7-27 





7.Installation of Joints 
1 3 nt lnat 





9.See Joint Fill<Jr Depth Book 
lO.Longitudinal Joint Depth 
od All ellt 
3/81-9/1''·1/ ·-7/1,. 
ll.Description of Mix 
a. Worka bil i ty_:P:....:l~a~•::-'~1~-=-~~=-.::~:....a....-~· 
b.Slump 1-~--­
c.Mortar O.L 
d. Segregat ion__,l~o!!n.t _______ _ 
e.Bleeding lone 
f. Time req. to harden. _______ _ 
14. Report on Construction Equipment. 
Jlo d l&J•• 
cu? on thi 
oneroo b 1n 
1 Joints • 1 
17. Picture s 
---- Remark s ----
eect1on. 
•• 
... )7,)8,)9 591+50 t 10f30 • 
P. .A. Sec. td. 591+50 t 1 I 
COOPERATIVE INVESTIGATION OF JOINT SPACI~n IN CONCRETE PAVEMENTS. 
County Kentucky Qwensboro-Hart~ord FA-l25- F(2)S 
~ily Observations Date J 11 27, 1~ 
12. Edging of Joints 
1red, .x. 
outhweat. . . 
Lla. ft. 
J. See Daily Report 
~ Temp . Cone . Final Finish (~room) 
B-Float 
----~~-~---~------










c. Bur lap removed --..,.--------'--7--~ 
d . Pav. thoro. wet _______ -'---,--....:... 
e . Paper in place·-......-~------'--.;:__-
f. Pav. thoro. wet all paper in 
I 
place 51 5 A.a. 7- 21 
g . Curing complet e all paper 
removed lOIQO 
14. Report on Construction Equipment. 
elar • 
15. Edges of Concrete 
o h n yeo b tn av eft~ e •· 
16. ·Joint Sealing 
All jo1nts 4. 
---- Remarks 
7-)1 
.... 4o, 1,4 57 50 t _,, ••• 
9 . Se~ Joint Filler Depth Book 
lO .Longitudinal Joint Depth 
o4 .AU en 
3~1-1/ '-"8'~7 11''•1/11 
11. Description of Mix 




e.B~eeding Jon• *••• 0 ,. P••• 
f.T1mc req. to harden. _______ _ 




••· 88 1'. Cle 
•• • " 






). See Da ily Report 
~ . Temp . Cone. Final Finish (~·room) 
~ · 










6.Condi tion of Subgrade 
].I nstallation of Joints 
8.0mit 
9.See Joi nt Fill~r Depth :Book 
lO.Longitudinal Joint Depth 
ll.Descrintion of Mix 
a. Wo rkability __________________ __ 
b.Slump c Mortar _________________________ __ 
d.Segrogation _____________________ _ 
e .::Bleeding, ____ ~--~------------------
f.Timc req. to harden. ____________ ___ 
Owensboro-Hartford FA-125-F(~)S 
Date Jul7 21, 1glK) ( SUD.) 
12. Edging of Joints 
13. Curing 
a. One thickness burlap thoroughly wet 
during pour 
b. :Begin burlap 
removal 
c. :Burlap removed 
d. Pav. thoro. wet 
e. Paper in place 
f. Pav. thoro. wet all paper in 
place 
g. Curing complet e all paper 
removed 
14. Report on Construction Equipment. 
15. Edges of Concr ete 
16. Joint Sealing 
17. Pictures 
---- Remarks ----





12100 ·~ . ,, 91•r; 97 r; 97•r. 
oder te D4 tram 
}. See Daily Report 
Cle r.-
• I . •· 
uthw at. 
Owensboro-Hartford FA-125-F(2)S 
Date July 29, 1940 
12. Edging of Joints 
lo1nt • o.l .. n ext 
or tor re 
14. Report on Construction Equipment. 
a or 
1 ao • to 11 
down, cabl broke. 
.m. mixer abut 
574-o 
6.Condition of Subgrade 15. Edges of Concrete 
56!+00.5 to 568+45 tt d -,ongr 
thl'ougbout are , leveled &ll4 taapecl 
behind ave~. iaainder t bgrade 
f1• nd unlfoNJ 1torm cut be-
hind latter. bpa4e ril)kl,.t 
in front of 1 ••• 
16. Joint Sealing 
7 ·Installation of Joints 
All oint Inst 11at1 n• 0.1. 
17. Pictures 






1210 • to 1&00 .m. p ver ato , 
bulkhe l oed. Concrete 1n 
8.0mit 
9.Soe Joint Filler Depth Book 
lO.Longitudinal Joint Depth 
<Joo Allsnment 
3/g'•3/S1•9/16••7/161-3/S1-3/81 
ll.Description of Mix 
troet oover d wlth • burl , 
nd1t1on o. • t etart. 
a.Workabili ty Pl atio and orka.ble ,Un1tora 
b.Slurnp 1-3/8' 
c.Mortar O.f; Good mortar roll OD r ION e 
d. Segregation._~o~n~•~~-----=--
e .Bleeding VeJ7 allght a.a. Ud p.a. 
f ·Time req. to harden R].aoed at 573+10-11130 a ••• 
rdene4" -r .....1!!5. p.a. 
~. 15 ll1a. 
COOPJ!:Rr..TIV.J!l INVESTIGATION OF JO INT SPACING I N COr"CRE'T£; P •• V~MENTS . 
iess Coun t y Kentucky 
· ily Observ? t i ons 
1. WeRther .... 
1'emp . 9:00 •••• ~l·t~ C1e · . sun 
12;00!L ~ J • ~ 
1:00 p. a . 12 • Olou~No 
•oaerate wind troa Wes,. 
Owensbo r o-Hartford FA- 1 25- F( 2)S 
Date lul7 30, 194<> 
12 . Edgin~ ~f . J~ints . 
Edging o. K. No extJ'a •or 
or wa' r requJ.red. 
2.Stat i on St art 
St tion Stop 
Lin. Ft . 
568+0o~·5 at ;:ooa.ia .. . 13 . curing 
551+60.] at 5:50 p.m. a . One t h i ckne s s burla£_ t ho r oughl y we t 
1.01&0. 2 during pour {-30 
----~~~------------
3· See Da ily Renort 
7. Insta llation o f ,Joints 
b. Begin bur l ap 
removal - 5:00 a.•. 7-Jl 
c . Bur l ap removed ~2+00 at 5:30 
d . Pav . t horo . we t ~~ :t 5• 30 
FaDer i n p l a ce ~2+00t &~15 
Pqv. tho r o . we t al1 .pape r i n 
place g:oo a.a. 7-31 
~~~~~!d complete all p&per g;gg :::: ~ 8-3 
Cont. Jt. §6o-tOO tir 't JOln• in · 17 . P i c t u r e s 
d1reot1oa ot our ~out dowell!. 
C.. . Omit 
9 - ~~e J oint I iller Depth Book 
rtn15be4 '4. 6eo . . J:15 
Started on Seo. No. 1 
• • 
lre •esh and load il'ansterence 
bar• ••opped 560""00 




Date luly 31, 194o 
12. Edging of Joints 1. \{eather 
Temp. 9&tl0 ••• S~f.•. 1 t. 01 udj- .1. 0 extr · ortar or 
aua. ter requ r 4. 
. 12100 ·~ . 911-•r. Cleu-
·. ):·oo p.a. g6•r. • • 
ode~ te Win& fro outhw •t. 
! 
Station Start ~60~] t 51).g -~-~ 13. Curing 
Station Stop 5J6+)1,8 at &tOO »••• a. One thickness burlap thoroughly wet 
Lin. Ft. U28.5 during pour __ _~7L--3rl.!!l!...-.> _____ _ 
b. Begin burlap 
removal 5100 .a~ 1 
c. Burlap removed 546+)1.8 at 6:30: a~ • 3· See Daily Report 
d. Pav.thoro. wet 55o+o0 t J:!f5 •::: 
4. Temp. Cone; Final Finish ~~room) e. Paper in place 551+)0 at j-~ a. 
~O:OO(f.Con..92• l. i (g6• )i4S(99• f. Pav. thoro. wet all paper in 
a.m.. (f • .A.ll!· . •• (,,. ' •• ( 7. place 91'30 •• 8-1 
1 
• g. Curing complete all paper 5100 ~ ~ ~ 
7.Installation of Joints 
removed ~·O"' 
T• u •••• 
14. Report on Con~truction Equipment. 
Ro iel 71 • 
• 
15. Edges of Concrete 
o hon reo b ln v. ed •· 
11 t bone7coab 1n llo c~b. 
16. Joint Sealing 
ll J 1nte ae l 8-
17. Pictures 
---- Remarks ----
... 49·50·51 547+oo t ):45 p . • 
d 11;30 •• to 11:45, 
tlng on nt t cone n 
Conetruct1on, 
5 
tt Joint bet n ye nt, 
8.0mit 
9.Sec Joint Filler Depth Book 
lO.Longitudinal Joint Depth 
od 1 ent 
7/161•7/16 z•-,/161-1/2' 
or »·•· 
ao receaa Joint or tie bara • 
P v r to · d 4:;o 
truck delar. 
• • to 4: 5 • • 
COOPERATIVE INVESTIGATION OF JOINT SPACING I N CONCRETE PAVEMENTS. 
County Kentucky Owensboro-Hartford FA-l25-F(2)S 
~ily Observations Date -=A~u:agu~st~l~,L....!!l~9t....!..::!!~---
1. Weather 12. Edging of Joints 
Temp· 82• . 01 r-Sun 
IJ9•r~ " • 
Con ct1o Joint • 
)100 ,a, 4• • I I 
odera • W1n4 h'om Southw&at. 
I 
See Daily Report 
4. Temp. · Cone'. Final Finish (:eroom) 
9:3o'( • o.~u: ,J:.ilO( s :5i1;t97~ 







o•xtr r • · ter " u1r 
thoroughly wet 
! 
14, Report on Corstruction Equipment. 
7.Installation of Joints 
J ln'b 0 
4, Joint eat 
---- Remark s ----.... . 
B.Omit 
9.See Joint Filler Depth Book 
lO.Longitudinal Joint Depth 
o4 1 tnt 
3/8'•7/1,1•J/81•3/81-7/1&1-7/l6•-3JS'-]/81 
ll.Description of Mix 
a. Workabil ity P atio nit rll 
b.Slump 2-1/11 
c.Mortar Q,~, ood !!lOrtar roll on re 8 4, 
d.Segrogation lone . . 
e .Bleeding SUgbt D• f o.L.~ 
f .Time req. to hardcn~Ot45 • ~~~5 ••• 
dtnt4 • alfC p.a. 
Ito hr. 15 Ill • 
• 







12. Edging of Joints . 
loi t 4g1ng • • 
• .g6•J. I 
It 
• o extr r or 0 r uired. 
1'14 trom ~st . . 
thoroughly wet 
See Daily Report c. 
d, 
14. Report on Construction Equipment. 
7.Installation of Joints 
oontr ot1on 
d tid Fl. a 
c •• 
8.0mit 
9.See Joint Filler Depth Book 
lO.Longitudinal Joint Depth 
Good Ai1~ent . 
3/81•1/21•7/161-7/161-s/S1•11/16' 
7/l''•l./ I ll.Description of Mix 
0 •• 
Edges of Concrete 
11 t hon 7c b 
o hon yeo b 1 
Joint Sealing 
1 Joints ed &-26 
17. Pictures 
---- Remarks ----
a. Workability Plaet1o aa4 Worbble • n1toN. 
b.Slump. ___ ~~~·~---------------
c.Mortar Q.l. Good aol'taza r9ll oD r r •or d. 
d. Segrcgahon. _ _,I"ONDI-4et--------
e.B~eeding loDe • ••• or P·•· 







COOPERATIVE INVESTIGATION OF JOINT SPACING IN CONCRETE PAVEMENTS. 
County Kentucky Owensboro-Hartford FA~l25-F(2)S 
Daily Observations Date ugust 3, 1940 
Weather 12. Edging of Joints 
Temp. 
9100 .~ •• 
• 
Station Start --------------------- 13. Curing Station Stop --------------------- a, One thickness burlap thoroughly wet Lin. Ft. during pour 
b. Begin burlap 
removal 
See Da ily Report c. Burlap removed 
d. Pav. thor o. we t 
Temp. Cone. Final Finish (~room) e. Paper in place 
f. Pav. thoro. wet all paper in 
place 
g. Curing complete all paper 
removed 
B-Float -------------------------------
Belt 14. Report on Construction Equipment. 
6.Condition of Subgrade 15. Edges of Concrete 
16. Joint Sealing 




9.See Joint Filler Dept h Book 
lO.Longitudinal Joint Depth 
ll.Descriution of Mix 
a. Wor kability _______________________ _ 
b.Slump ____________________________ ___ 
c.Mortar 
--~-------------------------d.Segrcgation ________________________ _ 
e .Bleeding __ ~--~~------------------
f. Time req. to harden. ____________ _ 
COOPERATIVE INVESTIGATION OF JOINT SPACING IN CONCRETE PAVEMENTS. 
County Kentucky Owensboro-Hartford FA-'125-F( 2) S 
Daily Observations Date 1~ 




a. One thickness burlap thoroughly wet 
during pour 
b. Begin burlap 
removal 
See Daily Report c. Burlap removed 
d. Pav. thor o. wet 
Temp. Cone. Final Finish (~room) e. Paper in place 
f. Pav. thoro. wet all paper in 
place 
g. Curing complete all paper 
removed 
14. Report on Construction Equipment. 
6.Condition of Subgrade 15. Edges of Concr ete 
16. Joint Sealing 
7.Installation of Joints 
17. Pictures 
---- Remarks 
9.See Joint Fill~r Dept h Book 
lO.Longitudinal Joint Depth 
ll.Descrintion of Mix 
a. Wor kability ________________________ _ 
b.Slump __________________________ ___ 
c. Mortar ____________________________ __ 
d.Segrcgation. ________________________ _ 
e .Bleeding, __ ~----~------------------
f. Time req. to harden:_ __________ _ 
COOPERATIVE INVESTIGATION OF JOINT SPACING IN CONCRETE PAVEMENTS, 
County Kentucky 
Daily Observations Date ugust 4, 1940 (Sun y) 
- -.··-"'· 12. Edging of Joints 
aat. 
13. Curing 
a. One thickness burlap thoroughly wet 
during pour 
b. Begin burlap 
removal 
See Da ily Report c. Burlap removed 
d. Pav. thor o. wet 
Temp. Cone. Final Finish (~room) e. Paper in place 
f. Pav. thoro. wet all paper in 
place 
g. Curing complet e all paper 
removed 
14. Report on Construction Equipment. 
6.Condition of Subgrade 15. Edges of Concrete 
16. Joint Sealing 




9.See Joint Fill~r Depth Book 
lO.Longitudinal Joint Depth 
ll.Description of Mix 
a. Workability ____________________ _ 
b. Slump ______________ _ 
c. Mortar __ ~------------------------d.Segrcgation ______________________ _ 
e.Bleeding __ ~-----------------------
f.Timc req. to harden. ________ _ 
. •li 








3· See Da ily Report 
4. Temp. 
11&00( •... ( 
5· 
Conc. ·Final Finish (~room) 
.aoa.92: 'i .(,6• 4i~5(95: 
.Alr 9Q_ .-.(91• t• •(91~ 
Belt -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Broom 
B 'lap ---j~~=-~;"i;i::~~~~~;:;;i;;U 
'N-B 
1 lap ;Jo~o~.J!l._;)Jilo.R:!:&!~~~aL.~~~ 
7.Installation pf Joints 
Goo4 A1!. ent on Con · 
I lnt• t u u 
sp ll81on lolnt IJt. 
51o+oo o. . d. 
tereaoe Ia talle ln 
lo t 5M"SO. 0 
8.0mit 
9.See Joint Fill0r Dept h Book 
lO.Longitudinal Joint Depth 
od Al ent 
]/a'-5/161•1/21•3/81•7/161 
Owensboro-Hartford FA-125-F(2)S 
Date _ugust 5, 19 
12. Edging of Joints 
14. Report on Construction Equipment. 
o elqe. 
15. Edges of Concrete 
11 
ft 
16. Joint Sealing 
All joint• eeale 8-26. 
17. Pictures 1) 1; • .ft. ~ 
.,. 51 • 0 
---- Remarks ----
Be ~·59,60 51 75 t 
sl l 115 P••• · te 
.a. a to truck tt lq. 
Jln18b Sec. O• 1 4:15 ·•· 
tar 4 on • • o• 2. 
orb.ble ,unlton. 
roll on re •ore 
COOPERATIVE INVESTIGATION OF JOINT SPACI~~ IN CONCRETE PAVEMENTS. 
County Kentucky Owensboro-Hartford FA-125-F(2)S 
Daily Observations Date --'A'-'-=gu=•=-t~6:..~,---=1~9'--'--=---
1. Weather 12. Edging of Joints 
Temp. 
91 a~ • ., r~ Al • Olo lo1nt n Q.l. 
12 U)O a~ · · aer ~ oua, extra t r r ~rtar required • 
. JIOO ... a.•r. I . . 
ter; 11 t .a1 . ~oa)O •·•· •o 1ia~ 
•••• Ught ln4 fi'Oa thW I • · 
2. Station Start ~10 · ' 
Station Stop 4§2+00:0 at thoroughly wet 
Lin. Ft. """'"'U_,IO..,' ~· ...,OL-------
b. Begin burlap 
3· See Daily Report 
removal SOit+!tO at JIOO •·•• t!-t · l 
E~room) :: ~::K~:::::~! =E.!:~== EJ· ~ ·Jil 1.91• f. Pav. thoro. wet ier in 
• · ... (. ~ place 9100 &.a. 8-7 
g. Curing complete all paper ~~'21\ . .')•-
7.Installation of Joints 
8.0mit 
9.See Joint Fill~r Depth Book 
lO.Longitudinal Joint Depth 
o4 Ali eat 
7/16'-1/2'•1/ •-,/\6•-1/t'-~a· 
7/16'~•7,' h 61-1/11 ll.Descriution of Mix f+ 
removed ,__ _,.,. &. • o-10 
~100 a.a.) 




Edges of Concrete 
n 
t s o~ honere 
•• 
Joint Sealing 
11 Joint s • d s-2 • 
Pictures 
---- Remark s ----
at 2: 
7100 •••• 
17 Ull • 





100 ; • • 
12100 a; ·: · ,.oo .. 





A , tr 
II " 
t • . 
2. Station Start "4g~,; 0 at 
Station Stop ~~., at 
Lin. Ft. _l..;a;.46-.7f-'1•~7~'--~---
3· See Daily Report 
ou 
7.Installatibn of Joints 
xpans on 3o1nt lnat 11 t n 
49~ o. -· 
~ane on ~ in Inst 11 t~on 
486+00 0 _.1 . 
· o 1~ent on Contr ct1on 
.To1nt1 tbtioup ut Nn . · :;,_ 
Std. Lo ~ at•r noe .t · t.a1ed 
ln 0 natruc~ton Jo n ·482+}2. ) 
8.0rni t 
9.Sec Joi nt Filler Depth Book 
lO.Longitudinal Joint Depth 
Owensboro-Hartford 
12. Edging of Joints 
o . • Joln 
n t r r rt r re u1re4. 
14. Report on Construction Equipment. 
15. Edges of Concr ete 
0 11 CUI' 
o hone7c 
16. Joint Sealing 
ll 3 1nt 
17. Pictures 
aect1on. 
v en e • · 
e le 8-26. 
-.--- Remar ks ----
• ,A, O• 2 
t 101 5 •• • 
o+50 at 1 145 
•••• 
·~ ~ 01 nd b c uae of t ruck br•altc!own, 
Cona1ateno7 o~ aix n9nuD1~orm thrOUgh-
o t daJ , due to n nun1to o1eture 
oontent of g te. 
• • Oure Complete 11 a er · r · 
49~ to 491+oo ~aoo • ·• · 
ov 4 
Go 4 All~ n' 
J/&1-7/16•-,ts•-5116'-7/16'~~~*-~116• 
5/16*~t/16';.9/16'• 
ll. Descriution of Mix 
to aaoo .a 
~11 
~:~~=bility r:fu~; b~ 
c, Mortar ~ co~iort~ ~U ~n re 
d. Segrcgat ion._~le;oll~~o~e._ ______ _ 
e.Bleeding *on• 
f. Timc req. to harden 
acre d~t 
plaoe4 4j0+25 • 1~5 • ·• · • 
rdene4 • ~ P•• • 
It- hr. 4o llill. 




Temp . · 




l2. Edging of Joints 
Jo1 t edg1n 
. 




3· See Da ily Re~o~t c. 
d . 
4. Temp. Cone . Einal Finish ~~room) e. 
91~0(t~Oono. a: ·12i00(90: 3100(95•f. •·•·<'· A1•· ... • . <•l · J).a.(ag• . g. 
5· ... - ••• 
Time ~~2~ U11.5 111150 2C10 
Placing rJ• , li>Z6i.OO lit •ll'+lt, Jt; 71+?1i 
Screeds !r r~' t ... , ,, . ,._.·~a 4--. 'ETeu 
~ fT~J ~ rr ... , ... +l&u ... ; ~\AI 
B-Fl ....... t • ... ....... I irlll...L.C.~ ....... __ ..._ - ~ -,. ""' rr .. 'T'TY? ~ . .,...,.~., 
,....,., .,. rrc li; "" '~ IC 4 "'~M 
Belt I ·ci+ou a._.,.,+U) I . .,.,~() Jl.'r":+liO 14. Feport on Construction Equipment. 
Broom --- ~~ illli I rii + --~- .-.. t'l1 
B 'lap ~ ~ ·~~ ,0 II' r6+1 't , .. ~~ 
W-B 'lap 0 ,. 'tJT, 0 • ·~~~ ~ I'T'-..., 0 Del.., •• 
k17l~,···· ~7=1~··· 
6.Condition of Subgrade 15. Edges of Concrete 
bgrade ap1'1nltled 1n tron t 
~er. ubp de ~r upo\1 t thia 
na: · nrm d un1flo , D1 o 
out b bind 1an r. 
7.Installation of Joints 
zpanelon Joint In tallat1on 
47S.OO o.&. 
nalon Joint In tallat1on 
hon roo b l n 
16. Joint Sealing 
11 l i n s a 
·rr 
17~ Pictures 
, : . 111 r 0 nt 
. '. ----Remar ks--- - ; 
47 ·'· 
. ~. na1:~~ Jo~~t lneW.l~t1 n . 7~0cl': :. 
Good.Ailgnmeat on Oontrac~1on 
Joint•. ·.- 1 · 
Std. L _Traaate~n • Inataile 
1ft Oonatr.u~t1on Joint ~21. 
8 . Omit 
9 . S0e Joint Filler Depth Book 
lO.Longitudinal Joint Depth 
Good · 1~en 
'J/1'-1/ 1•9/161•1/ '-7/)..61•1/'1.1 ,,,._,,,. 
ll.Descriution of Mix 
.. . 
a. Workability Plaatle aad Workable. 
b.Slump 1-~• 
c.Mortar ~pod aortar roll on r a ne 
d.Segrcga tion lone . 
e,Bleeding Slight OY I' tllt1r~tace a.a. II .a. 
f.Timc req. to harden plaotd 7 - Ull a • •. 
tft 4 I • 51 p.a. 











9100 , ! t)•r~ Ole r-Sun 
12100 •· 9Q r. .• • 
1100 ·•· s6•r. Oiouar . 
Owensboro-Hartford FA-125-F(2)S 
Date uguet 9• 1940 
12. Edging of Joints 
f J 1nts .1, 
or r r ater requlr 4. 
Lt ht r 1n 3:50 to ~:30 ••• 
SlS:ght Wind fro 
2. Station Start Jt.6r:21~1J. 
Stat ion stop :J5::~:~u::.~o=::~=~~=~~::: 
Lin. Ft. _!.._CJO.r=JI~L-;._------






'N-B • ~ap -~~~~~~L=-=-~=----
6.Condition of Subgrade 
hb de . rlnkl in front of 
:Ye.r. SUbgr de thrott out"· th1e 
rua t1m and Uft1 torm, unt.t 
cu-t beh1.nd laner. 
8.0mit 
9.See Joint Filler Depth Book 
lO.Longitudinal Joint Depth 
Goo AligJU~ent 
5/8~81•5/g•-1/2••1/2••5(81 
11 D ·pt. f M' 7Jil.61 . escr1 1on o 1x 
a . Workability orkable pla8t10, 
14. Report on Construction Equipmen~ • . 
ver 1'llnn1 sl • 1 &45 
211.f.o · ••• . . te~ 11 
.m. to 
out ot 
rder 12100 rd! r. Vlb tor out of 
to '120 ·•· 
15. Edges of Concrete 











c. Mortar O.X; GOOd ort I' roll on r r r • 
d.Segrcga tion lone 
e . Bleeding o-n-.==.:.:!!:-.:...--..S..-11-z-g..,..,h.-rt-o__.,?~r=--e=n=-t'lre 8Ul'f oe • • 
f.Timc req. to harden P!aoe4 IJ:S\+15 - 91~ a ,a. 
harclene4 • lJlr.! ,a. 
5 hr. ,o Jl1a, 
• 
COOPERATIVE INVESTIGATION OF JOINT SPACI~ IN CONCRETE PAVEMENTS. 




9100 •• 7.,.,~ 
12100 .; 83 ~ 
1aoo •• ~s•r, 
Slight 1find t 







12. Edging of Joints 
15. 
-"'4!!l~l~& o t J 0 1nt 0 • • 
o extr t or ort 
o,n Construction Equipment. 
Edges of Concrete 
u1r d. 
0 1 eurb n thi 8 otlon. 
Ko honeyoo b n nt 
16. Joint Sealing 
11 Jotnt l!e l d ~ 1· 
7.Installation of Joints 
• Jt. tn tall tlon 58+00 0.~. 17. Pictures 
• • • 454+o0 o. • 
• " " ~2+80 o.r. 
• " " ~+()o o • • ---- Remarks ----
• ft • • , o.x. 
• " • , ~20 o • • 
" • . • o • • 
· d A11gl'lll -n1l n ontr et!.o join •· 
Change 1n oonatrUo 1on o cont~ ct1on 
lolntJ -~~ T steel t~1 a 1-112• 
Xl./41sJ,O inserted 1/41 below aitrt4lo•• · 
ao t11le~ uee4. Std. Lo d Traaa. ~~.5 
8.0mi t 
9.S~e Joint Filler Depth Book 
•• 
COOPERATIVE INVESTIGATION OF JOINT SPACING !N CONCRETE PAVEMENTS. 





.; . ,o•r~ 
Cle r 
I 
••• . 91•r. 
t 1n4 tr . 
Cloudf · 
•• 
2. Station Start ---------------·-----------Station Stop ---------------------------Lin. Ft. 
3· See Daily Report 










6.Condition of Subgrade 
7.Installation of Joints 
8.0mit 
9.See Joint Filler Depth Book 
lO.Longitudinal Joint Depth 
ll.Description of Mix 
a. Workability _________________________ _ 
b.Slump ____________________________ __ 
c.Mortar -----------------------------------d.Segrcgation ____________________________ _ 
e.Ble eding, _____________________________ __ 
f .Time req. to harden. ________________ _ 
Owensboro-Hartford FA-125-F(2)S 
Date at 11, 1~ (-...,~''""J) 
12. Edging of Joints 
13. Curing 
a. One thickness burlap thoroughly wet 
during pour 
b. Begin burlap 
removal 
c. Burlap removed 
d. Pav. thoro. wet 
e. Paper in place 
f. Pav. thoro. wet all paper in 
place 
g. Curing complete all paper 
removed 
14. Report on Construction Equipment. 
15. Edges of Concrete 
16. Joint Sealing 
17. Pictures 
---- Remarks ----
COOPERATIVE INVESTIGATION OF JOINT SPACI~ IN CONCRETE PAVEMENTS. 




100 a~a. S6··~ Olear 
12 a; . ~. r~ • 
3100 ••• , .... 1'. . . • 
Moder te .W1a &.a., 
t•o• outbeaat. · 
4 ws.rut 
Owensboro-Hartford FA-125-F(2)S 
Date Ausu•t 12, 1,-o 
12. Edging of Joints 
Join • • 
o e t r or ort uir 
Stat wn stop -'~~· -7:•~~-..:-!rl---ia-..tu..--l6 .... -.s&O~O""--jp~:a. a. One thickness bur l ap thoroughly wet 
2. Stat~on Start !f4m;· ::i At 4150 a~a~13. Curing · 
Lin. Ft. during pour _ ___:&-=-....::1~------.---
• 
b. Begin burlap t • 
removal 7+90 5_&1.5130 A~~·=; ' 
c. Burlap removed ~]+42~5 at jtjO ~" 8-1:5 
d. Pav.th?ro. wet ~.5 at sno·•:·•. 8-13 3· See Daily Report 
4. Temp. Cone." :Final Finish (~room) e. Paper 1n place  ~t ~SrnO-A.m_ g-1, 
100(!~0 n.~ l,2100(9r- 't00(9l• f. Pav. thoro. wet all paper in 1 
a.a.(f.A&•·tS• •• (94• •••( q,• place 11•20 ell. 1) · · ·-· 








7.Installation of Joints 
8.0mit 
9.Seo Joint Fill8r Depth Book 
n ot 
out th11 
fcl'm o t 




ll.Descri:pt ion of Mix . 
removed 10100 a.a.) 
o llel a. 
15. Edges of Concrete 
o n curb on thi 
o h~e7comb 1n ~. 




17. Pictures In t. Cont. J • 
---- Remarks ----
76,77,78 l+oO t 12:30 •• 
• e S o. o. 4 441~ at 
12t,O p.a. · . · · 
Fln1ah S e. O• 4 1 ;30 •• , 
1t r d on Seo. 5· 
•• curing r 44o+oo to 43J+S2.5 
a.Workability P1 ttlo aad Work.able, 1tora. 
b.Slump 1-~jniJ 
c.Mortar O.r. Good aortar roll OD r Pee • 
d. Segrogat ion___:W&~o~n:::::•~--------
e.Bleeding lone •·•• or P•*• 
f.Timo req. to harden. _______ _ 
COOPERAT IVE INVESTI GATION OF J OINT SPACI~ I N CONCRETE PAVEMENTS . 
Davi ess County Kentucky 
Daily Observa tions 
1. Weather 
Temp. 
) . See Daily Repo r t 
6 .Condition of Subgr ade 
ubgrade 
ver. Su b~lrf''Atl-" 
l'\10 t "' . 
ul beh.tnt\ 
7.Ins tallation of Joints 
.. 
8,0mi t 
9.Sec Joi nt Fill ~r Depth Book 
lO.Longitudinal Joint Depth 
tM.• 
Good Als: nt 
51~1-511'-7/l''.g/16'-1/2'-7/161 
• 
Owensboro-Har t fo r d FA-1 25- Ft 2)S 
Date __ Augu-=:.!oll=-•t.;:__:;:l"""']~,_l=9.._Jao---'----
12 . Edgi ng of J oi nts 
.. 
• • 






thor oughly wet 
14 . Report on Construct~on Equipment. 
1 fl. 
15. Edges of Concrete 
0 ltp· curb on th1e • et1on . 
bon, roo b ln ement ed 
16. Joint Seal i ng 
ll lo1.nt e 27. 
17. Picture s 
---- Remarks - - --
lo or cylind r • . 
•• 
• 
v r. stop ··8100 .m. to 91 0 a. .on 
ceount -of 11 bt r 1n . Ooncret 
covered th url 
d Work&blt.un1fora. 
GUOPERATIVE INVESTIGATION OF JOINT SPACING IN CONCRETE PAVEMENTS. 
Daviess County Kentucky Owensboro-Hartford FA-125-F(2)S 
Daily Observations Date --=WN-.:.!!t8t.%.-.11s...4:...~,.__..lt.,.ogllo.......,.. __ 
1. )ieather 12. Edging of Joints 
Temp. ,. I'~ Cle tt .Join e D O.X • 
121 92•r; • ,, ••• ,, ,~ Oloudt w r or rtar r u1r • IQ Wind. 
1 -





'N-B 'lap IIOU-~UQIL~~~~~!:GU 
4e apl'lnkl 1n tront ot 
14. Report on Construction Equipment. 
·&Ye1' to 4 t 4 ~~6. 1 130 ••• 
o 1130 •·•· r a1r1 g V1 to%'. 
15. Edges of Concrete 
bgr • tlu'ottghou t J• run 
d 1lb1~ , wtttorm 
o honeJc b n Te en:t e(lg •· 
7.Installation of Joints 
P~wel hold·~ OB Lt. of o.L. 
4aa 18 , Oont •. J • lt-2;+ 
All lo1·nt l eta11 tlona ·'· 
A1l .»ow 1 Holder• o.x, (S e 
abov note.) 
8.0mit 
9.Sec Joint Filler Depth :Book 
lO.Longitudinal Joint Depth 
Good AU~eat 
51•'-911''-518'-9/16'-911''-5/g• 
9/16'-911'' ll.Description of Mix 
16. Joint Sealing 
11 3o1nt 
17. Pictures 
ed f!- 7. 
---- Remarks ----
e 79.80.1!1 4 7+00 at 8: a.a. 
c. a. 5 27+00 at 
egin 70 1 • wtre t br1o 
a.Workabili ty P1att1o and workable. 
b.Slump 1-l/ir 
c.Mortar Correa• aaouat, gao4 roll on re r aoree4. 
'd. Segrogat ion~l~ololJRm:l._ ____ -=---~ 
e.Eleeding 8Ugh1 1D toattere oota a.a. 4 .a. 
f. Time req. to harden:....__ ______ _ 
COOPERATIVE INVESTIGATION OF JOINT SPACING IN CONCRETE PAVEME TS. 





91 0 a;a. 






Owensboro-Hartford FA- 125-F(2)S 
Date __ ..:.:USU.:::!iil.:::..=s:....::t--=1~5..:...• __;:l=..,j,a.o!:..-. __ 
12. Edging of Joints 
Joln e 
• • r or 0 
17+50 to 
15. Edges of Concr ete 
ott looae ot entl~e width roadw y 
' Jf.l8+1K) to 18+70, 409+00 
lf..10t50, 406+50 to 4o7+ _ • 
o hon yo 
-. 1nder ot sub t1 
n1f • 
7.Installation of Joints 
11 J .1nt. nat 1 1on o.x. 
11 owel lders o. • 
Last contr ction oint ith 
lo d tJt ter s 14-10+21• 
8.0mit 
9.Soe Joint Filler Depth Book 
lO.Longitudinal Joint Depth 
J/81•5/81-1/ •- fl6'-5/S1•'3/11,.1 
5/81•5/81 
ll .Descrintion of Mix 
a. Workability Plastic d or ble, 
16. Joint Sealing 
All !o1nts ealed 8-28. 
17. Pictures 
---- Remarks ----
82,8),84 17+00 at 100 .a . 
ilJa . 0 0. 0. 6 417+00 
••• 
n e in eo. 6 41 2 • 
ni~ed S c. 6 ''00 ·•·• 
•t rted oD Sec. 1· 
b.Slump 1-1/28 
c,Mortar 8utf1o1ent, IOOd mort r roll Oft rear aonect, 
d . S egrcgat i on=-...I!I!Jlol.liallle.__----,-------:--
e .Bleeding Sllght acattered epote •·•· p.a. 
f.Timc req. to harden. _______ _ 
COOPERATIVE INVESTIGATION OF JOINT SPACING IN CONCRETE PAVEMENTS. 
Daviess County Kentucky Owensboro-Hartford FA-l25-F(2)S 
Daily Observations 
l. 12. Edging of Joints 
Joint Edging O.K. 
No extra water or mortar required. 
I 
• • 13. Curing 
~~-r~~~~~~--~ 
• a. One thickness burlap thoroughly wet 
~~~~~~~~:%~~-
during pour ____ ~~-----------------
b. Begin burlap 
removal --~~~~~~:~~~~~~~~~~ 
c. Burlap removed 
d. Pav.thoro. wet~~~~~~~~~~~ 
3· See Daily Report 
4. Temp • . Conc. Final Finish e. Paper in place __ ~~~~4S~~~~u.J 
i f. Pav. thoro. wet 
p~ace __________ ~~~~~~~~~L--






14. Report on Construction Equipment • 
• 
6 .Condition of 15. Edges of Concrete 
16. Joint Sealing 




9.See Joint Filler Dept h Book 
lO.Longitudinal Joint Depth 
